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APPENDIX A - LITERATURE REVIEW 

Currently, there is a wide disparity in the design of warning lights used on roadway maintenance 
vehicles.  The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides some guidance for the 
use of traffic control, signage, and auxiliary safety vehicles.  These guidelines have been developed to 
provide safety for the traveling public as well as the work crew.  However, these MUTCD 
recommendations are not specific as to the nature of the lighting on the vehicles themselves.  Recent 
studies have highlighted the lack of specific criteria for the use of warning lights.  Kamyab and 
McDonald (1) surveyed all of the states in the United States, as well as all the counties in Iowa.  They 
found that there is a great disparity between states in terms of the use of warning lights and that disparity 
also exists even within local agencies.  This result is similar to the results of Raimondo (2), where a 
survey of the districts within the Ministry of Transportation, Ontario, shows a wide variety of 
methodologies for the marking of vehicles.  This diversity in the application of warning lights has led to 
a wide variety of warning-light systems currently in use.  For example, the Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT) has begun allowing certain types of vehicles to display both amber and blue 
flashing warning lights (3). 

Several studies have also investigated different aspects of lighting systems, from color to 
configuration, but no single study has been undertaken to provide a comprehensive guideline for the 
marking of maintenance vehicles.  The impact of weather on the conspicuity and visibility of vehicles 
has not been investigated.  Since many types of maintenance vehicles are required to operate in bad 
weather environments, this is a particularly critical aspect of the warning-light guideline.  Similarly, 
these vehicles need to be seen during both the day and night, as the same vehicles that are performing 
routine daily maintenance will also be pressed into service for nighttime emergency activity and to 
provide routing functions. 

In order to ensure that all of the factors that influence the visibility of flashing lights were 
included in the experimental design, an extensive literature review was performed.  This review includes 
the topics of driver visual perception, driver expectancy, lighting parameters, state practices, 
measurement issues, and a review of the current products available. 

Driver Visual Perception  
Vision is the most critical sense when it comes to driving a vehicle.  It has been estimated that 

90% of the information needed to drive is visual (4).  Dewar and Olson (5) state that visual factors 
should theoretically affect driving performance.  However, a large study conducted in California by 
Henderson and Burg (6) failed to find a consistent relationship between most of the visual factors listed 
by Dewar and Olsen (5) and crash rates.  However, Henderson and Burg (6) did show that the visual 
abilities required to detect dynamic information, such as angular movement, central movement in depth, 
and dynamic visual acuity were correlated with accidents.  Dewar and Olsen (5) point out that although 
there is little correlation between standard vision measurements and safety, it makes sense that those 
with visual impairments would have difficulty driving.  

The Human Eye. The human eye is the organ of vision.  Humans are able to see because light 
energy enters the eye and is transposed into nerve pulses.  The images humans see are the result of the 
brain’s interpretation of these pulses.   



 
 

 
 

The process of seeing involves the following anatomical components.  First, light from the 
environment passes through the cornea which, in conjunction with the lens, focuses the image on the 
retina (7).  The eye adjusts (or accommodates) to different seeing distances by changing the shape of the 
lens.  Although the eye has been compared to a camera, the analogy does not quite fit since a camera 
accommodates by moving the lens towards and away from the film (7).  One of the changes in the eye 
with age is that the lens becomes less flexible, reducing its ability to focus on near objects.  This 
condition is termed presbyopia, and is one reason that experiments involving some element of visual 
detection often include older participants. 

The colored portion of the eye is called the iris, and its function is to control the size of the 
opening in the eye, called the pupil.  In bright light, the iris constricts the size of the pupil, and at low 
light levels, it allows the pupil to open to its maximum diameter.  The iris determines how the eye adapts 
to different light levels by controlling the amount of light entering through the pupil.   

The retina is analogous to the film in a camera.  It comprises two-thirds of the eye’s interior 
surface and consists of light-sensitive cells.  When light hits these cells, it generates pulses, which are 
sent to the brain.  At the center of the retina, there is a patch of color-sensitive cells, called cones.  This 
patch is called the fovea, and is the area of greatest acuity.  Cones respond well to high light levels, such 
as during the day.  The cells lining the periphery of the eye are called rods.  Rods function well at low 
light levels and can only differentiate between black and white.  Both cones and rods are used at 
intermediate levels of illumination.  Motion sensors are also located in the periphery of the eye (M cells, 
which mediate the visibility of fast moving visual stimuli).  These motion sensors make it easier to 
detect moving objects, such as pedestrians, out of “the corner of the eye.” 

 
Figure 1. Human Eye Anatomy 

 



 
 

 
 

Seeing an object on the road is only the first step in avoiding it.  Whether or not the object is 
recognized by the driver as a hazard and how he/she decides to respond are critical stages of human 
information processing that need to be addressed.  The next two sections explore these stages.  

Hazard Detection and Recognition 
Successful driving is accomplished by drivers detecting a hazard, recognizing it as a threat, 

deciding on an appropriate speed and path, and acting on that decision.  A hazard is any object, 
condition, or situation that tends to produce a crash when drivers fail to respond successfully.  The 
detection of a hazard refers to the first stage of information processing in which an object is perceived 
by one’s senses.  At this stage, drivers may not know what they detected, but that something is there.  
The recognition of a hazard refers to a later stage of information processing in which drivers use their 
memories to relate the object to previous experiences.  Recognition typically involves mental operations 
(or attention), and as a result takes longer than detection.  It should be noted that certain characteristics 
of objects can support pre-attentive processing, or recognition without the application of attention.  

It is recognized that the human visual system does not detect the absolute luminance levels of 
various areas in a visual scene, but rather the contrast between the luminance levels of adjacent areas. 
The human eye emphasizes the regions of differences in illumination since they possess the most 
information.  As a result, these areas are the most conspicuous.  Contrast sensitivity is a main 
determinant of one’s ability to detect objects of interest in the visual scene.   

The detection and recognition of objects on the road is context dependent.  Drivers scan the 
roadway by looking in the direction they expect to see an object of importance.  Cox (8) points out that 
warning-light placement faces the following constraints in terms of grabbing attention: 

1. Motorists make multiple decisions on proximal events while driving.  As a result, distant low-
effective-intensity lights may not be detected since they have no immediate interest. 

2. Drivers’ eyes are cast downward in the natural human posture.  As a result, drivers do not 
naturally keep a special lookout for distant objects. 

3. A meaningful proportion of motorists is colorblind or has poor visual acuity. 

Designers of warning lights intended to grab drivers’ attention should be aware of these issues.  

Conspicuity. The conspicuity of an object refers to how well it grabs one’s attention.  There are 
two types of conspicuity: attention conspicuity and search conspicuity.  Attention conspicuity refers to 
an object capturing a person’s attention owing to its characteristics (such as proximity, color, and 
movement).  An example of attention conspicuity would be a warning light mounted on a roadway 
maintenance vehicle alerting oncoming motorists that the vehicle is stopped.  Search conspicuity refers 
to an object’s ability to capture one’s attention when actively searching for it.  An example of search 
conspicuity would be a retroreflective street sign with large letters placed in a consistent location at an 
intersection (9).   

The presence of maintenance vehicles on public roads is less probable than their absence.  Given 
that their presence is unlikely, an encounter with a maintenance vehicle is unexpected since motorists 
are not actively searching for one.  Maintenance vehicles that have poor attention conspicuity are, 
therefore, less likely to be detected at a safe distance.  An understanding of how to improve 



 
 

 
 

maintenance-vehicle attention conspicuity could help reduce the number of accidents involving these 
vehicles.  

Barton et al. (10) developed a computational vision model to assess work-zone conspicuity.  The 
authors point out that simple photometry is not enough to reveal how conspicuous lights are.  They state 
that it is the ratio of light between adjacent locations, times of day, and colors that allows the human 
visual nervous system to assess conspicuity.  The vision model was developed through an understanding 
of these factors.  The model uses the spatial frequency of a pattern within an image, which is a function 
of its contrast sensitivity, to determine its conspicuity.  The model filters the differences between white 
and black, green and red, and yellow and blue to assess the image’s contrast.  From their findings, the 
authors suggest that one way of increasing an object’s conspicuity is by increasing its conspicuity in all 
three channels: white/black, green/red, and yellow/blue.  In the case of warning lights, red appears to do 
a better job at this than orange (more contrast between red and green than between orange and green).  
The model is limited in that it only considers still scenes, although contrast sensitivity changes with 
movement.   

Detection and recognition of unexpected events has further implications than simply attention 
conspicuity.  The next section explains why response time to unexpected events is longer than it is to 
expected events. 

Reacting to the Unexpected. Information theory describes the human operator as a transmitter 
of information (11).  Whenever people respond to events that have been perceived, they are transmitting 
information.  For example, when a warning light comes on (an event), the drivers perceive this 
occurrence and transmit this information to a response such as braking and steering.  Information is 
defined by Shannon and Weaver (12) as the reduction of uncertainty.  Information is potentially 
available in an event any time there is uncertainty about what the event will be.  For example, the 
statement “A power failure hit the Northeast” contains a great deal of information since it rarely occurs.  
In contrast, the statement “The sun rose today” contains little information since such an event can be 
anticipated before it occurs (11). 

Reaction time to uncertain events is longer than reaction time to certain events (13, 14).  
Information theory states that the uncertainty of an event is dictated by the number of possible events 
that can occur, the probability of each event occurring, and the context or sequential constraints that 
relate each event together (11).  An example of how reaction time is affected by the number of events 
would be driver reaction time to brake lights.  Information theory states that driver reaction time to brake 
lights is faster than reaction time to the brake light on one of two motorcycles traveling side by side 
since there is an increase in uncertainty regarding which light will turn on.  An example of how reaction 
time is affected by the probability of each event would be driver reaction time to a braking car versus a 
deer entering the road.  The braking-car event occurs frequently and is more probable than a deer 
jumping out into the road.  Since the jumping deer is less likely, driver reaction time to the event is 
increased.  An example of how reaction time is affected by context and sequential constraints would be 
driver reaction time to a maintenance vehicle that has a shadow vehicle.  Without the shadow vehicle, 
encountering a maintenance vehicle is unexpected since it rarely occurs, and reaction time is longer.  
However, reaction time to the same vehicle is reduced in the presence of a shadow vehicle since drivers 
develop an expectation for the maintenance vehicle after seeing the shadow vehicle.   

Dewar and Olsen (5) explain that motorists operate with a set of expectancies, predisposing them 
to believe that things will happen is a certain way.  For example, drivers in North America may expect 



 
 

 
 

freeway exits to be located on the right side.  There in an increase in driver perception-response time 
when these expectancies are violated; this can lead to increased driver errors and accidents.  To account 
for these predispositions, information from traffic control devices must be conveyed when and where it 
is expected.  Advanced warning signs are used with the intention of establishing expectancy for 
upcoming hazardous conditions.  

Dewar and Olsen (5) identify three types of expectancy: continuity, event, and temporal.  
Continuity expectancy means that events that occurred in the immediate past will continue to occur.  
Event expectancy means that events that have not happened in the immediate past will not occur.  
Temporal expectancy means that for cyclic events, the longer a state in the cycle continues, the more 
likely it will be to change.  These three expectancy principles suggest that driver response time can be 
minimized by using standard traffic control devices and placing them in consistent locations. 

When confronted with unexpected events, motorists require assistance in coping with the change 
in task demands.  A form of guidance, termed positive guidance, has been developed to aid people in 
such situations.  

Positive Guidance. Positive guidance (5) is a way of providing information “unequivocally, 
unambiguously, and with sufficient conspicuity to allow the driver to detect a hazard in a roadway 
environment that may be visually cluttered, recognize the hazard or its threat potential, select an 
appropriate speed and path, and initiate and complete the required maneuver safely.”  If proper positive 
guidance is provided, it can increase the likelihood of drivers making appropriate decisions regarding 
speed and path.  The positive guidance concept acknowledges three levels of driver performance: 
control, guidance, and navigation (5).  

Control. The control level encompasses the interaction between the driver and the vehicle.  A 
vehicle is controlled in terms of speed, path (i.e., location on the road) and direction (5).  Drivers control 
vehicles through the steering wheel, accelerator, and brake.  Drivers receive continuous feedback on 
their control performance from the vehicle’s displays as well as through external observation of changes 
in speed, path, and direction.  

Guidance. The guidance level describes the selection and maintenance of a safe speed and path.  
Guidance requires drivers to evaluate changes in the immediate environment (such as alignment, grade, 
and traffic), and to then execute the appropriate counteraction to keep their vehicles in the lane at a safe 
speed.  Dewar and Olsen (5) state that information at the guidance level comes from the highway, 
traffic, and traffic control devices. 

Navigation. The navigation level refers to the planning and execution of a trip from origin to 
destination.  Navigation requires drivers to evaluate route numbers or names, street names, interchange 
or intersection designations, cardinal directions, and landmarks.  Decisions at the navigation level are 
made at select points based on information extrapolated from maps, verbal directions, past experience, 
guide signs, and landmarks.  
 

Information Placement. Dewar and Olson (5) go on to explain that to execute positive guidance 
in traffic control devices, four principles of information placement must be followed.  The first principle, 
called primacy, states that information on signs should be placed according to its importance to the 
driver.  In situations where information competes for driver attention, errors occur when drivers miss 
important information while processing less important information first.  The second principle, called 



 
 

 
 

spreading, states that information content should be spread out across multiple signs when its content is 
too great to place on one sign.  Doing so reduces the information load on drivers.  The third principle, 
called coding, states that pieces of information should be organized into larger units.  An example of 
coding would be the use of specific colors and shapes for street signs.  Such coding allows drivers to 
interpret specific information from the signs using these characteristics.  The fourth principle, called 
redundancy, states that information should be presented in more than one way at the same time.  For 
example, the alarms used by emergency response vehicles incorporate a visual warning light, as well as 
a redundant auditory alarm.   

Flashing Warning Lights 
Flashing lights are an invention of mankind (15).  Lightning can arguably be classified as a 

flashing light, but it is exceptional and holds little relevance to the driving task.  Flashes are bursts of 
light which, by definition, are unexpected.  This characteristic is their most important feature and is also 
why they are so good at capturing attention.   

Hargroves (16) cites that one of earliest uses of flashing lights was the “Belisha Beacon” for 
pedestrian crossings in Britain in 1953.  The Road Research Institute found that amber beacons flashing 
at 1 Hz were the most effective.  Hargroves (16) states that the conspicuity of these beacons in modern 
environments is probably not as high, and there is a case for increasing their brightness.  

Vos and Meeteren (15) state that the use of flashing lights should be restricted to drawing 
attention.  An example they give is to place a flashing light above a traffic sign, and then continuously 
illuminate the traffic sign.  They note that, although unlikely, short flashing signals can cause 
mislocation and miscoloration of the signal.  

In contrast, Holmes (17) suggests that flashing lights have their own language.  The flash’s 
characteristics, such as flash frequency, effective intensity, and duration, are elements of a language that 
can be learned.  Holmes states that a familiar flashing signal is quickly recognized, while an unfamiliar 
signal may be misinterpreted at first, causing a delayed response.  An irrelevant signal is discarded 
subconsciously.  Holmes suggests that people may need to be educated on how to recognize flashing 
signals since they are artificial.  Interpreting the signal requires people to understand the reason for and 
the real meaning of the signal.  For example, the flashing headlights of a car can mean ‘get out of my 
way’ or ‘thank you’ according to the driver’s mood.  Holmes (17) states that a real language does exist 
between regular road users, but that the language has never been published.  One design proposed by 
Holmes is the use of dot flashes for danger, steady light for safety, and dashes of flashes for warning.  
He also states that education is needed to teach drivers how to interpret these meanings.  

Kamyab and McDonald (1) state that the purpose of warning lights is to warn motorists that a 
highway maintenance vehicle is on or near the roadway, to allow drivers to take actions with enough 
warning time, to define the shape and size of the vehicle, and to convey the intent of the vehicle.  The 
characteristics affecting warning-light conspicuity are presented below.  The following characteristics 
are included: contrast brightness, flash effective intensity, flash color, flash frequency, flash duration, 
flash shape, flash type, flash pattern, flash size, number of elements, and apparent motion.  

Contrast Brightness. Contrast brightness refers to the direct comparison of one reflecting 
surface with another.  Contrast brightness of a flashing light signal is obtained from the difference in 
illumination between the lamp-illuminated bulb, called a roundel, and the background.  Cox (18) 
identified that one of the major practical factors affecting the effectiveness of an outdoor flashing light 



 
 

 
 

signal in terms of  reaction time is its contrast brightness.  Cox states that optimum observer reaction 
times for vehicle brake lights are achieved with an effective intensity ratio of 5:1.  He suggests that this 
could be used as a suitable contrast ratio for the design of flashing railroad crossing roundel lights.  He 
concludes that a flashing-light luminance of 4882 cd/m2 (candela per meter squared) or 1425 ftL (foot 
Lambert) is necessary to warn drivers under the most adverse conditions of East-West viewing.  He adds 
that a flashing light used in North-South viewing should have a minimum beam luminance of 
1028 cd/m2 (300 ftL).  For close-up inline viewing, a minimum value of 257 cd/m2 (75 ftL) should be 
used.  

Flash Effective Intensity. Roufs (19) defines flash threshold as the minimum effective intensity 
increment required for perceiving the flash.  The threshold for short flashes is driven by the product of 
flash effective intensity and duration. This may also be referred to as the dosage.  For long flashes, the 
threshold is mainly determined by the effective intensity.  The transition between the two situations is 
characterized by the critical duration. 

Cox (18) states that the brightness level of a flashing light appears greater than a fixed light with 
the same lumen output.  This is because the apparent brightness of a fixed light decreases with time.  
Cox states that after 10 s of viewing, the apparent brightness of a fixed light degrades to 50% of the 
original estimated value.  

Cook et al. (20) conducted seven lab studies and three field studies to investigate the conspicuity 
of flashing warning beacons.  The conspicuity of the warning beacon was measured through beacon 
detection rate, beacon detection time, and subjective opinions of perceived conspicuity.  The authors 
found that high flash intensities minimize warning-beacon detection times for both day and night 
conditions. 

Hargroves (16) conducted a survey of the use of flashing lights on roads and road vehicles.  He 
cites an experiment conducted by the Road Research Laboratory in 1956 on the relative effectiveness of 
various types of direction indicators.  The study had subjects perform a continuous task while 
responding to the indicators by turning them off as soon as possible.  Reaction times were measured.  
Five direction indicators were tested: 1) a semaphore arm giving an axial light effective intensity of 1 cd, 
2) a red rear flasher of 18 cd, 3) an amber rear flasher of 240 cd, 4) an amber “ear” flasher of 170 cd 
mounted on the door pillar above the semaphore arm, and 5) a white front flasher of 390 cd mounted 
under the headlamp.  The author found that the amber ear equaled the semaphore arm during the day, 
while at night, the amber ear was one of the best, and the semaphore arm was the least conspicuous.  
Hargroves (16) concludes that the flashing direction indicators should be amber, and that the effective 
intensity at night should be in the range of 100 to 500 cd.  Hargroves also states that for short-range 
viewing, flashers on the side of the vehicle and at the same height as the driver’s head are most 
conspicuous.   

Hargrove also cites a study conducted by the lighting section of J. Lucas Ltd. in 1956.  The study 
investigated the light effective intensity values of vehicle rear lamps.  A stationary test vehicle fitted 
with several rear lamps was used.  The research found that for daytime conditions, the minimum 
acceptable level was 140 cd, while the preferred minimum level was 240 cd.  For the nighttime 
conditions, the maximum acceptable level was 70 cd, while the maximum preferred level was 30 cd. 
The researchers conclude that there is no single light effective intensity that satisfies the acceptable 
values for day minimum and night maximum.  



 
 

 
 

Hargrove cites a follow-up study conducted in 1958 that utilized the same apparatus, this time 
controlling the distance of the observer’s vehicle from the test vehicle.  The trials only took place during 
the night.  They found that when the lights are 121.9 m (400 ft) away, the acceptable level is 90 cd, 
while the preferred level is 160 cd.  When the lights are 45.7 m (150 ft) away, the acceptable level is 70 
cd, while the preferred level is 120 cd.  When the lights are 15.2 m (50 ft) away, the acceptable level is 
50 cd, while the preferred level is 70 cd.  The authors conclude that a compromise is required in setting 
the effective intensity values for use at night.  Brighter values are required for further distances, while 
less bright values are required for shorter distances.  The authors note that the intensities of front flashers 
will be greater since the flashes must compete with the glare produced by the front headlamps. 

Flash Color. Cook et al. (20) also investigated the conspicuity of warning beacons according to 
flash color.  From the highly controlled laboratory experiment using a model road, they found that when 
effective intensity is held constant, Amber has the poorest warning-beacon detection time under both 
day and night conditions.  Blue light minimizes the effects of Disability Glare, meaning that it enables 
more pedestrians to be detected at night.  Blue light also gives rise to the least Discomfort Glare (as 
measured through the day conditions).  Green light has the quickest warning beacon detection time 
during day conditions, but is the poorest for Disability Glare and Discomfort Glare.  Red light yields the 
quickest warning beacon detection times at night and gives rise to the least Discomfort Glare.  

From the field experiments, Cook et al. (20) found that the colored domes filter the light’s 
effective intensity (as opposed to the situation described above, in which effective intensity was held 
constant).  They thus found that amber light has the quickest warning beacon detection times, but gives 
rise to greatest Disability Glare at night.  Blue light gives rise to the least Discomfort Glare.  For night 
conditions, green light gives rise to the least Discomfort Glare, but has the poorest warning-beacon 
detection times.  Red light minimizes the effects of disability glare at night.  Magenta was amongst the 
slowest colors to be detected. 

Cox (18) states that there is a decrement in the amount of light that reaches the retina with age.  
The decrement ranges from 20% reduction at the red end of the spectrum to an 80% reduction at the 
blue end from ages 20 to 60 years old.  Owing to this limitation, Cox states that a red light is a more 
consistent indicator for this age range under direct viewing.  Blue light, however, is more effective if 
viewed in the periphery.  Cox recommends the combination of traffic red with lunar white as a low-cost 
solution to optimizing viewing distances of railway-crossing flashing lights.   

Cox (18) also points out that colored flashing lights are perceived differently by colorblind 
people.  Therefore, a normal viewer would have 1.5 times the viewing range of a colorblind viewer.  
Cox recommends that a flashing light design should have a sufficient effective intensity to support 
colorblind viewers.  Cox states that this could be done by using blue or lunar-white light signals in 
conjunction with the standard red light signals. 

Cook et al. (20) also tested the detection of a vehicle displaying amber warning beacons located 
amongst amber roadside beacons.  They found that the use of an additional flashing color in conjunction 
with amber improves detection times over flashing amber only (red, white, and blue lights were tested).  
The researchers conclude that a red light, equated in effective intensity to amber and used in a flashing 
mode alongside a flashing amber beacon is likely to offer the best compromise in terms of Detection, 
Disability Glare, and Discomfort Glare. 



 
 

 
 

Mortimer (21) measured reaction times to various vehicle rear-light signaling configurations.  He 
used coding dimensions of color, flashing (1 Hz), effective intensity, and number of lamps spaced at 
different positions.  He found that the best lighting system utilized functional separation and color 
coding.  The system yielding the lowest mean reaction time consisted of green tail or presence lights 
(effective intensity 7 cd), amber-flashing turn indicators, and red stop lamps (each 35 cd effective 
intensity).  The lights were mounted at the edges of the vehicle.  The poorest system tested was a 
combined presence, turn, and stop indicator housed in one pair of red lamps.  Mortimer recommends the 
use of perceptual redundancy in the coding of rear-light displays.   

Flash Frequency  
For flashing lights designed to communicate a message to motorists, misinterpreting the message 

can be as dangerous as missing the signal altogether.  To avoid misinterpretation, the flashing light 
signal must be seen for the duration of one period.  Holmes (17) states that the flashing signal should be 
repetitive and have a maximum interval of 5 s to continuously retain the observer’s attention. 

Cook et al. (20) investigated the conspicuity of warning beacons according to flash frequency.  
The experimental work and expert consultation suggests that high flash frequencies of 4 Hz improve 
warning-beacon detection time and are more effective in conveying an impression of urgency.  Low 
flash frequencies of 1 Hz minimize Discomfort Glare and Disability Glare. 

Hargroves (16) reviewed flash frequency as a parameter of inter-vehicle signaling.  He cites the 
work of Cohen and Dinnerstein (22), who investigated the number of flash frequencies that people can 
discriminate.  They suggest that three or four flash frequencies could be used to code information.  They 
also state that reaction times for correctly identifying flash frequencies are less for higher frequencies, 
but still very long in terms of the time required in driving.  They recommend 3 Hz as a practical 
maximum.  They state that the most suitable single flash frequency for vehicle flashing lights is 90 +/- 
30 cycles per minute, or 1 to 2 Hz.  

Flash Duration. The flash duration is defined as the time the light is on during one flash cycle.  
Reaction-time measurements to various flash frequencies, durations, and on-off ratios suitable for road-
vehicle use have been recorded by Gerathewohl (23) and Brown and Gibbs (24).  Brown and Gibbs 
found that as the flash frequency duration decreased for frequencies in the range of 1.5 to 3 Hz, there 
was a corresponding decrease in reaction times.  Gerathewohl also found a decrease in reaction time for 
signals with frequencies of 3 Hz.  However, for signals with frequencies of 1 Hz and 0.33 Hz, longer 
flash durations yielded shorter reaction times.  It should be noted that for these experiments, the reaction 
times were measured from the onset of the flash, so the longer the duration, the longer the period that 
must elapse before an observer can be sure that it is flashing (assuming no other coding). 

Flash Shape. The flash shape refers to the temporal distribution of light in the flash cycle.  
Howard and Finch (25) state that for flashes presented longer than the critical duration of 50 ms, the 
square wave pattern is more effective than a triangle shape wave of equal flash energy.  An example of a 
square wave is the direction indicators on a vehicle.  An example of a sinusoidal wave is the rotating 
beacons on roadway maintenance vehicles.  Although this wave pattern is less effective, it accomplishes 
a secondary goal of providing 360° visibility.  Hargroves (16) states that more complex distributions of 
effective intensity within the flash cycle, such as multiple flashes as seen on marine buoys, are generally 
impractical.  This is because the time taken to decipher these patterns is too long given the driving task. 



 
 

 
 

Flash Type. Cook et al. (20) investigated the conspicuity of warning beacons according to flash 
type.  They found that strobe warning beacons were subjectively considered to convey greater urgency, 
while rotating warning beacons were considered to be less annoying and minimized the effects of 
Disability Glare. 

In 1967, the Ohio Department of Highways and Ohio State University investigated the effect of 
various types of flashing traffic control devices on accident rates (26).  They found a 53% reduction in 
accidents upon implementation of all types of flashing warning lights.  They state that a single overhead 
unit containing two beacons flashing alternately in the horizontal direction proved to be promising.   

Flash Pattern. Cook et al. (20) investigated the conspicuity of warning beacons according to 
flash pattern.  They found that when more than one warning beacon was present on a vehicle, beacons 
that flashed simultaneously were detected significantly faster than beacons that flashed alternately.  
Simultaneously flashing beacons were also subjectively rated as more conspicuous, while those that 
flashed alternately had the lowest Discomfort Glare. 

Signal Size 
Many investigations on steady lights at threshold levels have concluded that lamp size does not 

play a significant role in determining its conspicuity.  However, the perception of light under road 
conditions is quite different than under laboratory conditions.  Cole and Brown (27) investigated the 
relationship between luminance and angular diameter for steady-red traffic signals at various levels of 
probability of being seen at a certain time.  They conclude that effective intensity is independent of 
signal size for light signals with a high probability of being seen (called optimum signal luminance).  As 
the probability decreases to 50%, the relationship changes towards one of effective intensity being 
proportional to signal size.  Cole and Brown conclude that if the lamp is of optimum luminance, then its 
size does not matter.  

Saunders (28) investigated the subjective brightness of a flashing-light stimulus within the fovea 
as a function of stimulus size.  The results show that the subjective brightness of a flashing light 
increases in two phases with increasing stimulus area.  The transition area between the two phases 
increases with increasing effective intensity.  Saunders suggests that edge effects contribute significantly 
to subjective brightness.  Practically speaking, the results are relevant to the problem of viewing a 
flashing light through fog.  The blurring of the edges of a flashing light due to fog greatly reduces its 
subjective brightness.  

Number of Lights. Cook et al. (20) investigated the conspicuity of warning beacons according 
to the number of elements utilized.  From subjective ratings, they found that the greater the number of 
warning beacons, the greater the perceived conspicuity.  The use of four warning beacons was rated 
significantly more conspicuous than just one, but four beacons were rated significantly less conspicuous 
than eight warning beacons.  However, eight warning beacons were rated as having more Discomfort 
Glare, although no relationship between beacon number and Discomfort Glare was found. 

In 1990, Hanscom and Pain (29) developed guidelines for warning-light systems on service 
vehicles engaged in short-term or moving maintenance operations.  Their research evaluated existing 
warning-light systems based on three factors: 1) the effectiveness of the warning-light system in eliciting 
driver responses leading to safe traffic operations, 2) the efficiency and reliability of the warning-light 
system, and 3) the cost-effectiveness of the warning-light system.  The warning-light guidelines were 
developed for temporary and moving work zones by using both closed-field and field experiments.   



 
 

 
 

The closed-field study was conducted on an unopened four-lane divided highway.  A dump 
truck, traveling at 6.4, 22.5, and 45.1 kph (4, 14, and 28 mph), was used.  It was outfitted with the 
following lighting configurations (29): 

1. Two four-way flashers — mounted at the bottom of the dump bed. 
2. Four four-way flashers — two mounted at the bottom and two above the dump bed. 
3. A single-flash strobe light — high effective intensity, 360° visibility. 
4. A double-flash strobe light — high effective intensity, 360° visibility. 
5. 0.9 x 1.6 m (3 x 5 ft) arrowboard. 
6. Two small arrows, 61.0 x 50.8 cm (24 x 20 in.) each — mounted on the dump bed door, both 

pointing in the same direction and flashing in unison. 
7. Rotating 100 to 120 cpm (cycles per min), medium effective intensity, incandescent light. 
8. Rotating 100 to 120 cpm, high effective intensity, incandescent halogen light. 
9. Rotating 60 to 80 cpm, medium effective intensity, incandescent light. 
10. Rotating 60 to 80 cpm, high effective intensity, incandescent halogen light. 
11. Flasher, 60 to 80 cpm, medium effective intensity, incandescent light. 
12. Flasher, 100 to 120 cpm, medium effective intensity, incandescent light. 
13. Flasher, 100 to 120 cpm, high effective intensity, incandescent light. 

 
The field experiment tested the following nine light combinations plus five different placement 

configurations (placement is shown in Figure 2): 

1. Two back- and side-mounted beacons, rotating 60 to 80 cpm, medium-effective intensity lights 
combined with one front-center-mounted strobe (double flash). 

2. Two four-way flashers combined with one front-center-mounted strobe. 
3. Four four-way flashers combined with one front-center-mounted strobe. 
4. Two back- and side-mounted beacons, rotating 60 to 80 cpm, medium-effective intensity lights 

combined with one front-center-mounted flasher, 100 to 120 cpm, high-effective intensity light. 
5. Two four-way flashers combined with two rotating front-side-mounted, rotating 60 to 80 cpm, 

medium-effective intensity lights. 
6. Four four-way flashers combined with one front-center-mounted beacon, rotating 60 to 80 cpm, 

medium-effective intensity light. 
7. Four four-way flashers combined with one front-center-mounted beacon, rotating 100 to 120 

cpm, high-effective intensity light. 
8. Two four-way flashers combined with one 0.9 x 0.9 m (3 x 3 ft) arrowboard. 
9. One light bar comprising of six lights in sequenced flashing. 

 
The five light configurations were as follows: 

A. Front and Centered. 
B. Front and Side. 
C. Front and Back Centered. 
D. Front Center and Back Side. 
E. Front and Side and Back and Side. 



 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Warning Light Positions (after [29], p. 8). 

 
For both the closed-field and field experiments, a van carrying test subjects followed the dump 

truck at various speeds and distances.  The test subjects were asked to determine the speed that they 
were traveling and how fast they were closing in on the service vehicle.  The two experiments only 
investigated information extraction, not conspicuity or attention value.  From the results of the two 
experiments, the researchers conclude that (29, p. 9):  

1. If only one type of light is used, four-way flashers provide the most accurate information about 
closure rate and service vehicle speed.  

2. Adding more of the same type of lights on the service vehicle does not increase the amount of 
information provided to the driver or enhance the driver’s ability to extract information from the 
lights. 

3. Changing the location of the light(s) on the service vehicle does not increase information or 
ability to extract information.  It is important that the light can be seen from all directions.  

4. Lighting parameters (flash frequencies between 60 and 100 cycles per minute and medium- 
versus high-effective-intensity lights) had little effect on driver response.  

5. Adding a four-way flasher to any other warning light increases the amount of information 
provided to the driver.  Similarly, combining a roof-mounted flasher light and rotating light 
increases the information input to the driver.  

An operational highway test was also conducted at seven sites comprised of two-lane, four-lane, 
and four-lane divided roadways during short-term and moving operations.  The driver’s mean lane-
change time and critical lane-change time were used as dependent measures.  Four lighting systems were 
tested: a light bar, two rotating lights combined with one flashing light, a double flash strobe, and four-
way flashers combined with one cab-mounted flashing light.  

For lighting systems tests with the short-term lane closure operation, an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) test revealed that the most effective lighting system (in terms of mean lane-change time) was 
the two rotating lights plus one flashing light compared to the baseline lights (i.e., two-bulb rotating 
beacons).  Slight benefits were observed with the light bar, and no benefits were found with the double 
flash strobe light or four-way flasher plus cab-mounted flasher.  Measurements of light conspicuity were 
not made in the operational test.  For the moving operations, it was found that the light bar was the best 
warning light.  No improvements in the truck visibility were observed using the double flash strobe over 
the standard two-bulb rotating beacons.  

Hanscom and Pain (29) recommend the use of two rotating beacons plus a flasher for short-term 
lane closure.  The researchers recommend the use of two rotating beacons plus a flasher for continuously 



 
 

 
 

moving operations.  The researchers do not recommend a light bar for continuously moving operations 
since it did not perform well in lane closure situations.  For shoulder operations, the researchers 
recommend that service-vehicle lighting should only be used under extreme conditions, such as limited 
sight distance and poor lateral clearance.   

Overall, the researchers found that the type of light and method of flashing had the greatest 
impact on lane-change time under the conditions tested.  The number and placement of lights had a 
small effect on driver response to the warning lights.  The researchers remark that the key to light 
placement is that the light is visible from all angles of approach.  

Apparent Motion. Under certain conditions, it is possible to create a sense of motion between 
two stationary sources of light by flashing the two lights on and off with one source temporally trailing 
the other.  Foster (30) showed that a model developed to describe certain real-motion effects also 
translated to describe the existence of an apparent-motion effect. 

Finley et al. (31) investigated the effectiveness of a sequential warning-light system for work-
zone lane closures.  The system was comprised of a series of interconnected, synchronized, flashing 
warning lights that gave the illusion of motion.  The research investigated motorists’ understanding and 
perceived usefulness of various designs of the warning-light system, as well as the potential of this 
system to yield significant operational or safety benefits in actual work-zone applications.  The results 
from closed-field and field studies show that that the system is positively perceived and is not confused 
by the motoring public.  The field study results indicate that the prototype warning-light system may 
encourage motorists to vacate a closed travel lane further upstream from the work zone, which is 
believed to be a potential safety benefit.  For the warning-light system implemented in an urban area 
(which was a relatively new closure), there was a 23% and a 63% reduction in the number of passenger 
vehicles and trucks, respectively, in the closed lane 305 m (1000 ft) upstream of the lane closure.  
However, it should be noted that the system did not significantly affect lane choice at the rural road test 
site where the lane closure had been installed for six months.  The researchers conclude that the greatest 
potential safety benefit of the warning light system may be when it is used in conjunction with short 
duration or intermediate-term maintenance or construction projects.  

Gros, et al. (32) investigated the optimal configuration of a light signaling device, given a fixed 
lighting budget, to minimize reaction time.  The researchers investigated whether apparent motion 
would reduce reaction time to a light signal compared to a non-moving light in two uncertainty 
conditions.  The researchers found that reaction times for the stationary spots were on average 69 ms 
slower than the reaction times to the moving spots when there was no uncertainty and reaction times 
were an average of 236 ms slower with uncertainty.  The researchers conclude that for the quick 
detection of light signals near threshold, the use of a light in apparent motion is better suited for warning 
devices than stationary lights.  The researchers remarked that the advantage of apparent motion is 
greater when the observer is uncertain about the warning light’s location. 

Steady-Burn Light Color. Color is an established coding dimension for inter-vehicle signaling.  
Red indicates the rear of a vehicle, while white indicates the front.  Projector et al. (33), however, reject 
the use of color-coding owing to variation in observer vision, desaturation of colors in haze and fog, and 
variation in filter efficiencies.  However, they do claim that color is useful as a redundant perceptual 
dimension.  



 
 

 
 

In 1998, the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) set out to improve the conspicuity of Texas 
highway construction, maintenance, and service equipment in response to the high accident rates 
associated with work zones (34).  A survey of vehicle warning-light color configurations was conducted 
in Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston, and San Antonio to assess motorists’ interpretations of special vehicle-
warning-light colors.  The survey asked motorists to rate the perceived hazardousness and to declare 
what driving action should be taken for the following light colors: yellow, blue, red, yellow + blue, 
yellow + red, blue + red, and yellow + blue + red.  The survey results revealed that the Texas driving 
population understands the existence of a color hierarchy with respect to flashing vehicle warning lights.  
This hierarchy has been learned through exposure to the vehicle warning lights over time.  Yellow lights 
on their own convey the least hazardous conditions to motorists.  Blue lights convey slightly more 
hazardous conditions, while red lights convey even more hazardous conditions.  Blue lights on their own 
received significant numbers of “not hazardous” ratings.  This may mean that their sole use does not 
convey a consistent level of urgency to all motorists.  For the two-or-more color combinations, the 
yellow + blue combination was interpreted as slightly more hazardous than yellow alone. The yellow + 
blue combination was interpreted as less hazardous than yellow + red.  Red + blue was rated as more 
hazardous than yellow + blue or yellow + red.  However, red + blue was not interpreted as hazardous as 
red alone. Red + blue + yellow was rated the same as red + blue.  

The action participants said they would take does not change between yellow, blue, and yellow + 
blue.  Forty-five percent of the respondents believed they should not do anything when seeing these 
lights.  However, the yellow + red combination did yield different results than yellow or blue lights 
alone.  Red lights alone were different from yellow, blue, yellow + blue, and yellow + red.  However, 
red lights were similar to red + blue and red + blue + yellow color combinations. 

The researchers set up five field test sites to measure the effects of warning-light colors on 
driving behavior.  At two of the five field-test sights, vehicle speeds were significantly lower for the 
yellow + blue lights than for the yellow lights alone (8 to 10 k/hr).  There were no significant differences 
in speed between yellow + blue + red and yellow lights.  Yellow + blue strobes, with red strobes at the 
tail end, were not different from yellow.  The researchers did not find any significant effects of lights on 
driver lane-changing behavior.  However, yellow + blue + red warning lights did cause significantly 
more braking than yellow lights alone for night conditions at three of the four test sites. 

The researchers conclude that motorists associate less hazard or danger with yellow flashing 
warning lights relative to some of the other combinations they may see.  As a result, they believe there is 
less of a need to slow down when perceiving these lights.  The results indicate that combining blue and 
yellow lights conveys more hazard than yellow lights alone.  However, this does not translate into 
changes in driving behavior.  The yellow + red combination yields a greater perceived hazard and 
inclination to apply the brakes.  

The researchers remark that reduced overhead lighting at some of field test sites may have made 
the discernment of the test vehicle harder, causing motorists to slow down to see where the lights were 
coming from.  In sites with good lighting, clearer visibility of the test vehicle allowed them to continue 
at the same speed since it held no importance to them. 

Hazard Analysis 
In investigating the effective conspicuity of new warning lights, consideration for their potential 

drawbacks must also be taken.  Disability Glare, Discomfort Glare, Distraction, and Eleptogenic 
Response (having the capacity to induce epileptic seizures) are factors considered in this section.  



 
 

 
 

Disability Glare. Disability Glare occurs when a bright light source impairs an individual’s 
ability to see objects.  It occurs when the light entering the eye is scattered as it passes through the lens.  
In the driving environment, additional scatter may result from the windscreen, especially in the rain, and 
from eyeglasses.  This scatter light superimposes itself on the object under view as a veiling luminance 
and reduces its contrast such that it appears washed out.  

The Cook et al. (20) study also investigated the drawbacks resulting from the use of warning 
beacons.  The effect of Disability Glare caused by warning beacons was assessed by subjects’ ability (in 
terms of rate and time) to detect a pedestrian in their vicinity.  This was especially pertinent for roadside 
workers.  They found that Disability Glare was worsened by amber beacons, strobe beacons, and 
maximum intensities. 

Discomfort Glare. Discomfort Glare is defined as glare which is annoying or painful, but which 
does not cause impairment in the visual field.  In the road environment, Discomfort Glare may arise 
from the reflection of the headlights of following vehicles in the rear-view mirror or from the rear fog 
lights of vehicles ahead.  Discomfort Glare could potentially have safety implications since it may cause 
drivers to avert their gazes, thereby reducing their attention to that area of the driving scene.  Cook et al. 
(20) measured the effect of Discomfort Glare caused by warning beacons through participant opinions 
given by the deBoer rating scale.  They found that Discomfort Glare was worsened by amber and green 
beacons, strobe beacons, maximum flash frequencies, and simultaneous flash frequencies. 

Distraction. The function of a warning beacon is to draw attention to an area of the road where 
drivers may not be looking.  A balance needs to be made between warning-beacon conspicuity and 
warning-beacon distraction.  Cook et al. (20) measured the amount of Distraction a warning beacon 
provided through the number of times participants failed to detect the onset of a car’s brake lights or, if 
they were seen, the time it took to respond to them.  The results indicate that the presence of a warning 
beacon in the driving environment is significantly more distracting than no warning beacon at all, but 
the extent of the Distraction was not related to flash type, frequency, or effective intensity. 

Eleptogenic Response. Cook et al. (20) state that approximately 0.5% of the United Kingdom 
population is affected by epilepsy, which equates to roughly 350,000 people.  However, only a small 
percentage of these people may have seizures induced by flashing lights.  Sensitivity to flashing lights 
also declines with age.  It is extremely uncommon for those in their mid-twenties and onwards.  
However, while eleptogenic seizures caused by flashing lights are relatively rare, effects such as 
discomfort, headache, and eyestrain may be more common.  Features of flashing lights which are 
relevant to Eleptogenic Response include: 1) Flashing Light Frequency, 2) Luminance, 3) Field of View, 
and 4) Flash Type.  Flashing lights operating at frequencies between 10 to 20 Hz are most likely to 
evoke an Eleptogenic Response with lights operating closer to 50 Hz appearing as constant instead of 
flashing.  Frequencies above 5 Hz should be avoided to minimize Eleptogenic Response.  Luminances 
as low as 20 cd/m² can trigger an Eleptogenic Response.  However, this exceeds the luminance required 
to make a warning beacon conspicuous.  Lights flashing in the center of the visual field are more likely 
to cause a Eleptogenic Response than those in the periphery.  Also, drivers of emergency vehicles 
reported that strobe beacons cause more visual discomfort than rotating beacons. 

Environment Complexity 
Hargroves (16) states that the background has a significant effect on the conspicuity of flashing 

lights.  Day, night, glare, and irrelevant lights (steady or flashing) can affect the conspicuity of the 
flashing light signals.   



 
 

 
 

Number of Irrelevant Lights. The number of irrelevant light elements competing with the 
signal light to grab a driver’s attention will affect the signal lights’ effectiveness.  A single yellow 
steady-burning warning light mounted on a maintenance vehicle on an unlit rural road at night may 
quickly grab a driver’s attention.  However, the same maintenance vehicle light configuration may be 
drowned out by actively lit advertisements, adjacent vehicle lights, intersection lights, and street lamps 
when positioned in a busy urban setting at night.  As a result, the lighting complexity present in the 
environment should be considered when designing roadway maintenance vehicle warning lights. 

Crawford (35) found that response times to a light increase from 0.8 s to almost 2 s when 21 
lights are added to an otherwise clear background in a dark soundproof room.  He also showed that 
steady signals are always more effective than flashing ones if the proportion of flashing background 
lights exceeds 1 in 10.  If more than four of the background lights are flashing, then the loss in 
effectiveness of a flashing signal is large.  Therefore, overuse of flashing lights would defeat their 
original purpose. 

Time of Day. The Time of Day affects the detectability of a maintenance-vehicle warning light.  
For a fixed luminance, a warning light will have a further Detection Distance during the night than it 
will during the day.  This is because the contrast of signal is greater at night than during the day. 

Cook et al. (20) found that for the daytime lighting condition, a vehicle with flashing-amber 
warning beacons (2 Hz) was detected most quickly when the roadside construction beacons were steady 
burning.  For the nighttime condition with no street lighting, subjects detected the flashing-amber 
warning beacons (2 Hz) most quickly when there were no roadside beacons.  For nighttime conditions 
with street lighting, the presence/absence of warning beacons or their flashing/static status had no effect 
on the speed of vehicle detection.  Cook et al. (20) found that increasing the flash frequency of the 
vehicle warning beacon to 4 Hz, when located among flashing roadside beacons, did not assist its 
detection.  They also found that a static-amber warning beacon used in conjunction with the flashing-
amber warning beacon on the vehicle (to provide a source of constant light output) did not significantly 
differentiate the vehicle from its flashing environment. 

Weather. The detectability of warning lights can be affected by various weather conditions.  The 
presence of snow, rain, and fog, for example, interferes with the percentage of light reaching the driver’s 
eyes from the warning light.  The brightness of the signal is thus decreased, and the signal is harder to 
detect.  Detection Distances under poor weather conditions will be shorter than under clear weather 
conditions.  

Road Geometry. Since the human eye’s sensitivity to light is dependent on its location within 
the retina, it is possible that the placement of the warning light in the visual scene owing to the Road 
Geometry will have an effect on its conspicuity.  A warning light on a vehicle situated on the side of a 
curved road will appear in the driver’s periphery.  A warning light on an upcoming maintenance vehicle 
will appear in the driver’s foveal field of view if the road is straight.  A warning light on a vehicle 
situated on the other side of a hill will appear in the driver’s lower periphery, while a warning light 
situated on the other side of a valley will appear in the driver’s upper periphery.  The geometry of the 
road, combined with the obstruction of warning lights from trees, rocks, and buildings, may affect the 
conspicuity of the warning lights.  



 
 

 
 

State Practices for Roadway Warning Lights 
Kamyab and McDonald (1) conducted a synthesis of best practices for increasing protection and 

visibility of highway maintenance vehicles.  They found that there is currently no standard with respect 
to warning lights across states.  Through a national survey, they found that most state agencies use 
amber warning lights on their maintenance vehicles, while some states use white, blue, and/or red 
warning lights.  Kamyab and McDonald point out that some states have started to use LEDs.  Almost all 
the states that responded indicated using some form of reflective material on their vehicles to make them 
more visible.  The most common reflective material colors utilized are red and white, while amber is 
also used.  Most participating states indicated that the color of their vehicles is orange, while white is the 
second most common color used.  Most states use more lights on the snow removal vehicles than on 
other roadway maintenance vehicles.  

Kamyab and McDonald (1) report that Alaska, Colorado, Minnesota, Texas, and other state 
Departments of Transportation (DOTs) allow blue auxiliary lights along with standard amber lights 
during snow removal operations and other high-risk activities.  TxDOT classifies high-risk activity as 
work in which workers are outside of the vehicle while in a lane of traffic and the maintenance vehicle 
travels less than 4 mph or more than 30 mph below the traffic operating speed.  It is believed that the use 
of blue lights signifies the activities as hazard-potential operations, which demand higher motorist 
alertness.  

Since the application of warning lights to maintenance vehicles is not consistent across the 
nation, warning-light specifications for certain states are presented below. These inconsistencies 
highlight the need for the development guidelines through this project. 

Virginia. The Virginia Work Area Protection Manual (36) specifies the design and application 
of temporary traffic control devices for temporary traffic control zones.  Such devices include arrow 
panels, high-level warning devices (flag tree), flood lights, flashing warning beacons, warning lights, 
and steady-burn electric lamps.  For example, the manual specifies the type, size, placement, 
candlepower, and flash frequency of warning lights on vehicles.  The manual states that warning lights 
should be either a rotating amber light or high-effective-intensity amber strobe light.  The rotating 
halogen lights shall consist of a minimum of two halogen-sealed beams enclosed within an amber-
colored dome.  Sealed beams shall be at least 60,000 candlepower (cp) and shall have a flash frequency 
of 80 to 100 flashes per minute. Rotating lights shall be approximately 21.6 cm (8.5 in.) or greater in 
diameter and height (15.2 cm [6 in.] in height for multi-light bars).  Rotating lights shall be mounted as 
to be viewable for 360°; double lights may be used to achieve 360° viewing.  High-effective-intensity 
amber strobe lights shall consist of a double-flash unit enclosed within an amber-colored lens.  Flash 
frequency shall be 80±10 flashes per minute.  Strobe lights shall be approximately 15.2 cm (6 in.) in 
diameter and 19.1 cm (7.5 in.) in height or greater.  Strobe lights shall be mounted such that they can be 
viewed 360° on vehicles without arrow panels, and 180° on vehicles with arrow panels.  As a guideline, 
the manual states that during night operations, vehicles entering and exiting the work area should be 
equipped with and have operating at least one rotating amber light or high-effective-intensity amber 
strobe light. 

Ohio. The Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) (37) established a vehicle warning light 
policy to assure the districts and Central Office maintain a uniform lighting array, equipment lighting, 
marking, and conspicuity.  In doing so, ODOT attempts to maximize safety when vehicles and the work 
force are in highway construction and maintenance operations.  They have adopted the following 
policies for equipment lighting (37, pp. 1-2): 



 
 

 
 

1. Equipment lighting and marking will be arrayed in such a way to easily distinguish ODOT 
vehicles.  Distinguishing lighting arrays, particularly on dump trucks, allows the public to 
quickly identify vehicles parked or working in highway maintenance, snow removal, and 
construction zones. 

2. All safety lighting will be flashing lights, amber in color, composed of photo strobes or LEDs or 
a combination of both.  Photo strobes discharge a high-effective-intensity flash that can be 
readily seen.  LED systems have a low power draw and high longevity.  Amber-colored lighting 
is used to differentiate between ODOT vehicles and emergency and safety services vehicles. 

3. The specific number of safety lighting devices per piece of equipment and the location of such 
devices comprises the minimum standard of 360° of visibility on a horizontal plane when a 
vehicle, associated car, or passenger vehicle is used in the maintenance, repair, construction, and 
snow removal activities within highway right-of-ways.  The 360° horizontal visibility ensures 
that the safety lighting is seen regardless of the angle of the vehicle in relation to the direction of 
the traveling public. 

4. Dump truck and ancillary equipment safety lighting will be the responsibility of, and issued 
from, the Office of Equipment Management which will determine the lighting styles and 
arrangements.  The lighting array used on ODOT dump trucks is the result of testing several 
arrays to determine the pattern which provides a 360° lighting pattern.  By installing this pattern 
of lighting, a signature provides a unique 360° lighting pattern provided for the traveling public 
to easily identify an ODOT dump truck during limited and night-time visibility. 

5. All other equipment safety lighting will be the responsibility of the districts and will conform to 
the specifications set forth in their policy.  Safety lighting will be positioned on the equipment 
so as to not interfere with the ability to see standard vehicle lighting. 

6. Vehicle marking will be consistent to allow for maximum public awareness. 

New York. According to personal communication with a New York State DOT (NYSDOT) 
representative, NYSDOT follows the Vehicle Marking and Lighting Standard that was developed in the 
mid 1980s.  It was stated that this standard was reviewed many times and few recommendations have 
been made to improve it.  Nevertheless, one change is that New York now uses more LED lights for tail 
lights and marker lights to reduce power draw and increase visibility.  They believe that the halogen 
rotating-yellow beacon is the best overall light for visibility and safety for the traveling public, 
especially in low-light conditions and severe weather conditions such as fog and snow.   

Maine. The Maine DOT (MDOT) does not have a traffic engineering handbook, but they do use 
amber lights on all of their construction vehicles.  State law precludes the use of red or blue.  Amber is a 
warning color and is hence used on any construction vehicles or snowplows. 

Iowa. The Iowa DOT conducted an investigation on the types of accidents involving snowplows.  
They found that the rear end of the snowplow needs to be more visible to give approaching vehicles 
more time to respond.  Iowa snowplows currently use a dual amber rotating beacon and two amber rear-
directional alternate flashing strobes (38).  Iowa snowplow operations also use reflective tape, warning 
flags, and auxiliary headlamps as warning devices. 



 
 

 
 

Texas. TxDOT adopted a warning-light policy for use on specified vehicles and equipment 
based on research conducted at TTI in 1998 (34).  The use of amber warning lights is intended to 
identify highway maintenance and service equipment.  The following guidelines were set to help the 
traveling public distinguish between highway maintenance and service equipment and authorized 
emergency vehicles. 

1. Amber warning lights shall be used whenever highway maintenance and service equipment is 
operating or stopped on the roadway or shoulder in such a manner as to require caution from 
approaching motorists.  Amber warning lights are also to be used if on-road equipment is used 
to perform specific functions on the roadway. 

2. Vehicles used for incident/accident response shall use warning lights when parked at an 
incident/accident location or while maneuvering through congestion caused by the 
incident/accident.  

On-road equipment shall be equipped with one of the following configurations: 

1. One amber mini-light bar in the middle of the roof and two amber strobes on each side of the 
roof.  One blue strobe may be substituted for the left amber strobe for use in authorized slow-
moving applications. 

2. Two amber mini-light bars on each side of the roof and one amber strobe light in the middle of 
the roof.  One blue mini-light bar may be substituted for the left amber mini-light bar for use in 
authorized slow-moving applications. 

3. Dump trucks may use only one center-mounted amber mini-light bar. 

4. Trucks may also add two small red LEDs facing to the rear and mounted high on the headache 
rack.  These lights must be synchronized with the brake/hazard lights. 

Flashing Light Measurement Issues 
In the 19th century, it was recognized that intermittent light, or flashing lights, produced higher 

visibility than a steady light of the same effective intensity.  Thus, efforts began to quantify the visibility 
as effective intensity.  Effective intensity is defined as the luminous intensity of a fixed (steady) light, of 
the same relative spectral distribution as the flashing light, which would have the same luminous range 
(or visual range in aviation terminology) as the flashing light under identical conditions of observation 
(39).  Many researchers have attempted to develop an equation to calculate the effective intensity based 
on the temporal intensity profile of a flashing light. A singular equation has not been developed but 
several different options for calculation of the value exist. These are presented below. 

Allard proposed in 1876 that the visual sensation i(t) in the eyes for a flashing light with 
instantaneous intensity I(t) is given by: 
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where a is a visual time constant (0.2 s) (40).  This differential equation is solved as a mathematical 
convolution of I(t) with a visual impulse function q(t) as given by: 
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The effective intensity Ieff is given as the maximum value of i(t).  This method did not prevail 
widely, probably because of lack of publicity and difficulty of calculation in past years. 

In 1911, based on visual experiments for threshold detection of flashing lights, Blondel and Rey 
proposed that the effective intensity Ieff of flashing lights is described by the equation:  
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where I(t) is the instantaneous luminous intensity of the flash, (t2-t1) is the duration of the flash, and a is 
a visual time constant, 0.2 s, known as the Blondel-Rey constant (41).  This equation was 
straightforward for rectangular pulses, but it would soon be asked how t1 and t2 should be determined for 
non-rectangular pulses rising and diminishing slowly.  Blondel and Rey also proposed in 1911 that for 
nonrectangular pulses, t1 and t2 should be determined in such a way that: 

Ieff =I(t1)=I(t2)  (4) 

is satisfied in Eq. 3.  This requires iterative solution.  The Blondel-Ray equation was proven to be 
correct for the following conditions: 
 

• Achromatic threshold. 
• Chromatic threshold for white signal lights, colored and monochromatic lights. 
• Pulse durations t = 0.003 to 3 s. 
• Visual angle α = 0.3 to 60 arc min. 
• Adaptation luminance La = 10-8 to103 cd/m2. 
• Monochromatic wavelengths λ = 410 to 690 nm. 

 
In spite of the difficulty with non-rectangular pulses, the simplicity of Eq. 3 gained wide 

acceptance, and the Blondel-Rey method has been commonly used worldwide.  

In 1957, Douglas prescribed a formula applying the Blondel-Rey equation for any shaped pulse 
and for a train of pulses, known as Blondel-Rey-Douglas equation (42).   The integration limits were 
changed on the Blondel-Rey equation.  To determine the integration limits, a graphical solution was 
introduced that set the area under the temporal intensity curve above an effective intensity equal to a 
rectangle determined by the effective intensity and time-width a.  The Blondel-Rey-Douglas equation 
had problems with real pulses for adaptation luminance, for achromatic/chromatic thresholds and for 
temporal shape of the pulse. 

In 1968, Schmidt-Clausen introduced a concept of Form Factor and proposed a method that 
simplified the calculation of effective intensity for non-rectangular pulses (43).  The effective intensity 
Ieff of a flash pulse I(t) is given by:  
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where F is called Form Factor and Imax is the maximum of the instantaneous luminous intensity I(t).  
This equation can be transformed into a form: 
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that gives an interpretation that this method is an extension of the Blondel-Rey equation with a new way 
of determining the duration of the flash.  With its simplicity in dealing with non-rectangular pulses, the 
Form Factor method is gaining acceptance. 

Ohno and Couzin recently published an analysis comparing the methods with waveforms that 
were not available until the advent of solid-state warning lights.  The analysis revealed failures of the 
Blondel-Rey-Douglas and Form Factor methods for a train of short pulses and other problems in some 
other pulses.  The authors proposed an additional method, the modified Allard, which gives results 
equivalent to Blondel-Rey for single rectangular pulses, yet also solves all the problems identified with 
the other methods.  In addition, this method has a practical advantage in simple realization of practical 
photometers.  It is considered that this method can be used with sufficient accuracy for all forms of 
pulses (including a train of pulses) at any duration, though it needs to be verified experimentally (44).  

As no singular equation that calculates the effective intensity of a flashing light has not been 
determined to date, the work involved with this NCHRP project is dependent on the effective intensity 
of flashing lights but is more dependent on the conspicuity of the flashing lights.  A number of studies 
have been performed that attempt to relate conspicuity of a flashing light to the reaction time of an 
observer.  Some results showed that it is necessary to have flashes of short duration in order to obtain 
quick motor responses when flashing is the only criterion for discrimination between light signals (24).  
Another study involved the conspicuity of steady and flashing light signals at different contrast ratios 
with the background luminance (23).  For contrast ratios of 0.15 to 1.0, the response to a flashing light is 
quicker than it is to a steady light, but for contrasts higher than 1.0 there is little difference in time.  An 
extension of this study with the aim of demonstrating interactions between flash frequency, duration, 
and brightness contrast showed the response time decreases with increasing contrast, with increasing 
flash frequency, and with increasing flash duration (45).  There is a significant interaction between 
contrast and frequency.  At low contrasts, fast flashing lights (three per second in this study) are more 
conspicuous than slow flashing ones (one every 3 s).  A number of experiments have been performed 
studying rear-lighting and signaling systems.  One study of the detectability of red, green, and amber as 
flashing turn signals in sunlight for color-normal observers showed red to have a better attention-getting 
quality than green-blue or amber (21).   

Two general types of factors contribute to conspicuity.  One is cognitive conspicuity which deals 
with the fact that humans are more likely to notice events which are relevant to them.  The other is 
sensory conspicuity, the physical property of an object.  The most important sensory factor is contrast. 



 
 

 
 

The effect of temporal modulation of a stimulus depends on several other stimulus attributes, 
complicating the task of modeling the influence of temporal dynamics.  Most studies of the temporal 
aspects of vision in the past 50 years have focused on effects on spatial contrast sensitivity.  The contrast 
of a luminance-varying spatial pattern (typically a spatial sine wave grating) is a measure of the 
difference in luminance between the brighter and darker areas of the stimulus.  Psychophysically, spatial 
contrast sensitivity is tested by asking observers to detect the sinusoidal luminance variations in patterns 
(as distinct from uniformity) of varying spatial frequencies.  Sensitivity is typically defined as the 
reciprocal of threshold contrast.  Greatest sensitivity is observed in the middle of the spatial frequency 
range, typically around 2 to 6 cycles/deg.  A sharp drop in sensitivity is found for higher spatial 
frequencies and a more gradual, though still pronounced, decrease is observed with lower spatial 
frequencies gratings (when frequency is considered on a logarithmic scale).   

Contrast sensitivity is of great interest to vision scientists for several reasons.  Sine wave gratings 
are particularly convenient to work with because any complex image can be broken down into a sum of 
sine and cosine waves through Fourier analysis.  Furthermore, substantial evidence suggests that the 
visual system analyzes images by their sine wave components.  Contrast thresholds have been measured 
for sine wave patterns and square wave patterns of the same spatial frequency.  The contrast thresholds 
for the square waves were lower than for sine waves of the same frequency.  The square wave threshold 
depended upon the contrast of the fundamental sine wave component of the wave.  This finding suggests 
that the visual system treats complex images as a sum of sine wave components (46).  Furthermore, 
adaptation to a given spatial frequency elevates contrast thresholds for a limited range of spatial 
frequencies close to the adapting frequency, without affecting contrast thresholds of disparate 
frequencies (47).  This finding suggests that the visual system is composed of a series of independent, 
overlapping spatial frequency channels. 

Spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity is measured in a manner similar to spatial contrast sensitivity, 
but one additional variable is manipulated:  the stimulus is temporally modulated (i.e., flickered) at 
many different frequencies (48, 49, 50).  The resultant function is three-dimensional: establishing 
relationships between contrast sensitivity, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency.  At low and 
moderate temporal frequencies, a bandpass spatial contrast sensitivity function is observed, similar to 
that found without temporal modulation.  Increases in temporal frequency cause a decrease in sensitivity 
to high spatial frequencies and an increase in sensitivity to low spatial frequencies.  Thus, the spatial 
contrast sensitivity becomes low-pass because of the loss of low spatial frequency attenuation.  At very 
low temporal frequencies, beyond those possible without eyeball stabilization, low spatial frequency 
attenuation is actually more substantial than in the non-temporal spatial contrast sensitivity function.    

The effect of temporal modulation on the apparent contrast of a stimulus, however, is influenced 
by more than just the spatial frequency.  The stimulus size (51), relative luminance (52), and color (53) 
influence the effect of temporal flicker.  Stimulus context and background (52, 54), as well as retinal 
eccentricity (55, 56, 57), also moderate the influence of stimulus temporal dynamics.  These 
interdependencies make it difficult to predict the effect of temporal modulation on any given stimulus in 
any given viewing situation.  Therefore, for this project it is important to keep the scope of experimental 
conditions limited and controlled. 

Retroreflective Tape 
During the winter months, detection and recognition of snowplows can be deterred by the snow 

cloud produced by these vehicles.  The cloud of snow covers the tail lights and makes detection of such 
vehicles even harder at night. The use of retroreflective strips on snowplows has been considered.  A 



 
 

 
 

study conducted by TTI found that the 8-inch-wide orange and fluorescent-orange magnetic strips had 
an insignificant impact on daytime driving, but could improve the visibility of vehicles during nighttime 
or low-visibility winter weather (38). 

The most common purpose of retroreflective tape is to increase the visibility of heavy trailers to 
other motorists, especially in the dark.  At those times, the tape brightly reflects other motorists’ 
headlights and warns them that they are closing on a heavy trailer.  In the dark, without the tape, many 
trailers do not become visible to other road users until they are dangerously close.  The alternating red-
and-white pattern indicates that the vehicle is a heavy trailer and at the same time helps other road users 
gauge their distance and rate of approach.  Morgan (58) evaluated the effectiveness of retroreflective 
tape in enhancing the visibility of heavy trailers and reducing side and rear impacts by other vehicles 
into these trailers during dark conditions.  The report was based on a statistical analysis of 10,959 crash 
cases investigated by the Florida Highway Patrol and the Pennsylvania State Police in 1997 through 
1999.  They found that the tape reduced side and rear impacts into trailers in dark conditions (including 
“dark-not-lighted,” “dark-lighted,” “dawn,” and “dusk”) by 29%.  In “dark-not-lighted” conditions, the 
tape reduced side and rear impact crashes by 41%.  Retroreflective tape is especially effective in 
reducing injury crashes.  In dark conditions, it reduced side and rear impacts that resulted in fatalities or 
injuries to drivers of any vehicle by 44%. 

SAE Standards 
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) released J99 in March 1999 (59), a standard for the 

lighting and marking of industrial equipment on highways.  It states that there shall be at least two 
headlamps mounted at the same level and spaced as widely (laterally) as practicable.  It specifically 
states that “lamps projecting a trapezoidal light pattern and mounted at a height of 7 ft or less shall be 
aimed so that the top of the beam is at least 1° below lamp center level but not more than 4° below lamp 
center level, and centered laterally. Lamps projecting a general flood pattern of light shall be aimed 
downward to provide illumination close to the machine.”  The standard mentions that there shall be at 
least one red tail lamp mounted at the rear of vehicle and as far to the left as practicable.  There shall be 
at least two amber-flashing warning lamps spaced as laterally wide as practicable.  These lights shall be 
mounted at the same level, and at least 42 in. high as measured from the lamp’s axis. They lamps shall 
be visible from both the front and rear of the vehicle, and flash in unison. 

SAE developed SAE J2040 (60) in 2002 to specify the requirements for tail lights placed on 
vehicles of widths of 2032 mm or wider.  The standard states that the color of the tail light shall be red.  
The tail light should have an effective projected luminous lighted lens area of at least 75 cm2.  The 
standard also states that the tail light shall not be optically combined with a clearance lamp.  

Survey of Current Equipment Available 
As a final aspect of the literature review process, a survey of currently available lighting 

equipment was performed. The purpose was to identify a classification system for warning lights. There 
are many products on the market that have similar photometric characteristics; however, the information 
provided to the consumer is confusing at best.  The comparison of different product lines from different 
vendors is not possible due to the lack of information.  One vendor in an ‘internet rant’ sums the feeling 
on the numbers and details available from manufacturers.  This rant is specific to Effective Visible 
Candela and Candle Power.  

“As you can see there is a huge disparity in those numbers and without lengthy 
explanation the guys giving out the RIGHT numbers would have a big disadvantage 



 
 

 
 

against the ones giving out the WRONG ones.  Why would an uninformed consumer buy 
a 1000 Candela strobe for $200.00 when he could have a 1,000,000 Candle Power Strobe 
for $50 to $100?  Net result, the major manufacturers feel it is better not to give any 
number than to jump into that Catch 22 of being accurate or being at a disadvantage.  The 
bad news is that most manufacturers do not submit their lights for testing anymore.  It’s 
an expensive process to obtain a number they won’t use anyway.  Best way to pick a 
strobe?  Buy from a Distributor you can trust.  If you don’t feel comfortable doing that 
then you need to SEE THEM RUN IN THE DAYLIGHT… Just about any strobe will 
look pretty good at night.” (61). 

This discussion shows that obviously no classification system currently exists and that the 
lighting must be judged on the source technology only. Three technologies of flashing equipment are 
available. The difference between the technologies is the source of light: incandescent filament bulb, 
xenon or High Intensity Discharge (HID) flash tube (commonly referred to as strobe lights), and LED. 

Incandescent Filament Bulb. There are two types of flashing lights that use incandescent 
filament bulbs. Typically, the incandescent lamps are of a halogen type which provides a brighter light 
source.  The first type is a rotating beacon.  The source of light is either a bulb with a parabolic reflector 
rotating about the bulb focusing light in a particular direction, or a bulb mounted in a parabolic reflector 
that is rotated as an assembly.  Flashing lights with the bulb reflector assembly may have more than one 
assembly allowing for longer pulse widths.  The pulse width and shape are determined by the reflective 
optic because the bulb is on continuously.  The pulse shape is similar to a Gaussian profile.  Rotating 
beacons are typically characterized by the number of cycles per minute (cpm).  The devices available on 
the market range from 50 to 200 cpm.  Additional specifications typically provided include the mounting 
method, physical dimensions, weight, and electrical consumption.  The optical aspects are vague.  
Below is a summary of the listed optical properties for 10 flashing lights (TABLE 1). 

TABLE 1  Incandescent Filament Bulb Technology 
Lamp Description Intensity Company 
Lamp 1 55 W halogen lamp 68,000 cd/flash Company A 
Lamp 2 50 W lamp  Company B 
Lamp 3 50 W lamp 70,000 Beam cp Company C 
Lamp 4 12 V lamp 50 cp Company D 
Lamp 5 110,000 cp halogen 

bulb with reflector 
110,000 cp Company E 

Lamp 6 50 cp bulb 50 cp bulb Company E 
Lamp 7 55 W halogen bulb  Company E 
Lamp 8 3 – 35,000 cp bulbs 157,500 cp Company F 
Lamp 9 35 W bulb  Company G 
Lamp 10 100 W bulb  Company H 

 

Unfortunately, none of the information provided gives a clear indication of the amount of light 
that reaches the observer.  The wattage of the bulbs describes the quantity of light available to the 
system, but the shape and efficiency of the reflector is what controls the pulse intensity and width.  
Lamps 4 and 6 describe the bulb as 50 cp.  Candlepower is luminous intensity expressed in candelas.  
Candlepower is a discouraged unit but it is still defined by the Illumianting Engineering Society of 
North America (IESNA) in ANSI/IESNA RP-16-96 “Nomenclature and Definitions for Illuminating 



 
 

 
 

Engineering.”  A 50-watt bulb operated at a current to produce CIE (Commision Internationale 
D’Eclairage) Illuminant A puts out about 50 cp.  It is still the reflector that defines the pulse.  Lamp 8 
has three bulbs each with a reflector rotating in the assembly.  Since the reflector focuses a large fraction 
of the available light into a beam, it is possible to measure 35,000 cp from a 50-watt bulb operated at 
CIE Illuminant A.  However, since the three bulbs rotate in the assembly, each producing a flash in a 
direction opposite from the other bulbs, it not possible to add the light together to get 157,000 cp.  The 
light is going in opposite directions at any given time.  This is the same situation in Lamp 5.  It has two 
bulb-reflector assemblies.  Lamp 3 reports 70,000 Beam candlepower.  Beam candlepower is measuring 
the peak intensity in a given direction, not an average over an area.  Since the eye is a small aperture, 
this is not unreasonable, but candlepower does not describe flashing lights.  Lamp 1 uses candelas which 
is the accepted SI unit; however, candelas do not describe flashing lights.   

Candelas are units for luminous intensity which is a measure of continuous burning lamps.  If 
Lamp 1 did not rotate and the reflector focused the light at a detector, 68,000 cd could be measured from 
a 55-watt halogen bulb operated to produce a correlated color temperature of 3200 K. However, as the 
lamp rotates the steady light becomes a flashing source.  The speed at which the light rotates changes the 
quantity of light the observer sees.  This lamp operates at 95 and 175 cpm.  At 95 cpm the pulse width of 
this lamp is roughly 6.7 ms.  At 175 cpm the pulse width is roughly 3.6 ms.  The proper unit to describe 
the flashing lamp is time-integrated luminous intensity defined as the quotient of the luminous energy 
dQv leaving the source and propagated in the element of solid angle dΩ containing the given direction, 
by the element of solid angle. 
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Time-integrated luminous intensity of a flash from a source, in a given direction, having 
instantaneous luminous intensity Iv(t) over the flash duration T is given by: 

∫=
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Therefore, for the same lamp operating at two different cycles per minute, the time-integrated 
luminous intensity would be 456 cd for 95 cpm and 245 cd for 175 cpm.   An additional factor is that all 
of these values would be smaller since the amber filter can only block the unwanted light.  None of these 
advertisements provide measurements with the amber filter in place. 

The second type of incandescent filament lamp is a 360° flashing light.  This flashing light ramps 
the current up and down quickly to create the time dependence.  A dome with Fresnel lens encases the 
lamp.  The Fresnel lens focuses the light in the plane of the observer.  The optical characteristics 
presented in the advertisements and brochures are very similar to the rotating beacons. TABLE 2 is a 
summary of the listed optical properties for six flashing lights. 



 
 

 
 

TABLE 2  Incandescent Filament Bulb 360° Flashing Lights 

Lamp Description Intensity Company 

Lamp 1 13 W lamp 2374 cp Company A 

Lamp 2 20 W lamp 2839 cp Company A 

Lamp 3 36 W lamp 50 cp Company B 

Lamp 4 36 W lamp (12 V) 325 cp Company C 

Lamp 5 25 W lamp (36 V) 200 cp Company C 

Lamp 6 12 – 48 V  Company D 
 

Xenon or HID Flashtubes. The xenon or HID flashtube lamps are similar in structure to the 
second type of incandescent filament lamps.  A flashtube is the source of light which has an approximate 
correlated color temperature of 6500 K.  A dome with a Fresnel lens encases the tube.  A significant 
difference between the flashtube and incandescent filament sources is the peak instantaneous intensity 
and the pulse width.  The peak instantaneous intensity can be 1000 times more than the filament source 
but the pulse width is usually 1000 times less in width.  TABLE 3 is a summary of the listed optical 
properties for 24 flashing lights from 15 different companies: 



 
 

 
 

TABLE 3  Xenon or HID Flashing Lights 

Lamp Voltage Flash Mode Intensity Company 

Lamp 1 12 – 72 V S/D/Q  Company A 

Lamp 2 24 V (2.2 A) D 2,300,000 cp Company B 

Lamp 3  S/D 6/10 J Company C 

Lamp 4 12 V (1.8 A) Q 20 W Company D 

Lamp 5 12 V D 750,000 cp Company E 

Lamp 6 14 V (2.8 A) Multiple 18.5 J/ 650 ecp Company F 

Lamp 7 13 V (3.4 A) Multiple 30 W/12.6 J 760 ecp Company F 

Lamp 8 12 V (2.4 A) D/Q 17 J/ 720 ecp Company G 

Lamp 9 12 V (1.25 A) S 8 J/ 400 ecp Company G 

Lamp 10 12 V (2.5 A) Q 14 J Company H 

Lamp 11 12 V (2.5 A) D 16 J Company H 

Lamp 12 12 V (2.5 A) Q 20 J Company H 

Lamp 13 12 V (0.14 A) S 150,000 cp Company I 

Lamp 14 12 – 72 V S 2 J Company J 

Lamp 15 12 – 48 V Q 10/18 J Company J 

Lamp 16  Q 15 J Company K 

Lamp 17  D 8 J Company K 

Lamp 18 12 V (3.5 A) Q 25 J/ 2500 cd/s Company L 

Lamp 19 12 V (3.0 A) D 18 J/ 1500 cd/s Company L 

Lamp 20 12 V (3.0 A) S/D 1,000,000 cp/ 1200 ecp Company M 

Lamp 21 12 V (2.75 A) S/D 2,000,000 cp/ 1000 ecp Company M 

Lamp 22 12 V (1.70 A) S 1,000,000 cp/ 300 ecp Company M 

Lamp 23 12 V (3.6 A) D 23 J Company N 

Lamp 24 12 V (0.5 A) S 1,500,000 cp Company O 

 

Flashtube lamps have the capability of producing single, double, or quad flashes that are closely 
spaced in time.  The double or quad flashes are considered one flash when calculating the effective 
intensity.  The calculation of effective intensity is explained in the lighting measurement issues section 
of the literature review.  The units should be candela instead of effective candlepower.  Many of the 
lamps list the energy, Joules, which the lamp produces.  While a useful number, it does not offer any 
focusing properties or relate the effectiveness to the visual system. 

LED-Based Lamps. Many systems are now available that use yellow LEDs as the source of 
light.  A few are based on the 360° flashing-light assembly, but many are strictly for directional 
purposes, such as flashing tail-light assemblies or for the sides of trucks.  In the future, there will be 



 
 

 
 

more of these assemblies replacing the 360° or rotating assembly due to the electric efficiency.  No 
optical properties were listed for any of the assemblies.   

Literature Review Conclusions 
The presence of maintenance vehicles on the road is an uncommon event with low probability.  

Given this, it is important to realize that motorists consider their encounters with maintenance vehicles 
as unexpected events.   It has been shown using information theory that reaction time to unexpected 
events is longer than it is to expected events.  Any measure that increases the distance at which motorists 
are informed about the presence of maintenance vehicles will increase the time they have to react.  Such 
measures could include the use of warning lights that grab drivers’ attention from farther away, or the 
use of signs or shadow vehicles behind the maintenance vehicle that warn drivers of their presence.  
Given that signs are stationary countermeasures, and that the operation of shadow vehicles is expensive, 
the use of more conspicuous warning lights seems appropriate.   

This literature review identifies many factors that can make a warning light more conspicuous.  
However, since drivers do not expect to encounter maintenance vehicles, warning lights designed for 
them should have effective attention conspicuity.  The use of flashing lights has been shown to result in 
further detection distances than steady-burning lights of equal intensity.  Therefore, it seems fitting to 
use flashing lights to improve a maintenance vehicle’s attention conspicuity.  The lights can be designed 
in such a way that they also provide additional information other than attention conspicuity, such as by 
the use of color and light position. However, it should be noted that the presence of many irrelevant 
flashing lights in the environment (for example, from road advertisements) can make the detection of a 
flashing light signal more difficult than for a steady-burning signal.  The environment in which the 
warning lights are to be used should be considered to ensure effective warning-light design.  

The literature review failed to provide answers that could be used to directly translate previous 
research into guidelines for the selection and application of warning lights on roadway operations 
equipment.  The review did provide guidance on which factors should be considered in developing such 
guidelines (e.g., light color, types of lights, ambient lighting, lighting intensity, driver factors such as 
age, the use of flashing, etc.).   However, it did not provide final answers on these topics for the 
particular application of interest in this study.  The literature review thus provided guidance as to the 
types of variables to be considered in the research design.  The next section, Identification of Relevant 
Factors, describes the effort to more formally identify and rank these factors, which were then used to 
develop the experimental designs for the two human factors experiments conducted later in the study. 

 



 
 

 
 

APPENDIX B. IDENTIFICATION OF RELEVANT FACTORS 

A list of relevant factors was developed in parallel with Task 1.  The list of relevant factors was 
complete, as shown in TABLE 4. 

TABLE 4  Initial List of Relevant Factors 

Passive vs. Active Flashing Manufacturer 

Rotating Strobe Alignment and focusing 

Steady Apparent motion Signal range 

Motion Modulating Duration 

Contrast brightness Flash frequency Single color choice 

Vehicle color Ambient light Expectancy 

Approach direction Roadway lighting Driver task complexity 

Light position Uniformity over time Driver Distraction 

Vehicle size Weather Glare 

Size of lights Environmental complexity Lens tranmissivity 

Luminance/dosage On/off ratio Dual color choice 

Number of lights Apparent brightness Intensity of light output 
 

As seen in Figure 3, there is no particular order or organization to the initial list of relevant 
factors.  After discussion, the project team decided that each of the items could be classified into one of 
four categories: lighting factors, driver factors, environmental factors, and vehicle factors.  The lighting 
factors were the most prevalent category, and these were further broken down into categories including 
format, intensity, flash factors, color, and other.  This organization led to development of a model of 
how the factors would be used to help design the experiment, which would in turn lead to the 
development of guidelines, which would in turn lead to fulfillment of the project goal of improved 
conspicuity for roadway operations vehicles.  The model is shown in  Figure 3, with the lighting factors 
further described in Figure 4. 



 
 

 
 

Controllable Factors Random Factors 

 Figure 3.  Model of how the relevant factors will lead to the goal of improved conspicuity for roadway 
operations vehicles. 

 
Experimental Design and Testing 

Lighting factors: 
Intensity 
Format 
Flash factors 
Color 
(see TABLE 4 
for details of 
lighting factors) 
 
 
 
 

Vehicle factors: 
Vehicle color 
Vehicle size 
Light position 
Approach direction 
 

 
 
 

Environmental 
factors: 
Ambient light 
Environmental 
complexity   
Weather   
Roadway lighting 
 

Driver factors: 
Expectancy 
Glare 
Distraction 
Task complexity 

Guidelines for Controllable 
Factors: 

Vehicle Guidelines 
Lighting Guidelines 

Goal: 
Improved Conspicuity for 

Roadway Operations Vehicles 



 
 

 
 

 

Intensity 
• Contrast brightness 
• Intensity of light output 
• Apparent brightness 
• Number of lights 
• Luminance/dosage 
• Size of lights 

Format 
• Passive (luminescent tape) 
• Active (light source) 

o Flashing 
o Steady 
o Strobe 
o Motion 
o Apparent motion 
o Rotating 
o Modulating 

 

Flash factors 
• Flash rate 
• On/off ratio 
• Uniformity over time 

Other Factors 
• Manufacturer 
• Alignment and focusing 
• Signal range 
• Duration 
 

Color 
• Single color choice 
• Dual color choice 
• Lens tranmissivity 

Lighting Factors 
 

Figure 4.  Further description of lighting factors. 
 



 
 

 
 

Knowledgeable Practitioner Survey 

Task 2 concluded with the development of a model of relevant factors to support the project goal 
of improved conspicuity of roadway operations vehicles.  At this point, the model was converted into a 
questionnaire for submission to a group of knowledgeable professionals in relevant fields.  The 
questionnaire consisted of a series of rankings, including primary rankings for the top-level factors, 
secondary rankings for the lighting factors, and tertiary ranking for each of the lighting secondary 
factors.   

The questionnaire was then electronically submitted to a group of knowledgeable professionals 
in relevant fields. Persons in fields considered to be relevant for this project included lighting 
researchers, public employees knowledgeable about roadway operations vehicles (state, local, and 
federal), lighting manufacturers, and human factors professionals. A list of 23 professionals was 
developed, including five from the field of lighting manufacturing and six from each of the other fields.  
Of the 23 questionnaires sent out electronically, 15 responses were received (5 human factors 
professionals, 3 public employees, 3 manufacturers, and 4 lighting researchers).  Two respondents 
claimed not to be qualified to answer the questionnaire, although one of these two provided enlightening 
comments.  There were thus 11 responses that contained rankings of relevant factors; with the four 
completed by the project team, there were a total of 15 responses.   The responses came from all of the 
relevant fields queried, and were in close agreement, both among themselves and with the rankings 
performed by the project team. 

Primary Factors 
The primary factors were lighting factors, driver factors, environmental factors, and vehicle 

factors.  Respondents were initially asked to rank these from 1 to 4, with 1 being most important and 4 
being least important.  The results of this ranking are shown in Figure 5, which also incorporates a table 
of results. As shown in Figure 5, lighting factors were ranked as most important by 64.3% of 
respondents.  Note that driver factors, environmental factors, and lighting factors were all ranked by 
more than 50% of respondents as either the first or second most important factor.  Vehicle factors, on the 
other hand, were not ranked as most important by anyone, and as second most important by only 6.7% 
of respondents. 
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Figure 5.  Initial ranking of primary factors. 

Secondary Factors 
Each of the primary factors was then ranked in more detail in a secondary ranking.  Each of the 

secondary levels will be discussed, beginning with the least highly ranked (vehicle factors) and ending 
with the most highly ranked (lighting factors) because there was a tertiary ranking for the lighting 
factors.  As seen in Figure 6, if vehicle factors were to be considered as part of the research design, 
lighting position on the vehicle should be considered first, as it was ranked as first-most important by 
73.3% of respondents, and as first- or second-most important by 80%.  The second most highly ranked 
vehicle factor was approach direction, with 60% ranking it as first- or second-most important. 



 
 

 
 

Secondary Ranking - Vehicle Factors
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Figure 6.  Secondary ranking of vehicle factors. 

 
Figure 7 shows the rankings of driver factors.  As can be seen, both expectancy and driver 

distraction were rated as important driver factors.  In all, 73.4% of respondents ranked driver distraction 
as the first or second most important driver factor, while 53.3% ranked expectancy as first or second 
most important.  Some respondents also ranked glare highly, indicating that it should perhaps be 
considered as a dependent measure in the experimental design.   
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Figure 7.  Secondary ranking of driver factors. 

 
In the primary ranking, environmental factors were ranked very highly, indicating that these 

should be given fairly high priority in the experimental design.  Figure 8 shows that ambient light was 
ranked as first- or second-most important by over 80% of respondents, while environmental complexity 
and weather were tied with 46.7% ranking them as first- or second-most important.  Since 
environmental factors were the second-most highly ranked primary factor, consideration should be given 
to using ambient light, weather, and environmental complexity in the research design.  



 
 

 
 

Secondary Ranking - Environmental Factors
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Figure 8.  Secondary ranking of environmental factors. 

 
The most highly ranked primary factor was lighting; because so many relevant factors fell into 

the lighting category, it was further subdivided into secondary and then tertiary categories.  The 
secondary categories for lighting included color, flash factors, intensity, format, and other. Figure 9 
shows the secondary rankings for these lighting secondary factors.  Four of the five categories received 
at least some consideration as first- or second-most important factors.  Intensity was ranked as first-most 
important or second-most important by 80% of respondents, while 66.6% ranked flash factors as first- or 
second-most important.  Format was ranked as first- or second-most important by 33.3%.  Color was not 
ranked as first-most important by any of the respondents, but 20% ranked it as second-most important.  
The other factors category (including alignment and focusing, duration, manufacturer, and signal range) 
was not ranked as first- or second-most important by any of the respondents, and so will not be 
considered further in this report.  Intensity, flash factors, format, and color will be explored further in 
terms of the tertiary ranking for each of these categories. 
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Figure 9.  Secondary ranking of lighting factors. 

 
Intensity was ranked most highly of the lighting secondary factors.  Figure 10 shows that contrast 

and intensity were ranked most highly, with about 65% of respondents ranking these as first- or second-
most important.  Apparent brightness was next most highly ranked, with slightly over 50% ranking this 
as first- or second-most important.  Luminance/dosage was ranked as first most important by 6.7% of 
respondents, none of whom ranked it as second-most important.  Number of lights was ranked as 
second-most important by 12.5% of respondents, while no one ranked this as most important.  Size of 
lights was not ranked as first- or second-most important by anyone.  For research design considerations, 
intensity, apparent brightness, and contrast are thus the three lighting intensity factors which should be 
taken into account. 
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Figure 10.  Tertiary ranking of lighting intensity factors. 

 
Figure 11 shows the rankings for lighting flash factors.  As can be seen, flash rate is by far 

considered to be the most relevant factor, with 100% of respondents ranking it as first- or second-most 
important.  On/off ratio was also considered important (ranked first- or second-most important by 79% 
of respondents).  The uniformity over time was not considered to be important by this group of 
knowledgeable professionals.  Lighting flash factors to be considered in the research design should thus 
include flash rate and on/off ratio. 
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Figure 11.  Tertiary ranking of lighting flash factors. 

 
The tertiary ranking for lighting format factors is shown in Figure 12.  The only clear indication 

from this graph is that flashing lights and strobe lights were the most highly ranked (60% and 53.4% of 
respondents ranked these as first- or second-most important, respectively).  The other six factors were all 
ranked fairly evenly, with all of them receiving at least some votes as first- or second-most important.  
In order from most highly ranked to least highly ranked, the remaining factors were modulating, motion, 
rotating, steady, apparent motion, and passive (e.g., luminescent tape).  If three format factors were to be 
chosen for experimental consideration, they would be flashing lights, strobe lights, and rotating or 
modulating lights. 
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Figure 12.  Tertiary ranking of lighting format factors. 

 
The next lighting tertiary ranking was for color, which was ranked fourth of lighting secondary 

factors.  Figure 13 shows the color factors.  As shown, over 85% of respondents ranked use of a single 
color as first- or second-most important, while dual color choice and lens tranmissivity were nearly tied 
at close to 40% each ranked first- or second-most important for each.  Most knowledgeable 
professionals seemed to be of the opinion that roadway operations equipment should use a single color 
of light, but they did not provide guidance as to what color the light should be.  The experimental design 
should compare two or three colors, used one at a time, and the lens tranmissivity of the lights should be 
measured and reported. 
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Figure 13.  Tertiary ranking of Color factors. 

 
The participants were allowed the opportunity to provide comments at the end of the 

questionnaire. 

 





 
 

 
 

APPENDIX C. PHOTOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION EXPERIMENT 

The purpose of this experiment was to photometrically characterize the light sources that are 
typically used in warning-light conditions.  The photometric measures include the color characteristics 
and the effective intensity characteristics. 

Experimental Method 

The photometric characterization of the light sources was performed on 35 different devices.  
However, with alternative flash patterns, over 135 different flash patterns have been investigated.  The 
preliminary characterization was completed in order to select the devices for the human factors aspect of 
the experiments.  The technologies used in these devices included rotating beacon, strobe, halogen, and 
LED.  The data measured for each device included time-averaged chromaticity, time-averaged luminous 
intensity, repetition rate, and waveform.  The protocols used and the purpose for each of the 
measurements are highlighted in this section. 

Time-averaged chromaticity 
The time-averaged chromaticity is calculated from the spectrum of a single pulse that has been 

integrated over the time of the pulse.  For devices such as strobes and LEDs, the spectrum does not 
change drastically over the duration of the pulse.  For halogen devices, this is quite different.  The 
spectrum produced by the filament has a very low color temperature in the beginning.  At the peak of the 
pulse, the spectrum has a very high color temperature and then goes back to very low at the end of the 
pulse.  This pattern may be perceivable for very long pulses. 

The time-averaged chromaticity was measured with a spectroradiometer.  The spectroradiometer 
has an imaging lens that collects the light from a Spectralon plaque.  The Spectralon plaque was placed 
about a meter from the flashing-light device.  The Spectralon plaque integrated the spectrum of the 
flashing-light device spatially.  The spectroradiometer was set for an integration time of slightly longer 
than the duration of the pulse produced by the particular device.  The spectroradiometer was calibrated 
for spectral responsivity against a NIST irradiance standard. 

The most important use of the time-averaged chromaticity is not only distinguishing between 
red, amber, and blue lights, but is distinguishing between different types of amber lights.  TABLE 5 
shows the spectra for four different amber lights.  The time-averaged chromaticity of these four devices 
is shown in Figure 14.  The data shows that the strobe device is not like the others.  The dominant 
wavelength is defined as the wavelength of the monochromatic stimulus that, when additively mixed in 
suitable proportions with a specified achromatic stimulus, yields a color match with the color stimulus 
considered.  The strobe device has a shorter dominant wavelength than the others, which means it will 
have a more yellow/slightly green perception compared to the others that will appear more amber or 
slightly orange.   



 
 

 
 

TABLE 5  Time-average Chromaticity Information for Amber Devices 

Type of 
Device x y 

Dominant  
Wavelength 

Excitation 
Purity 

Halogen 1 0.5546 0.4368 587 nm 0.982 

Halogen 2 0.5730 0.4215 590 nm 0.989 

Strobe 0.4774 0.5010 576 nm 0.937 

LED 0.5666 0.4313 589 nm 0.992 
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Figure 14.  The spectra for four different flashing light devices. 

 
Another important aspect is the excitation purity of a device.  The excitation purity is defined as 

the ratio of two lengths on a chromaticity diagram.  The first length is the distance between the point 
representing the chromaticity of a specified achromatic stimulus and that representing the chromaticity 
of the color stimulus considered; the second length is the distance along the same direction and from the 
first point to the edge of the chromaticity diagram.  The achromatic stimulus in this case is the neutral 
point (0.333, 0.333).  Devices with very high purity require very narrow filter covers or only produce 
quasi-monochromatic light, like the LED sources.  Very high purity light is not typically seen in nature. 
Figure 15 shows these concepts on an x-y chromaticity diagram.  In Figure 15, the first distance referred 
to is the distance from the neutral point (N) to the color of the test device (TC), with the second distance 
being from N to the dominant wavelength (DW).  The excitation purity is then the ratio of N to TC to N 
to DW. 
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Figure 15.  Chromaticity diagram showing the relationship between N, TC, and DW. 
 
Time-averaged luminous intensity  

The time-averaged luminous intensity is a measure of the energy per solid angle for a pulse of 
light weighted by the V(λ) curve and integrated in time over one flash event or pulse.  Once the 
measurement is past the crossover point, which is where the light diverges like a point source or follows 
the inverse square law, the time-averaged luminous intensity is a constant in a given direction. 

The time-averaged luminous intensity protocol is described briefly.  A flashing-light photometer 
calibrated for time-averaged illuminance (lx-s) was used to measure the devices at a distance of 30 m.  
The flashing-light device was oriented such that the vertical and horizontal axis was perpendicular to the 
optical axis of the measurement and the center of the device was set at the distance origin.  The devices 
were measured at the Center for High Accuracy Retroreflection Measurements (CHARRM) facility, 
which has the capability of positioning the devices 0.5 to 30.5 m away from a photometer.  

The time-averaged luminous intensity has the unit candela seconds (cd·s), and quantifies the flux 
of light weighted by the V(λ) that reaches the observer.  Time-average luminous intensity is distance 
independent because it is the amount of flux per solid angle.  As the distance changes and the aperture of 
the eye stays fixed, the solid angle becomes smaller along with the amount of flux entering the aperture.  
However, the flashing-light devices are beamed sources and do not follow the inverse square law, which 
assumes a point source of light.  Nonetheless, a beamed source does start to follow the inverse square 
law once it is viewed at a certain distance.  This minimum distance point is called the beam crossover 
point.  For a projector apparatus using either a shallow or deep-dish parabolic mirror, the beam 
crossover distance can be calculated by: 
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where R is the radius of the projector aperture (mm), r is the radius of the smallest element of the light 
source (mm), and f is the focal length of the reflector.  

Figure 16 shows the signal of a flashing-light device at varying distance while viewing it from 
five different angles.  By multiplying the signal by the distance squared, the crossover point can be 
determined where the graph flattens.  Figure 17 shows the signal multiplied by the distance squared 
plotted against the distance.  This particular device has a crossover point roughly between 15 to 20 m 
within the uncertainty of the measurement.  Therefore, by measuring the device beyond 30 m, an 
accurate determination of the time-average luminous intensity can be made. 
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Figure 16.  The normalized signal versus the distance for five viewing angles. 
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Figure 17.  The normalized signal multiplied by the distance square, similar to a candela-second unit, 

versus distance. 
 

All of the flashing light devices were measured at the (0, 0) pointing position so they could 
initially be compared.  The devices that were then re-measured at NIST over a range of viewing angles 
in order to determine the precision with which the viewing angle needs to be noted when conducting 
human factors experiments. Figure 18shows the signal variation when a flashing device is moved across 
the front of the photometer. As illustrated, a small deviation (10 cm) in the vertical centering along the 
optical axis caused a 2% drop in the signal, while moving the flashing device horizontally and 
perpendicularly to the optical axis by more than 40 cm resulted in less than a 1% change in the signal.  
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Figure 18.  As the flashing device is moved horizontally and vertically away from the optical axis, the 

signal decreases due to the spatial profile of the flashing device. 
 

Once the device was centered, the spatial distribution was measured at a distance of  
30 m.  The spatial distribution is shown in Figure 19.  This graph shows that optical axis of the flashing 
device must be known within ± 2° to be able to determine the time-average luminous intensity to < 2% 
uncertainty.  Therefore, the devices were mounted to a plate that could be reproducibly mounted on the 
truck and in the laboratory. 
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Figure 19.  The spatial distribution for the test device at 30-meter observation distance. 

 



 
 

 
 

Waveform and Repetition rate 
The waveform is the instantaneous energy with respect to time. The repetition rate is the number 

of flash events or pulses in a given time interval. Both of these quantities were determined on the 
CHARRM facility using a fast photodiode with a V(λ) correction filter and a digital oscilloscope.  The 
waveform was measured at a distance of 30 m. The area under the curve is equivalent to the time-
integrated luminous intensity.  Examples of waveforms are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21. 
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Figure 20.  The waveform for a strobe light. 
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Figure 21.  The waveform for a halogen lamp. 
 

The waveform is used to determine the effective intensity.  Effective intensity is defined as the 
luminous intensity of a fixed (steady) light, of the same relative spectral distribution as the flashing light, 



 
 

 
 

which would have the same luminous range (or visual range in aviation terminology) as the flashing 
light under identical conditions of observation (2).  As presented earlier, many researchers have 
attempted to develop an equation to calculate the effective intensity based on the temporal intensity 
profile of a flashing light and each of these methods was used to evaluate the light sources in the 
experiment. 

Data Analysis  

For each of the light sources measured, the time-averaged chromaticity, the time-averaged 
intensity, and the effective intensity were calculated. The effective intensity was calculated using each of 
the flashing lights measured using the four different methods.  The spectral waveform and the time-
based waveform were also included in the analysis.  

Results 

To summarize the data, the results of the measurements were characterized by the lamp type and 
the color. The first variable considered was the time-averaged intensity. These results for the halogen, 
LED, and strobe systems are shown in Figure 22. It is interesting that the mean results for the LED 
system are much lower than those of the halogen and strobe systems. Similar results were found for the 
effective intensity. Figure 23 shows effective intensity calculated by each of the four methods discussed 
earlier. With the exception of the strobe lights, the results follow a fairly similar pattern with the Form 
Factor being just slightly lower than the Allard method, followed by the modified Allard and the 
Blondel Rey Douglas method. For the strobe systems, the Allard method was much higher than the other 
calculations. 
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Figure 22.  Time-Averaged Intensity by Lamp Type and Color 
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Figure 23.  Effective Intensity Calculation by all four models. 

 
Color characterization was the final lamp aspect considered. The mean color coordinates for the 

lamps are shown in Figure 24. The amber and the red sources are fairly closely grouped; however, the 
white-halogen measurements are noticeably different from those of the LED and strobe sources. This 
can be seen in the excitation purity results with the color of the halogen white source being much more 
dominated by the red and amber wavelengths than the strobe and LED sources. This effect is shown in 
Figure 25 with the halogen white having a higher purity. It should be noted that for white lights sources 
it is desirable to have a low excitation purity. This same effect is seen with the halogen sources with the 
blue being less pure than the LED and strobe sources of the same color. 
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Figure 24.  Chromaticity Coordinates by Lamp Type and Color 
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Figure 25.  Excitation Purity by Lamp Type and Color 

 



 
 

 
 

With each of these sources having been measured, the relationship of the measured data to the 
human response will be considered later in this report. The most appropriate of the metrics was found 
through the correlation of the response and the photometric data. 





 
 

 
 

APPENDIX C1 – TABLE OF LIGHTS AND LIGHT CHARACTERISTIC SUMMARIES 

Light Type Location 
Light 
Color Intensity Pattern Speed Manufacturer Model cd-s 

Form 
Factor Allard 

Modified 
Allard 

Blondel-
Rey-

Douglas 
Halogen Panel Amber Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 2725.05 2267.10 2701.47 2267.10 2267.10 
Halogen Panel Amber Low - 1 light Synch 1 Hz NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 917.13 1779.36 2108.96 1633.76 1526.86 
Halogen Panel Amber Low - 1 light Asynch 1Hz NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 917.13 1779.36 2108.96 1633.76 1526.86 
Halogen Panel Amber Low - 1 light Asynch 4Hz NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 727.13 1473.18 960.07 825.55 625.79 
Halogen Panel Amber High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 5407.43 4498.69 5360.64 4498.69 4498.69 
Halogen Panel Amber High - 2 lights Synch 1 Hz NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 1835.99 3562.10 4221.92 3270.62 3056.62 
Halogen Panel Amber High - 2 lights Asynch 1Hz NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 1835.99 3562.10 4221.92 3270.62 3056.62 
Halogen Panel Amber High - 2 lights Asynch 4Hz NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 1450.59 2938.92 1915.28 1646.94 1248.41 
Halogen Panel Red Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 738.49 614.38 732.09 614.38 614.38 
Halogen Panel Red High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 1460.82 1215.32 1448.18 1215.32 1215.32 
Halogen Panel Blue Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 496.15 412.77 491.85 412.77 412.77 
Halogen Panel Blue High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 819.07 681.42 811.98 681.42 681.42 
Halogen Panel White Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 3528.22 2935.29 3497.69 2935.29 2935.29 
Halogen Panel White High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W 6665.28 5545.15 6607.60 5545.15 5545.15 

LED Panel Amber Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 1249.14 1039.21 1238.33 1039.21 1039.21 
LED Panel Amber Low - 1 light Synch 1 Hz NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 1076.89 1980.74 2320.64 1787.28 1805.68 
LED Panel Amber Low - 1 light Asynch 1Hz NA Whelen 500 Linear LED * 1076.89 1980.74 2320.64 1787.28 1805.68 
LED Panel Amber Low - 1 light Asynch 4Hz NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 1854.74 2194.16 2063.64 1728.22 1619.85 
LED Panel Amber High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 2766.26 2301.38 2742.33 2301.38 2301.38 
LED Panel Amber High - 2 lights Synch 1 Hz NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 2417.91 4447.29 5210.47 4012.92 4054.24 
LED Panel Amber High - 2 lights Asynch 1Hz NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 2417.91 4447.29 5210.47 4012.92 4054.24 
LED Panel Amber High - 2 lights Asynch 4Hz NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 5131.57 6070.67 5709.55 4781.54 4481.70 
LED Panel Red Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 2799.71 2329.21 2775.48 2329.21 2329.21 
LED Panel Red High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 5495.81 4572.22 5448.25 4572.22 4572.22 
LED Panel Blue Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 187.54 156.03 185.92 156.03 156.03 
LED Panel Blue High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 364.79 303.48 361.63 303.48 303.48 
LED Panel White Low - 1 light Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 678.92 564.83 673.05 564.83 564.83 
LED Panel White High - 2 lights Steady NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 1387.54 1154.36 1375.53 1154.36 1154.36 
LED Shelf Amber NA NA NA Whelen 500 Linear LED 318.24 689.84 777.86 613.33 528.36 

LED Beacon Shelf Amber NA NA NA Whelen 360 LED Beacon 318.24 689.84 777.86 613.33 528.36 
LED Beacon Top Amber NA NA NA Whelen 360 LED Beacon 318.24 689.84 777.86 613.33 528.36 

* Selected for use in the Performance Experiment         
 



 

Light Type Location 
Light 
Color Intensity Pattern Speed Manufacturer Model cd-s 

Form 
Factor Allard 

Modified 
Allard 

Blondel-
Rey-

Douglas 
Rotating Beacon Top Amber Low NA Slow PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 101.40 462.48 412.27 384.41 353.14 
Rotating Beacon Top Amber Low NA Fast PSE Amber 555 FRAMH 12V 55W 76.97 346.32 317.39 291.77 271.05 
Rotating Beacon Top Amber High NA Slow PSE Amber 550 HOAH 12V 100W 298.23 1341.94 1229.86 1130.57 1050.28 
Rotating Beacon Top Amber High NA Fast PSE Amber 550 FRAMH 12V 100W * 129.18 581.26 532.71 489.70 454.92 
Rotating Beacon Top Red Low NA Slow PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 48.61 218.74 200.47 184.29 171.20 
Rotating Beacon Top Red Low NA Fast PSE Amber 555 FRAMH 12V 55W 42.41 190.81 174.87 160.75 149.34 
Rotating Beacon Top Blue Low NA Slow PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 23.06 103.78 95.11 87.44 81.23 
Rotating Beacon Top Blue Low NA Fast PSE Amber 555 FRAMH 12V 55W 10.41 46.84 42.93 39.46 36.66 
Rotating Beacon Top White Low NA Slow PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 140.85 633.76 580.82 533.93 496.01 
Rotating Beacon Top White Low NA Fast PSE Amber 555 FRAMH 12V 55W 94.65 425.89 390.32 358.81 333.33 
Rotating Beacon Top Amber Low NA Slow PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 101.40 462.48 412.27 384.41 353.14 
Rotating Beacon Shelf Amber Low NA Slow PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 101.40 462.48 412.27 384.41 353.14 

Strobe Panel Amber Low - 1 light Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe * 242.53 1200.80 937.32 919.92 379.33 
Strobe Panel Amber Low - 1 light Quad NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 286.36 1416.78 868.27 850.86 689.11 
Strobe Panel Amber High - 2 lights Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 464.66 2300.62 1795.82 1762.48 726.77 
Strobe Panel Amber High - 2 lights Quad NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 551.29 2727.52 1671.56 1638.04 1326.64 
Strobe Panel Red Low - 1 light Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 44.07 218.18 170.30 167.14 68.92 
Strobe Panel Red High - 2 lights Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 86.39 427.76 333.90 327.70 135.13 
Strobe Panel Blue Low - 1 light Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 52.83 261.57 204.17 200.38 82.63 
Strobe Panel Blue High - 2 lights Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 94.22 466.52 364.15 357.39 147.37 
Strobe Panel White Low - 1 light Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 270.61 1339.85 1045.86 1026.45 423.26 
Strobe Panel White High - 2 lights Dual NA Whelen 500 Linear Strobe 520.64 2577.81 2012.18 1974.83 814.34 

Strobe Beacon Top Amber NA Quad NA PSE Amber Star-Flash LL400I 67.27 332.31 179.05 175.46 155.05 
Strobe Beacon Shelf Amber NA Quad NA PSE Amber Star-Flash LL400I 67.27 332.31 179.05 175.46 155.05 

* Selected for use in the Performance Experiment         
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Chromaticity     x – 0.572  y – 0.422 
Dominant wavelength          590  nm 
Excitation Purity   0.986 
 

Single Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 493 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  2396 cd 
Allard   2063 cd 
Modified Allard 1975 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 1774 cd 

Repetition rate   136 FPM 
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Whelen LIN LED Amber 

 
Chromaticity     x – 0.567  y – 0.431 
Dominant wavelength          589  nm 
Excitation Purity   0.992 
 

avelength (nm)

Single Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 61 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  83 cd 
Allard   104 cd 
Modified Allard 81 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 81 cd 

Repetition rate   88 FPM 
 

Double Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 58 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  93 cd 
Allard   104 cd 
Modified Allard 83 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 75 cd 

Repetition rate   73 FPM 
 

Comet Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 48 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  89 cd 
Allard   81 cd 
Modified Allard 66 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 59 cd 

Repetition rate   73 FPM 
 

SigAlert Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 48 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  68 cd 
Allard   82 cd 
Modified Allard 64 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 53 cd 

Repetition rate   74 FPM

ComAlert Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
 
 

Time-integrated luminous intensity 68 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  148 cd 
Allard   176 cd 
Modified Allard 139 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 121 cd 

Repetition rate   73 FPM 

 
 



 
 

Spectrum
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  Whelen Strobe Amber 
 

Chromaticity     x – 0.477  y – 0.501 
Dominant wavelength          576  nm 
Excitation Purity   0.937 
 

Double Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 190 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  940 cd 
Allard   723 cd 
Modified Allard 710 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 311 cd 

Repetition rate   110 FPM 
 
          2X Double Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 165 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  820 cd 
Allard   662 cd 
Modified Allard 649 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 273 cd 

Repetition rate   215 FPM 
 

Triple Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 204 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  1008 cd 
Allard   646 cd 
Modified Allard 633 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 335 cd 

Repetition rate   93 FPM 
 

2X Triple Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 172 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  853 cd 
Allard   648 cd 
Modified Allard 635 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 283 cd 

Repetition rate   177 FPM

Comet Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
 
 

Time-integrated luminous intensity 238 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  1174 cd 
Allard   647 cd 
Modified Allard 634 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 390 cd 

Repetition rate   75 FPM 

 
 



 
 

 

 
          2X Comet Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 179 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  886 cd 
Allard   616 cd 
Modified Allard 604 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 293 cd 

Repetition rate   144 FPM 
 
         MicroBurst2 Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 409 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  2011 cd 
Allard   925 cd 
Modified Allard 833 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 672 cd 

Repetition rate   50 FPM 
 

     2X MicroBurst2 Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 250 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  1236 cd 
Allard   793 cd 
Modified Allard 686 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 697 cd 

Repetition rate   100 FPM 
 
         MicroBurst3 Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
Time-integrated luminous intensity 381 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  1874 cd 
Allard   724 cd 
Modified Allard 700 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 577 cd 

Repetition rate   50 FPM

     2X MicroBurst3 Flash Pattern 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Time (s)  
 
 
Time-integrated luminous intensity 217 cd·s 
Effective intensity 

Form Factor  1072 cd 
Allard   567 cd 
Modified Allard 556 cd 
Blondel-Ray_Douglas 470 cd 

Repetition rate   86 FPM 
 

 



 
 

APPENDIX D. STATIC SCREENING EXPERIMENT 

The static screening experiment was undertaken to assess the lighting parameters that influence 
the conspicuity of the lighting system.  In this experiment, the lighting conditions of color, intensity, 
flash pattern, and lamp type were all investigated in a static test scenario.  The experimental methods 
and the results are documented below. 

Experimental Methods 

Experimental Design 
This section identifies the experimental design used for this study.  The independent variables 

are described first.  The choice of independent variables was driven by the factor ranking presented 
earlier in this report.  The partial factorial experimental design is then presented, followed by a 
description of the dependent variables. 

Independent Variables.  There were between-subjects variables and within-subjects variables. 

Between Subjects Variables. 
Gender (2 levels): Female, Male.  The Gender independent variable was chosen in order to 

generalize the results of this transportation study to a broad user population.  This factor was used for 
balance only; it was not used in the data analysis. 

Age (2 levels):  Experienced (65 years old and above) and Younger (25 to 35 years old).  The 
Younger and Experienced age groups were selected to investigate the changes in preferences and 
performance that may occur with increasing Age.   

Within-Subjects Variables. 
Intensity (2 levels):  High and Low.  Intensity was selected to provide insight on what light 

effective-intensity level is required to effectively capture the driver’s attention, as well as what level the 
light effective-intensity becomes a drawback.  

Format (5 levels): Flat mount with three formats (LED, Halogen, Strobe); Beacon; and Passive.  
The Format independent variable provided insight on what type of light is most effective at capturing the 
driver’s attention.  

Contrast (2 levels):  Daytime and Nighttime.  The Contrast independent variable provided insight 
on how the other factors are affected by the ambient light conditions. 

Flash Pattern (4 levels):  Steady, Synchronized 1 Hz, Asynchronous 1 Hz, Asynchronous 4 Hz.  
The Flash Pattern independent variable provided insight on how people respond to variable frequencies 
and patterns for each warning light.  

Color (4 levels):  Red, Amber, Blue, and White.  The Color independent variable provided 
insight on which Color is most effective at capturing a motorist’s attention, and which Colors are 
associated with certain vehicle functions.  

 
 

Position (2 levels):  Top-mounted and Shelf-mounted.  The Position independent variable was 
used in combination with the beacon format to examine the differences experienced in daytime for lights 
placed against the contrast of a bright sky (a concept known as “daylighting”) versus against a black 



 
 

background.  For nighttime, the differences in these positions were for lights with a dark, non-reflective 
background versus lights placed against a slightly reflective surface. 

Experimental Design Matrix. The mixed-factor partial factorial experimental design is shown in 
TABLE 6 through TABLE 13.  The experimental design is broken down by warning-light format: 1) 
strobe lights; 2) rotating beacons; 3) LED; and 4) Halogen lights.  Subjects 1 through 6 (S1 – S6) were 
older females, while Subjects 7 through 12 (S7 – S12) were older males.  Subjects 13 through 18 (S13 – 
S18) were younger females, while Subjects 19 through 24 (S19 – S24) were younger males.  There were 
a total of 82 conditions: 41 during the day, and 41 during the night.  The daytime and nighttime 
conditions were exactly the same except for time of presentation. 

LED and Halogen Panel Lights.  The LED and halogen panel-mounted lights were only capable 
of illuminating at one intensity setting.  The high-intensity condition was thus achieved by activating 
two adjacent lights at once, which then flashed simultaneously (for the flashing conditions).  Using a 
light controller, four different flash patterns were tested: 1) steady; 2) synchronous at 1 Hz; 3) 
asynchronous at 1 Hz; and 4) asynchronous at 4 Hz.  The two intensities and four light patterns made up 
eight conditions.  Four colors were also tested (red, blue, amber, and white), adding an additional six 
conditions.  The assignment of subjects to these test conditions is shown below in TABLE 6 and 
TABLE 7.  The lighting panel layout did not allow both of these types of lights to be mounted at once; 
therefore, half of the participants received the LED-light conditions and half received the halogen-light 
conditions.  Participants received the same condition (LED or halogen) at nighttime as they had received 
in the daytime. 

 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 6  LED/Halogen Intensity by Flash Pattern.  Half of the participants received the LED 
conditions, and half received identical halogen conditions.  This table accounts for eight daytime 

conditions and eight nighttime conditions per participant. 

     Flash Pattern 

Color Contrast Intensity Age Gender Steady 
Synch 
1Hz 

Asynch 
1Hz 

Asynch 
4Hz 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 
Low 

Younger
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 

Day 

High 

Younger
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 
Low 

Younger
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18 

Amber 

Night 

High 

Younger
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24 

 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 7  LED/Halogen Intensity by Color.  Half of the participants received the LED conditions, 
and half received identical halogen conditions.  This table accounts for six daytime conditions and 

six nighttime conditions per participant. 

 Color 

 Flash 
Pattern  Contrast  Intensity  Age 

 
Gender  Red  Blue  White 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18  S13-S18 
 Low 

 Younger 
 Male  S19-S24  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18  S13-S18 

 Day 

 High 

 Younger 
 Male  S19-S24  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18  S13-S18 
 Low 

 Younger 
 Male  S19-S24  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18  S13-S18 

 Steady 

 Night 

 High 

 Younger 
 Male  S19-S24  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 

Strobe Panel Mounted Lights.  The strobe lights mounted on the panel were capable of being set 
at two different intensities (low and high).  The high-intensity condition was achieved by activating two 
adjacent lights at once, which then flashed simultaneously.  Two flash patterns were selected to test 
these three different intensities.  The first pattern was a double flash, while the second pattern was a 
quad flash.  Four colors were tested as well (red, blue, amber, and clear).  The assignment of subjects to 
these test conditions is shown below in TABLE 8 and TABLE 9.  

 
 



 
 

TABLE 8  Strobe intensity by flash pattern.  This table accounts for four daytime conditions and 
four nighttime conditions 

     Flash pattern 

Color Contrast Intensity Age Gender Dual Quad 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 
Low 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 

Day 

High 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 
Low 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 

Amber 

Night 

High 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 

 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 9  Strobe intensity by color.  This table accounts for six daytime conditions and six 
nighttime conditions. 

     Color 

Flash Pattern Contrast Intensity Age Gender Red Blue White 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18
Low 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18

Day 

High 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18
Low 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18

Dual 

Night 

High 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

 
Rotating Beacons.  The rotating beacons selected for this study were capable of rotating at two speeds 
(slow and fast) and had two intensity settings (low and high).  The rotating beacons were tested under 
four colors (red, amber, blue, and white).  The assignment of subjects to these conditions is shown 
below in TABLE 10 and TABLE 11. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 10  Rotating beacon speed by intensity. This table accounts for four daytime conditions 
and four nighttime conditions. 

     Intensity 

Color Contrast Speed Age Gender Low High 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18
Slow 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18

Day 

Fast 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18
Slow 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18

Amber 
 

Night 

Fast 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24

 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 11  Rotating beacon speed by color.  This table accounts for six daytime conditions and 
six nighttime conditions. 

     Color 

Intensity Contrast Speed Age Gender Red Blue White 

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18
Slow 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18

Day 

Fast 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18
Slow 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

Female S1-S6 S1-S6 S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 S7-S12 S7-S12 

Female S13-S18 S13-S18 S13-S18

Low 

Night 

Fast 

Younger 
Male S19-S24 S19-S24 S19-S24

 

Passive.  The passive condition refers to the use of retroreflective tape on the black test panel.  
Two strips of retroreflective tape were positioned on either side of the test panel at 90° angles.  They 
were covered when they were not being tested.  TABLE 12 presents the conditions for the passive mode. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 12  Retroreflective tape passive mode.  This table accounts for one daytime condition and 
one nighttime condition. 

   Mode 

Contrast Age Gender Passive 

Female S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 

Female S13-S18
Day 

Younger
Male S19-S24

Female S1-S6 
Older 

Male S7-S12 

Female S13-S18
Night 

Younger
Male S19-S24

 

Location.  “Daylighting” refers to placing the lights on top of the black panel in order to test 
how well they can be seen against the sky.  In contrast, placing the lights on a shelf in front of the black 
panel might offer increased conspicuity owing to the contrast.  One strobe beacon, one halogen beacon, 
and one LED beacon were tested in two positions: on top of the panel and on a shelf in front of the 
panel.  All beacons either rotated or gave the impression of rotation by means of sequential activation of 
lights.  TABLE 13 displays the assignment of conditions for the location variable. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 13  Location by Beacon Format.  This table accounts for six daytime conditions and six 
nighttime conditions. 

      Location 

 Color 
 
Contrast  Format  Age  Gender  On top  On shelf 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18 
 LED 

 
Younger  Male  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18 
 Strobe 

 
Younger  Male  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18 

 Day 

 
Halogen  

Younger  Male  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18 
 LED 

 
Younger  Male  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18 
 Strobe 

 
Younger  Male  S19-S24  S19-S24 

 Female  S1-S6  S1-S6 
 Older 

 Male  S7-S12  S7-S12 

 Female  S13-S18  S13-S18 

 Amber 

 Night 

 
Halogen  

Younger  Male  S19-S24  S19-S24 
 

Randomized Assignment of Treatments.  Treatments were randomly assigned to participants 
in order to wash out systematic variation in responses that may arise from factors not considered in the 
experiment, such as fatigue.  Six random orders were used for the 24 participants.  It should be noted 

 



 
 

that subjects were tested during the daytime before being tested at nighttime.  Each subject received the 
same order of conditions in the daytime and nighttime. 

Dependent Variables.  Five dependent variables were used in this investigation. The dependent 
variable of Conspicuity Rating was tested during both daytime and nighttime conditions (Daytime 
Conspicuity and Nighttime Conspicuity).  The Horizontal Maximum Peripheral Detection Angle was 
investigated only during daytime conditions, while the Recognition and Glare Rating dependent 
variables were investigated only at nighttime. 

Conspicuity.  In order to establish the effectiveness of the lighting and marking configuration, a 
metric for Conspicuity was established.  This was done using a seven-point rating scale (Figure 26).  
This scale was a simplified version of a scale that had been used successfully in a previous project (62).  
This scale was administered both in the daytime and at nighttime. 

 

 
 



 
 

Visual Attention-Getting Rating Scale 
• We would like for you to rate how attention-getting this system would be when viewed 

against backgrounds with different levels of clutter.   
• An uncluttered background might be one in which you are driving in a rural area with no 

more than one other vehicle in sight, and there are also very few billboards, traffic 
signals, or traffic signs.   

• A highly cluttered background might be one in which you are driving in a congested 
urban area with many vehicles, traffic signals, traffic signs, and billboards.   

• Tell the experimenter the number that most closely matches the attention-getting 
capability of the system (note that half values such as 2.5 are permitted). 

 Description Scale Viewer's Reaction   

Not at all attention-getting 1 I would not notice this system, even against 
an uncluttered background. 

Inconsequential level of 
attention-getting 2 I might not notice this system, even against 

an uncluttered background. 

Minor level of attention-
getting 3 I would probably notice this system, but only 

against an uncluttered background. 

Small level of attention-
getting 4 I would probably notice this system, but only 

against a relatively uncluttered background. 

Moderate level of 
attention-getting 5 I would notice this system, even against a 

relatively cluttered background. 

Quite attention-getting 6 I would definitely notice this system, even 
against a cluttered background. 

Extremely attention-
getting 7 This system would get my attention under 

any circumstances. 

Figure 26.  Conspicuity rating scale. 

 

 
 



 
 

Horizontal Maximum Peripheral Detection Angle.  The Horizontal Maximum Peripheral 
Detection Angle measured the maximum horizontal angle at which the warning light could be detected.  
Subjects were asked to look at predetermined positions located 15° apart and state whether or not they 
could detect the warning light.  The progression of detection angles was conducted in both an ascending 
and descending order, to which the three responses were averaged.  Discrepancies or more than 30° were 
retested (Figure 27).  This test was only conducted in the daytime, when contrast of the lights was at its 
lowest (this is the worst situation for detecting lights with peripheral vision). 

 

 
Figure 27.  Peripheral detection task.  

 

 
 



 
 

Recognition.  The Recognition dependent variable investigated how subjects classify the 
warning-light scheme relative to a list of typical vehicle functions (Figure 28).  This questionnaire was 
only administered at night, when the reaction was expected to be more due to the lights (number, type, 
arrangement, and color) than to external cues such as the vehicle type holding the lighting panel. 

Please indicate what a vehicle with these kind of lights might be doing.

A Removing Snow
B Road Maintenance
C Road Construction
D Enforcing the Law
E Responding to a Medical Emergency
F Responding to a Fire
G Towing a Vehicle
H Bussing
I Delivering Mail
J Nothing, This Pattern Doesn't Remind Me of Anything

Please indicate the lighting factor that affected your decision above.

A Color
B Location
C Pattern
D Brightness

Recognition Questionnaire

 
Figure 28.  Recognition questionnaire. 

 
 



 
 

Glare at Night.  The Glare dependent variable measured the discomfort subjects experienced 
when presented with the warning-light configurations.  A 9-point rating scale was used to capture their 
ratings (Figure 29).  This scale was administered only at nighttime, when Discomfort Glare is at its 
worst due to the high degree of contrast between the lights and their background. 

 
 



 
 

Figure 29. Glare rating scale. 

Discomfort Glare Rating Scale 
 
Discomfort glare is glare that a person finds uncomfortable to a greater or lesser degree.  Please 
rate your level of discomfort glare for this system by telling the experimenter the number that 
most closely matches your perception of the discomfort glare level (half numbers such as 2.5 are 
OK).  All of the ratings should be based on how long you think you could look at these lights 
under conditions similar to how you experience them in this experiment. 
 
         
 Description Viewer's Reaction 

 
 

1.  Not noticeable  
 
 
 

2.  Just noticeable  
 
 
 

3.  Satisfactory  
 
 
 

4. Not quite satisfactory 
 
 
 

5. Just acceptable  
 
 
 

6.  Bordering on disturbing  
 
 
 

7. Disturbing 
 
 
 

8.  Nearly unbearable   
 
 
 

9.  Unbearable   

There is no glare with this system, and 
I could look at it for any length of 
time with no discomfort. 

There is a small amount of glare with 
this system, but I could look at it for a 
long time without discomfort. 

The level of glare is tolerable for this 
system.  I could look at it for a few 
minutes without discomfort. 

The level of glare is a little 
bothersome.  I might want to look 
away after a minute or two. 

The level of glare is at the border of 
acceptability.  I might want to look 
away in less than a minute. 

The level of glare is somewhat 
disturbing.  I might want to look away 
in less than 30 seconds. 

The level of glare is definitely 
disturbing.  I would want to look away 
in less than 15 seconds. 

The level of glare is nearly 
unbearable.  I would want to look 
away within five seconds. 

The level of glare is definitely 
unbearable.  I would want to look 
away in a second or two. 

 
Participants 

Twenty-four subjects were selected to participate in this study.  Twelve males and 12 females 
were evenly selected from two age groups of 25 to 35 years of age and 65+ years of age.  Institutional 

 
 



 
 

Review Board (IRB) approval was attained prior to recruiting subjects.  Recruitment occurred through 
the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) participant database, local retirement communities, 
and contacts made through word of mouth.  A general description of the study was provided to the 
subjects over the phone before they participated in the study.  Subjects were then screened with a verbal 
questionnaire to determine whether they were licensed drivers and whether they had any health concerns 
that should exclude them from participating in the study.  Once subjects arrived, they signed an 
informed consent form (Appendix D1).  Subjects were paid $20/hr; they were allowed to withdraw at 
any point in time, with compensation adjusted accordingly.  

The demographic profile of the participants and the questionnaire results are summarized in 
Appendix D2. 

Apparatus 
Test Road.  The experiment took place on a bridge to an unfinished highway adjacent to VTTI 

and the Virginia Smart Road.  A degree of control was attained by not allowing public vehicles and 
pedestrians to enter the bridge.  However, participants could see passing traffic on a lower-level 
highway during nighttime conditions.  Figure 30 shows the position of the vehicles at nighttime and in 
the daytime. 

Figure 30.  Testing area used during the experiment (nighttime on left and daytime on right).  The 
nighttime view is not representative of how the scene appeared to the participant.  

 
Test Vehicles.  A Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) retired dump truck was 

obtained for this experiment.  A large panel was used to mount the different lighting configurations; the 
panel was attached to the rear of the dump truck (Figure 31).  Small shelves were used to place the 
beacons at their lower shelf position during the testing. 

 

 
 



 
 

Figure 31.  VDOT dump truck outfitted with warning lights.  Left) Rotating beacons placed on the top of 
the panel.  Right) Rotating beacons placed on shelves.  

 
For each grid of lights, the two left-most columns housed LEDs (or halogens for one-half of the 

participants), while the two right-most columns housed strobe lights.  The LED and strobe lights were 
thus evenly spaced between the left and right side (Figure 32).  To the subject viewing them from 400 ft 
away, their location in space appeared to be the same. 

 
Figure 32.  Location of LED/halogen and strobe lights.  In the left picture, note the black material 

covering the retroreflective tape when it was not being used for the passive condition. 
 

 

All lights were manually controlled by an operator who sat behind the panel in the bed of the 
dump truck.  There was radio communication between the experimental vehicle and the test truck 

 



 
 

(Figure 33).  The light operator practiced all configurations prior to the experiment so that the condition 
changes were fast and accurate.   

  
Figure 33.  Manual control of warning-light patterns. 

 
The control system was built for this experiment by VTTI.  A general schematic for the system is 

shown in Figure 34.  As the test location was remote from the VTTI building, a generator was used for 
the experiment.  This was controlled through the use of a power stabilizer integrated into the switch box.  
The output voltage was also controllable with this stabilizer.  Commercial strobe and flasher controls 
were then used to generate the flash pattern desired on the panel. 

  
Figure 34.  Schematic of the Control System. 

 

 
 



 
 

Subjects were stationed inside a 2002 Cadillac Escalade (Figure 35), along with an in-vehicle 
experimenter who provided directions and recorded responses on a laptop computer. 

 
Figure 35.  The 2002 Cadillac Escalade test vehicle. 

 
Stimuli.  The stimuli used for this experiment are commercially available light sources acquired from 
manufacturers. The light sources were selected for the ease of use, photometric characteristics and the 
suitability for the experiment. 

Strobe Light.  The strobe light used was a Whelen 500 Linear Strobe Light.  Four colors were 
used: amber, blue, red, and white.  For the low-intensity conditions, one strobe light on each side of the 
truck panel was used.  For high-intensity strobe conditions, two strobes were activated simultaneously 
on either side of the truck panel.  A list of all strobe lights used is presented in TABLE 14. 

 

TABLE 14  List of all Strobe Lights 

Light 
Type Manufacturer Model Color Intensity Pattern 

Dual 
Low - 1 light 

Quad 

Dual 
Amber

High - 2 lights 
Quad 

Low - 1 light Dual 
Blue 

High - 2 lights Dual 

Low - 1 light Dual 
Red 

High - 2 lights Dual 

Low - 1 light Dual 

Strobe Whelen 500 Linear 
Strobe 

White 
High - 2 lights Dual 

 
 



 
 

 
LED Light.  The LED light used was a Whelen 500 Linear LED Flash Light.  Four colors were 

used: amber, blue, red, and white.  For the low-intensity conditions, one LED light on each side of the 
truck panel was used.  For high-intensity strobe conditions, two LEDs were activated simultaneously on 
either side of the truck panel.  TABLE 15 presents a list of all LEDs tested. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 15  List of all LEDs 

Light 
Type Manufacturer Model Color Intensity Pattern 

Steady 

Synch 1 Hz 

Asynch 1Hz 
Low - 1 light 

Asynch 4Hz 

Steady 

Synch 1 Hz 

Asynch 1Hz 

Amber

High - 2 lights 

Asynch 4Hz 

Low - 1 light Steady 
Blue 

High - 2 lights Steady 

Low - 1 light Steady 
Red 

High - 2 lights Steady 

Low - 1 light Steady 

LED Whelen 500 Linear 
LED 

White 
High - 2 lights Steady 

 

Halogen Light.  The halogen light used was a Whelen 500 Halo 12V/35W Light.  Four colors 
were used: amber, blue, red, and white.  For the low-intensity conditions, one halogen light on each side 
of the truck panel was used.  For high-intensity halogen conditions, two lights were activated 
simultaneously on either side of the truck panel.  TABLE 16 presents a list of all halogen lights tested. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 16  List of all Halogen Lights 

Light Type Manufacturer Model Color Intensity Pattern 

Steady 

Synch 1 Hz 

Asynch 1Hz 
Low - 1 light 

Asynch 4Hz 

Steady 

Synch 1 Hz 

Asynch 1Hz 

Amber

High - 2 lights 

Asynch 4Hz 

Low - 1 light Steady 
Blue 

High - 2 lights Steady 

Low - 1 light Steady 
Red 

High - 2 lights Steady 

Low - 1 light Steady 

Halogen Whelen 500 Halo 
12V/35W 

White 
High - 2 lights Steady 

 

Rotating Beacon.  TABLE 17 lists all of the rotating beacons which were tested. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 17  List of all rotating beacons 

Light Type Location Manufacturer Model Color Intensity Speed

PSE Amber 550 FRAMH 12V 100W Amber High Fast 

PSE Amber 550 HOAH 12V 100W Amber High Slow 

Amber Low Slow 

Blue Low Slow 

Red Low Slow 
PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W 

White Low Slow 

Amber Low Fast 

Blue Low Fast 

Red Low Fast 

Top 

PSE Amber 555 FRAMH 12V 55W 

White Low Fast 

Rotating 
Beacon 

Shelf PSE Amber 555 AMH 12V 55W Amber Low Slow 

 
Beacon.  In addition to the amber, low-intensity, slow-speed rotating beacon, strobe and LED beacons 
were also used to test the “daylighting” conditions. TABLE 18 lists the beacons used. 

TABLE 18  List of strobe and LED beacons 

Light Type Location Manufacturer Model Color Pattern 

Top Whelen 360 LED Beacon Amber NA 
LED Beacon 

Shelf Whelen 360 LED Beacon Amber NA 

Top PSE Amber Star-Flash LL400I Amber Quad Strobe 
Beacon Shelf PSE Amber Star-Flash LL400I Amber Quad 

 
Retroreflective Tape.  The retroreflective tape used in this experiment was Avery Dennison 

DOT Type C2 material. The retroreflective tape was placed underneath the LED and strobe lights.  It 
was covered with a magnetically fastened black strip of rubber when it was not being tested. 

 

Methods 
Subjects were greeted and asked to show their driver’s licenses.  The purpose of the study was 

explained and they then read and signed the informed consent form (see Appendix D1).  Three vision 
tests were administered inside a conference room with the blinds shut: the Snellen vision test, contrast 
sensitivity test, and color blindness test.  Subjects had to have a minimum of 20/40 vision using the 
Snellen acuity test in order to participate.  

Prior to the test trials, time was taken to orient subjects to the study, the vehicle, and the 
procedures.  Subjects were shown how to adjust the position of the seat in order to be comfortable.  The 

 
 



 
 

participants’ seated eye heights were recorded once the seat was adjusted to their liking.  An ambient 
light reading was also obtained before the experiment began. 

Instructions were provided once subjects were seated in the vehicle.  During the daytime session, 
subjects were instructed to rate the conspicuity of the warning lights.  Subjects then performed a 
maximum peripheral detection task in which a method of limits was used to assess the largest angle in 
which subjects could detect the warning light using their peripheral vision.  During the nighttime 
conditions, subjects again rated the conspicuity of the warning lights.  Subjects were next asked to 
identify what function a vehicle might be performing with the viewed warning-light pattern.  Once all 41 
nighttime conditions were seen and rated, the vehicle was moved closer to the truck containing the 
lighting panel, and participants were asked to rate each condition according to a Discomfort Glare scale. 

It should be noted that conspicuity ratings were taken 400 ft away from the lights during both 
daytime and nighttime conditions, while the glare ratings were taken at 150 ft from the lighting panel 
during the nighttime conditions.  The test truck was positioned at the top of a hill during the daytime 
conditions to support the day-lighting tests and at the bottom of the hill during nighttime conditions to 
maximize the dark background and to minimize distraction to passing vehicles.  Figure 36 shows the 
physical arrangement of the test vehicles for the daytime and nighttime sessions. 

 
Figure 36.  Testing area layout for nighttime and daytime testing. 

 
Half of the participants completed sessions using LED panel-mounted lights, while the other half 

received panel-mounted halogen lights.  The division was necessary owing to limited time and 
resources.  Upon completion of testing, subjects were asked to provide comments on the warning lights.  
Afterwards, the subjects’ time was recorded and they were paid at a rate of $20/h.   

 
 



 
 

Data Analysis 
The data analysis was undertaken in several parts.  They were considered in the order of 

presentation earlier in this document.  The first analysis was of the Halogen, LED and Strobe Panel 
lights.  The second screening was of the Rotating Beacons and the third was of Passive Retroreflectivity.  
The final analysis was the position of the beacons with respect to the daylight. 

In each of these analyses, the four dependent variables of daytime conspicuity, daytime 
peripheral detection angle, nighttime conspicuity, and nighttime glare were considered; the final 
variable, recognition scale, was considered individually.  For each of the data types except the 
recognition scale and source styles, ANOVA comparisons were used to determine the significant 
factors.  The recognition scale was analyzed by determining the frequency of the responses for each of 
the categories and then comparing these results. 

For those factors investigated using ANOVA techniques, a post hoc Student Neumann Kuels 
(SNK) analysis was also performed on all of the main effects even if they were not significant in the 
initial analysis. The SNK test allows for the highlighting of individual differences between treatments 
which may not be evident in the overall analysis. 

It should be noted that for the lamp type factor, the Halogen, LED, and strobe sources could not 
be directly compared because the Halogen and LED were each only presented to half of the participants.  
These comparisons were undertaken in as a partial factorial analysis and will be presented as paired 
comparisons of Halogen and LED, Strobe and Halogen, and LED and Strobe. 

For the data analysis, a 95% significance level was selected (α=0.05). 

Results 

The experimental results will be presented in terms of the experimental comparisons previously 
listed. 

Source, Intensity and Color Comparisons 
The first factors considered in these results were those of the Lamp Type, Participant Age, Light 

Color, and Intensity of the light source. In order to study these, only the panel light configurations were 
included.  In this analysis, ANOVA calculations were performed for each of the Lamp Type pairs: 
Halogen and LED, Halogen and Strobe, and Strobe and LED.  These ANOVAs were each a 2 (Lamp 
Type) x 2 (Age) x 4 (Color) x 2 (Intensity) mixed factors design.  As mentioned, the lamp types could 
not directly be compared because these factors were between subjects. 

Peripheral Detection Angle.  The results for the Peripheral Detection Angle from these three 
ANOVAs are summarized in TABLE 19.  The significant factors are denoted by an asterisk and the 
associated F values are shown.  The complete ANOVA Table is shown in Appendix D3. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 19 Peripheral Detection Task ANOVA results by Light Source.  In this and following 
tables, F is the F ratio result from the ANOVA) p is the probability of obtaining the observed F 

under the null hypothesis, and Sig indicates significance (when p is less than 0.05). 

 Halogen \ LED Halogen \ Strobe Strobe \ LED 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig

Age 0.52 0.512  1.06 0.412  0.06 0.829  

LampType 5.29 0.083  5.58 0.142  1.03 0.417  

Age*LampType 0.02 0.892  0.4 0.591  0.23 0.676  

Color 5.11 0.017 * 9.97 0.010 * 13.68 0.004 * 

Age*Color 1.36 0.300  1.8 0.247  2.06 0.207  

LampType*Color 4.83 0.020 * 1 0.456  4.47 0.057  

Age*LampType*Color 0.71 0.564  1.23 0.376  1.08 0.427  

Intensity 4.92 0.091  5.59 0.142  1.57 0.337  

Age*Intensity 1.78 0.253  0.49 0.557  3.06 0.222  

LampType*Intensity 0.1 0.769  1.89 0.303  0.19 0.709  

Age*LampType*Intensity 1.74 0.258  0.45 0.570  0.36 0.611  

Color*Intensity 0.11 0.951  0.4 0.761  1.26 0.368  

Age*Color*Intensity 0.54 0.664  1.37 0.338  0.79 0.541  

LampType*Color*Intensity 1.99 0.170  1.25 0.373  0.98 0.463  

Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 1.81 0.198  1 0.456  2.05 0.208  

 
The impact of the color is shown in Figure 37 for all of the comparisons.  A post hoc SNK 

comparison was performed to indicate statistically significant groups which are indicated by the letters 
at the top of the columns.  All columns with the same letter are not statistically significantly different, 
whereas different letters indicate a statistically significant difference from the other groups. 
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Figure 37.  Impact of color on Horizontal Detection angle by Light Source comparisons. 

 
These results indicate that the amber and the white light sources typically perform equivalently, 

with the red and the blue performing worse.  The final aspect of interest is that the comparisons which 
include a strobe (i.e., Strobe/Halogen and Strobe/LED comparisons) are higher in mean value than the 
halogen/LED comparison.  

The other significant factor which was evident from the ANOVA for the halogen and LED 
comparison was the lamp-type-by-color interaction.  This interaction is seen in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38.  Halogen and LED comparison of Lamp Type and Color for the Peripheral Detection Angle. 
 

In this figure, the performance of the halogen light source was significantly lower than that of the 
LED for all of the colors except white.  The red LED was also the highest performer, which is different 
than what was found in the other relationships.  It is likely that the purity of the red LED source is such 
that it resulted in a stronger response than that of the halogen source. 

Attention-Getting Rating.  For the daytime and nighttime Attention-Getting Rating scale, the 
same comparisons were performed as for the peripheral detection angle.  The results for the daytime are 
shown in TABLE 20.  The results show that the only factors or interactions that were significant were 
intensity, for halogen and strobe comparison, and lamp-type-by-color interaction, for the strobe and 
LED comparison.. The same comparisons were made for the Attention-Getting Rating at night and are 
presented in TABLE 21. In this case, only intensity was significant for the halogen and strobe 
comparison. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 20  Daytime Attention-Getting Rating ANOVA results by Light Source 

 Halogen \ LED Halogen \ Strobe Strobe \ LED 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0 0.957  2.64 0.246  0.68 0.497  

LampType 2.05 0.226  0.38 0.599  1.71 0.321  

Age*LampType 4.31 0.106  2.78 0.237  2.4 0.262  

Color 0.75 0.544  0.6 0.639  0.48 0.707  

Age*Color 0.88 0.478  0.62 0.628  1.02 0.448  

LampType*Color 1.48 0.270  0.97 0.467  5.48 0.037 * 

Age*LampType*Color 0.55 0.655  0.65 0.613  0.66 0.608  

Intensity 6.88 0.059  59.14 0.017 * 6.91 0.119  

Age*Intensity 0.01 0.938  0.23 0.679  0.01 0.934  

LampType*Intensity 2.21 0.212  0.32 0.629  3.22 0.215  

Age*LampType*Intensity 0 0.988  0.16 0.731  0.06 0.825  

Color*Intensity 1.64 0.233  1.63 0.279  0.79 0.542  

Age*Color*Intensity 2.52 0.108  1.98 0.218  1.1 0.419  

LampType*Color*Intensity 1.36 0.302  1.62 0.281  1.34 0.347  

Age*LampType*Color*Intensi
ty 0.2 0.896  1.49 0.310  0.51 0.690  

 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 21  Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating ANOVA results by Light Source 

 Halogen \ LED Halogen \ Strobe Strobe \ LED 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.31 0.609  0.41 0.587  0.88 0.448  

LampType 0 0.984  0.28 0.650  0.24 0.670  

Age*LampType 0.95 0.385  0 0.967  1.22 0.385  

Color 1.16 0.365  1.81 0.246  1.27 0.367  

Age*Color 0.36 0.782  0.49 0.704  0.21 0.883  

LampType*Color 0.82 0.508  0.58 0.651  1.27 0.366  

Age*LampType*Color 0.38 0.772  0.6 0.640  0.34 0.795  

Intensity 4.34 0.106  280.38 0.004 * 4.32 0.173  

Age*Intensity 3.08 0.154  6.76 0.122  3.03 0.224  

LampType*Intensity 0.01 0.921  3.91 0.187  0.14 0.747  

Age*LampType*Intensity 1.13 0.348  2.89 0.231  1.96 0.297  

Color*Intensity 0.22 0.882  0.17 0.912  1.64 0.277  

Age*Color*Intensity 0.26 0.853  0.63 0.620  0.59 0.644  

LampType*Color*Intensity 0.89 0.474   0.58 0.649   0.56 0.663   

Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 0.31 0.821   0.24 0.865   0.59 0.642   
 

The statistically significant relationship of the intensity to the daytime and nighttime Attention-
Getting Rating for the halogen and strobe comparison is shown in Figure 39.  In this figure, it can be 
seen that the higher effective intensity provides a higher Attention-Getting Rating than the lower 
effective intensity.  It is also interesting that the nighttime Attention-Getting Rating of the light sources 
is higher than the daytime. 
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Figure 39.  Intensity relationship for the Daytime and Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating Results for the 

Halogen and Strobe Comparison. 
 

The lamp type and color relationship with respect to the daytime and nighttime Attention-Getting 
scale for the strobe and LED comparison is shown in Figure 40.  In this figure, the strobes performed 
with a higher rating in all colors except for the red LED.  It should be remembered that the LED 
configuration is a steady light source as compared to the flashing strobe.  This LED configuration may 
appear similar to vehicle brake lights. It is possible that this result is a result of the appearance of this 
condition.  
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Figure 40.  Lamp type and color relationship with respect to the daytime and nighttime Attention-

Getting scale for the Strobe and LED comparison. 
 

Discomfort Glare Rating. The Discomfort Glare Rating was analyzed using the same method as 
the other variables.  These results are shown in TABLE 22.  Like the Attention-Getting scale, only 
intensity was significant for the halogen and strobe comparison.  This statistically significant 
relationship is shown in Figure 41.  In this figure, it can be seen that the higher effective intensity 
produced a higher glare response than the lower effective intensity.  This is to be expected since the 
response to a light source is based on the source effective intensity, and the higher the effective 
intensity, the higher the Glare Rating.  It is also interesting to note that the higher Attention-Getting 
Rating also corresponds to a higher Glare Rating. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 22  Discomfort Glare Rating ANOVA results by Light Source 

 Halogen \ LED Halogen \ Strobe Strobe \ LED 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.16 0.712  1.21 0.387  0.56 0.532  

LampType 0.45 0.537  0.02 0.904  3.04 0.223  

Age*LampType 0.03 0.877  0.6 0.521  1.1 0.404  

Color 0.39 0.760  4.46 0.057  0.46 0.720  

Age*Color 1.18 0.360  0.84 0.521  0.26 0.852  

LampType*Color 2.06 0.159  0.57 0.654  2.24 0.185  

Age*LampType*Color 0.24 0.864  0.79 0.540  0.41 0.752  

Intensity 7.47 0.052  36.29 0.027 * 4.89 0.158  

Age*Intensity 3.22 0.147  5.71 0.139  2.25 0.273  

LampType*Intensity 0.06 0.818  1.41 0.357  1.64 0.329  

Age*LampType*Intensity 0.79 0.425  0.8 0.464  0.15 0.734  

Color*Intensity 1.3 0.321  1.18 0.392  1.68 0.269  

Age*Color*Intensity 0.47 0.712  0.73 0.571  0.12 0.943  

LampType*Color*Intensity 0.04 0.988  0.06 0.977  0.18 0.907  

Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 0.48 0.705  0.35 0.791  0.75 0.559  
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Figure 41.  Intensity relationship for the Discomfort Rating Results for the Halogen and Strobe 

Comparison. 
 

Summary.  Through all of these comparisons of the halogen and LED sources, it does not 
appear that these two light sources provide a different response in any of the measurement categories 
except for the Peripheral Detection Angle.  In this case, the color was the most significant, with the 
amber and the white light source performing better than the blue and red colors.  For Attention-Getting 
and Glare, the most critical aspect of these comparisons is the effective intensity of the light source; 
however, these results must be balanced because a higher effective intensity provides a higher Attention-
Getting Rating, but also causes a higher glare response.  One aspect that must be considered is that the 
LED and halogen comparison to the strobe light is comparing the steady halogen or LED systems to the 
flashing strobe systems.  This is an artifact of the research design.  However, the strobe light and the 
flash characteristics were investigated in two other comparisons. 

Flash Characteristics 
The next comparisons were the establishment of the impact of the flashing pattern on the 

measured results. For this analysis, only the amber panel lighting configurations were used in a 2 (Lamp 
Type) x 2 (Age) x 4 (Pattern) x 2 (Intensity) mixed factors partial factorial ANOVA for each of the 
dependent variables (The ANOVA tables are shown in Appendix D3).  A summary of these results is 
shown in TABLE 23.  It can be seen that there are no significant factors for the daytime and nighttime 
Attention-Getting Ratings.  The intensity is significant for the glare rating and an unusual 4-way 
interaction is present in the Peripheral Detection Angle results. A post hoc SNK analysis also showed 
significant results of the flash pattern in the daytime Attention-Getting and the Glare Rating results. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 23  Flash Pattern ANOVA Results by Dependent Variable 

 
Peripheral 
Detection 

Daytime Attention-
Getting 

Nighttime 
Attention-Getting Glare Rating 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.8 0.423  1.87 0.243  1.22 0.332  0.56 0.495  

LampType 4.79 0.094  0.02 0.889  0.01 0.922  0.17 0.703  

Age*LampType 0.35 0.587  1.56 0.280  0.6 0.483  0.65 0.466  

Pattern 1.07 0.398  1.12 0.378  1.09 0.391  0.62 0.614  

Age*Pattern 1.11 0.382  0.24 0.867  0.24 0.869  1.68 0.224  

LampType*Pattern 1.48 0.271  2.84 0.083  0.89 0.472  1.68 0.225  

Age*LampType*Pattern 0.62 0.614  0.39 0.760  0.45 0.721  1.57 0.248  

Intensity 0.1 0.773  7.55 0.052  2.92 0.163  30.24 0.005 * 

Age*Intensity 0.22 0.667  1.92 0.238  3.1 0.153  0 0.997  

LampType*Intensity 2.78 0.171  0 0.954  1.5 0.287  1.55 0.282  

Age*LampType*Intensity 0.11 0.759  0.45 0.541  0.04 0.850  3.1 0.153  

Pattern*Intensity 0.71 0.563  2.11 0.152  1.9 0.184  2.5 0.109  

Age*Pattern*Intensity 0.7 0.571  2.02 0.164  2.75 0.089  0.2 0.892  

LampType*Pattern*Intensity 0.71 0.566  0.12 0.945  2.51 0.108  0.33 0.805  

Age*LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3.7 0.043 * 0.87 0.483  0.98 0.434  2.56 0.104  

 

The 4-way interaction for the Peripheral Detection Angle is shown in Figure 42.  This is a 
difficult interaction due to its complexity, but in general, it can be seen that lower effective intensity 
resulted in a lower detection angle; the LED source performed better than the halogen source for older 
drivers, but was not significantly better for younger drivers; the steady condition had lower results than 
the flashing conditions; the higher frequency flashing seems to be just slightly lower than the lower 
frequency condition; and the synchronous flash was slightly higher than the asynchronous.  
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Figure 42.  Impact of Age, Lamp Type, Pattern and Intensity on the Peripheral Detection Angle for the 

Flash Pattern Test. 
 

One interesting comparison in Figure 42 is the low-intensity synchronous condition as compared 
to the high-intensity asynchronous condition.  In these conditions, two lights were illuminated at the 
same time, which means that the instantaneous intensity with these two conditions should be the same.  
From Figure 42, it can be seen that the asynchronous pattern has a higher result than the synchronous 
condition.  It should be noted that the source of the light would be from two point sources in the 
synchronous condition as compared to a single point in the high intensity asynchronous condition. A 
similar comparison would be the asynchronous high-intensity condition compared with the low-intensity 
steady condition, which would each have two light sources illuminated continuously, therefore 
producing the same effective intensity.  Again, the asynchronous condition performed at a higher level 
than the steady condition with the same caveat as before, the steady condition was from two point 
sources rather than a single point source.  These results imply that the flashing behavior of the lights and 
the number of sources is more important than the effective intensity of the sources.  The asynchronous 
pattern also seems to provide an additional benefit as compared to the synchronous condition.  

The statistically significant impact of the intensity on the nighttime Attention-Getting is shown 
in Figure 43.  As expected, the higher intensities result in a higher Attention-Getting Rating. 
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Figure 43.  Impact of Intensity on the Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating for the Flash Pattern Test. 

 
The impact of the flash pattern on the daytime Attention-Getting Rating is shown in Figure 44.  

As with the horizontal angle, the flashing patterns have a higher Attention-Getting Rating than the 
steady-state condition.  There seems to be very little difference in this comparison between the flash 
patterns and frequencies. 
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Figure 44.  Impact of Flash Pattern on the daytime Attention-Getting Rating. 

 
The final relationship considered in this comparison is the impact of the Flash Pattern on the 

Glare Rating as shown in Figure 45.  There is an interesting result in this relationship, in that the steady 
condition had a higher Glare Rating, meaning that a greater amount of glare was experienced by the 
observer.  However, as seen in the previous comparison, this also was the worst condition for Attention-
Getting.  It seems in this relationship that the flashing light provides a way of getting attention without 
causing a higher glare experience for the observer. 
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Figure 45.  Impact of Flash Pattern on the Glare Rating. 

 
These results show that a flashing pattern has a higher conspicuity than a steady condition with a 

lesser glare experience.  The characteristics of the flash pattern seem to be relatively unimportant as 
there was no statistical difference among the asynchronous and synchronous flash patterns when they 
were compared. 

Strobe Lights 
For the strobe lamps, two analyses were undertaken.  The first was a comparison of the results 

with different flash patterns (double versus quad flash) and the intensity.  The second analysis was that 
of the color and the intensity of the strobe lamps.  For this analysis, only the strobe panel lighting 
configurations were used.  

In the first analysis, a 2 (Flash Pattern) x 2 (Age) x 2 (Intensity) mixed factors partial factorial 
ANOVA (ANOVA tables are shown in Appendix D3) was used. Only the amber lamps were used in this 
analysis.  The results for the four dependent variables (daytime Attention-Getting Rating, nighttime 
Attention-Getting Rating, Peripheral Detection Angle, and Glare Rating) are shown in TABLE 24.  It 
can be seen that none of the factors were significant for any of the measures.  This implies that the dual 
versus quad flash characteristics of the light source are not significant in the requirements for lighting. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 24  Flash Pattern and Intensity Results for all Measured Values 

 Peripheral Detection 
Daytime Attention-

Getting 
Nighttime Attention-

Getting Glare Rating 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.09 0.788   0.25 0.666   0.2 0.701   1.4 0.359   

Pattern 0.43 0.581   5.09 0.153   4.74 0.161   4.02 0.183   

Age*Pattern 0.66 0.502   0.74 0.479   2.73 0.24   1.83 0.309   

Intensity 1.03 0.887   2.76 0.239   8.39 0.101   2.55 0.252   

Age*Intensity 0.15 0.732   0.17 0.717   1.44 0.353   0.71 0.488   

Pattern*Intensity 0.52 0.545   1.01 0.421   0.48 0.561   1.13 0.398   

Age*Pattern*Intensity 1.21 0.386   0.47 0.564   1.85 0.307   1.34 0.366   

 

In the second analysis of the strobe lights, a 2 (Age) x 4 (Color) x 2 (Intensity) mixed factors 
partial factorial ANOVA (ANOVA tables are shown in Appendix D3) was used.  Only the dual flash 
patterns were used in this analysis.  The results for the four dependent variables (daytime Attention-
Getting Rating, nighttime Attention-Getting Rating, Peripheral Detection Angle, and Glare Rating) are 
shown in TABLE 25.  These results show that the color of the light source is significant for peripheral 
detection, as well as for glare, and that intensity is significant with the daytime Attention-Getting Rating. 

TABLE 25  Color and Intensity Results for all Measured Values 

 Peripheral Detection 
Daytime Attention-

Getting 
Nighttime Attention-

Getting Glare Rating 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0 0.958   1.1 0.405   0.76 0.475   1.58 0.336   

Color 6.93 0.022 * 2.57 0.15   2.05 0.208   7.26 0.02 * 

Age*Color 1.93 0.227   1.12 0.413   0.75 0.561   0.09 0.964   

Intensity 0.16 0.727   19 0.049 * 16.36 0.056   12.01 0.074   

Age*Intensity 0.32 0.629   0.51 0.548   0.33 0.626   2.52 0.254   

Color*Intensity 0.46 0.722   0.26 0.854   2.05 0.209   0.24 0.866   

Age*Color*Intensity 0.93 0.484   0.6 0.637   1.86 0.238   0.39 0.765   

 

The impact of the color on the peripheral detection is shown in Figure 46.  This figure shows a 
very similar result as that in the halogen, LED, and strobe analysis. Here, amber and white lighting have 
a greater performance than the red and blue systems.  Post hoc SNK analyses were used to determine the 
statistically different groups and are denoted in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46.  Color impact on Peripheral Detection Angle for Strobe Lights. 

 
The impact of the color on the glare rating is shown in Figure 47.  This relationship was not seen 

in any of the other comparisons.  Here, like the peripheral detection, amber and white lighting have a 
greater glare response than the red and blue systems.  Post hoc SNK analyses were used to determine the 
statistically different groups and are denoted on the chart.  Here, red results in lower Glare Ratings than 
the blue and also lower than the grouping of amber and white light. 
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Figure 47.  Color impact on Peripheral Detection Angle for Strobe Lights. 

 
The final result in the strobe lighting is that of the intensity on the daytime Attention-Getting 

Rating.  This statistically significant relationship is shown in Figure 48.  In these results, higher effective 
intensity proves to have a higher Attention-Getting Rating.  This is also similar to the results seen in the 
halogen and LED comparisons. 
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Figure 48.  Intensity impact on the Daytime Attention-Getting Rating for Strobe Lights. 

 
The results from the strobe lights exhibit very similar trends to those of the halogen and LED 

configurations.  The amber and white lights seem to provide the best performance, with higher effective 
intensity resulting in a greater Conspicuity Rating for the light source. 

Rotating Beacons 
Like the strobe lights, two analyses were performed with the rotating beacons.  The first analysis 

concerned the speed and effective intensity of the rotating beacon and the second analysis concerned the 
speed and the color of the beacons.  For this analysis, only the rotating beacon configurations were used.  

In the first analysis, a 2 (Speed) x 2 (Age) x 2 (Intensity) mixed factors partial factorial ANOVA 
was used (ANOVA tables are shown in Appendix D3).  Only the amber color results were used for this 
analysis.  The results for the four dependent variables (daytime Attention-Getting Rating, nighttime 
Attention-Getting Rating, Peripheral Detection Angle, and Glare Rating) are shown in TABLE 26.  It 
can be seen that none of the factors were significant for any of the measures.  This implies that the 
effective intensity and the speed do not influence the lighting parameters.  A post hoc SNK test of the 
main factors found that intensity was significant for daytime and nighttime Attention-Getting.  This 
statistically significant relationship is shown in Figure 49.  This is the same pattern that has been seen in 
other comparisons: higher effective intensity provides greater Attention-Getting, and the nighttime 
rating is higher than the daytime rating. 

 



 
 

TABLE 26  Flash Pattern and Intensity Results for all Measured Values 

 Peripheral Detection 
Daytime Attention-

Getting 
Nighttime Attention-

Getting Glare Rating 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.17 0.722   1.01 0.421   0 0.967   1.48 0.347   

Intensity 1.52 0.342   5.76 0.138   3.89 0.187   0.56 0.532   

Age*Intensity 0.05 0.843   1.34 0.367   0.23 0.679   0.12 0.758   

Speed 0.07 0.815   0.67 0.5   0.07 0.811   0.61 0.516   

Age*Speed 3.29 0.211   2.14 0.281   0.31 0.634   1.92 0.3   

Intensity*Speed 0.53 0.542   1.29 0.374   1.82 0.309   0.01 0.926   

Age*Intensity*Spee
d 1.03 0.418   2.66 0.245   0.4 0.592   0.32 0.63   
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Figure 49.  Intensity Impact on the Daytime and Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating for Rotating 

Beacons. 
 

In the second analysis of the rotating beacons, a 2 (Age) x 4 (Color) x 2 (Speed) mixed factors 
partial factorial ANOVA was used (ANOVA tables are shown in Appendix D3).  The results for the four 
dependent variables (daytime Attention-Getting Rating, nighttime Attention-Getting Rating, Peripheral 
Detection Angle, and Glare Rating) are shown in TABLE 27.  These results show that the color of the 

 
 



 
 

light source is significant for the peripheral detection measure.  Post hoc SNK analyses showed that the 
speed was also significant for the peripheral detection task. 

TABLE 27  Color and Flash Pattern Results for all measured values 

 Peripheral Detection 
Daytime Attention-

Getting 
Nighttime Attention-

Getting Glare Rating 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.24 0.672   2.13 0.282   1.03 0.416   1.63 0.33   

Color 15.41 0.003 * 0.76 0.557   2.42 0.164   4.08 0.068   

Age*Color 2.01 0.215   2.45 0.161   1.44 0.32   0.19 0.9   

Speed 5.4 0.146   2.42 0.26   1.4 0.358   0.63 0.51   

Age*Speed 3.35 0.209   1.28 0.375   2.79 0.237   1.24 0.381   

Color*Speed 1.38 0.336   0.45 0.726   0.61 0.631   0.35 0.793   

Age*Color*Speed 1.2 0.388   1.48 0.312   0.92 0.484   0.65 0.612   

 
The impact of color on the peripheral detection measure is shown in Figure 50.  This figure 

shows a very similar result as that in the Halogen, LED, and Strobe analysis, with amber and white 
lighting exhibiting better performance than the red and blue systems. Post hoc SNK analyses were used 
to determine the statistically different groups and are shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50.  Impact of the Color on the Peripheral Detection Task for Rotating Beacons. 

 
 





 
 

The post hoc SNK analysis showed a statistically significant impact of the rotation speed on 
peripheral detection, which is shown in Figure 51.  In this case, the slower beacon provided a larger 
Peripheral Detection Angle than the faster beacon.  This is likely related to the duration of the flash.  
The slow beacon provides a higher time-averaged intensity than does the fast beacon, allowing for a 
greater response. 
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Figure 51.  Impact of the Rotation Speed on the Peripheral Detection Task for Rotating Beacons. 

 
For the rotating beacons, familiar patterns were seen as compared to the other light sources: the 

white and amber colors provided greater response than the other colors, with higher effective intensity 
showing better Attention-Getting performance.  The rotating beacon analysis also showed that a longer 
flash duration allowed for a better response to the source. 

Passive 
In this analysis, the passive treatment was compared to the panel lighting condition.  For this 

comparison, the low-intensity steady condition for each color and the passive tape condition were used.  
For the analysis, a 2 (Age) x 5 (Color\Treatment) mixed factors ANOVA was prepared for each of the 
dependent variables (ANOVA tables are shown in Appendix D3).  A summary of these results is shown 
in TABLE 28.  It can be seen that the Color factor is significant for the Glare Rating.  Post hoc SNK 
analyses also showed that the color was significant for all of the variables. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 28  Passive Results for all Measured Values 

 Peripheral Detection 
Daytime Attention-

Getting 
Nighttime Attention-

Getting Glare Rating 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 1.49 0.346   0.07 0.814   0 0.973   1.55 0.339   

Color 3.19 0.076   1.19 0.384   1.06 0.437   8.42 0.006 * 

Age*Color 0.11 0.975   1.67 0.249   0.93 0.494   0.75 0.585   

 
The influence of the use of the passive system on the Peripheral Detection Angle is shown in 

Figure 52.  The performance of the retroreflective tape is significantly lower than that of the other 
conditions.  This is to be expected because the retroreflective tape relies on the headlamps of an 
approaching vehicle for its luminance, and peripheral detection test is a daytime evaluation of the 
lighting conditions.  The vehicle headlamps would have no effect during the daytime and the 
retroreflective tape would not be activated. 
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Figure 52.  Peripheral Detection Task for Passive Condition. 

 
The results of the Attention-Getting Rating for both the nighttime and the daytime condition are 

shown in Figure 53.  As with all of the lighting conditions tested, the nighttime condition shows a higher 
rating than the daytime condition.  The passive condition is significantly increased during the nighttime, 
but does not rise to the level of the other conditions.  
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Figure 53.  Daytime and Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating for Passive Condition. 

 
The results of the Glare Rating for the passive condition are shown in Figure 54.  As was 

expected, the glare from the retroreflective tape is minimal as compared to the light sources.  
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Figure 54.  Glare Rating results for Passive Condition. 

 
The results of the passive condition show that the condition must have internally illuminated 

sources in order to maximize the Attention-Getting and the Peripheral Detection factors.  This will 
increase the Glare experienced by the observer but the resulting increase in Conspicuity is likely 
justified.  The passive tape does provide an additional impact during the nighttime condition and can be 
a suitable supplement to the lighting condition to provide an additional source of nighttime visibility.  
However, it should never be relied upon as a sole source of warning information. 

Beacon Position 
One of the issues with a beacon-type source is the daylight infringement behind the light.  As 

mentioned, this was tested by placing a series of beacons either on the top of the test platform or on a 
shelf with the test platform behind the light source.  The results of this test were analyzed using a 2 
(Age) x 3 (Lamp Type – Rotating, Strobe LED Beacon formats) x 2 (Location – Shelf and Top) 
ANOVA.  For this analysis, the sources were all in beacon format and were all amber in color.  The 
results for all of the data types are shown in TABLE 29.  The complete ANOVAs are shown in 
Appendix D3.  From this analysis, it can be seen that the lamp type is significant for the Glare Rating 
and Peripheral Detection.  Post hoc SNK analyses show that the lamp type is also significant for the 
daytime and nighttime Attention-Getting Rating and that the lamp type by location interaction is 
significant for the peripheral detection task. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 29  Beacon Location and Results for all Measured Values 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig
Age 9.64 0.09 1.07 0.41 0.8 0.466 0.45 0.573
LampType 12.51 0.019 * 2.76 0.176 0.86 0.49 9.65 0.03 *
Age*LampType 0.09 0.916 2.48 0.2 0.59 0.596 0.81 0.508
Location 8.23 0.103 0 0.987 0.5 0.553 1.71 0.321
Age*Location 0.05 0.838 0.73 0.483 2.48 0.256 1.71 0.321
LampType*Location 4.4 0.098 1.67 0.297 0.22 0.814 2.22 0.224
Age*LampType*Location 2.09 0.239 0.76 0.526 0.87 0.484 0.96 0.458

Peripheral Detection Daytime Attention Nighttime Attention Glare Rating

 

The Lamp Type results for the daytime and nighttime Attention-Getting Rating are shown in 
Figure 55.  In this relationship, the daytime rating is lower than the nighttime, which is consistent with 
previous results.  The SNK groupings show that the LED and rotator sources do not differ, with the 
strobe performing worse than either of them.  It is likely that these results are related to the photometric 
performance of the sources.  The rotating beacons provided a higher time-averaged intensity than the 
strobes and the LEDs.  Similarly, the LEDs provide higher excitation purity than do the other two 
sources. 
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Figure 55.  Impact of Lamp Type on the Daytime and Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating for the Beacon 

Location Test. 
 

The relationship of the Lamp Type and the Location to the Peripheral Detection Task for this 
comparison is shown in Figure 56.  In this relationship, the shelf location provided a higher performance 
than the location on the top of the test panel.  Rotating beacons provide the best performance, with the 

 
 



 
 

strobe and the LED performing worse but equivalent with each other.  The rotating beacon performance 
is likely related to the higher time-averaged intensity provided by this configuration.  The location also 
shows that less light is lost to the sky when there is a backing behind the light.  It should be remembered 
that the test panel in this configuration is black and a different color may change the impact of the 
location. 
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Figure 56.  Impact of Lamp Type and Location on the Peripheral Detection Angle for the Beacon 

Location Test. 
 

The final relationship in this comparison is the impact of the Lamp Type on Glare.  This is 
shown in Figure 57.  As has been seen before, the rotating ceacon and the LED beacon perform 
equivalently, with the strobe having lower Glare Rating.  This is a similar grouping to that found with 
the Attention-Getting Rating.  As has been seen before, the higher Attention-Getting sources also have a 
higher Glare Rating. 
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Figure 57.  Impact of Lamp Type on the Glare Rating for the Beacon Location Test. 

 
The results of this test show that having the beacon appear against a background is important to 

the detectability of the source.  Having a background provides a consistent contrast for the light source 
and therefore higher and predictable performance.  However, this must be traded off against the cost of 
having to then have more beacons so that they can be seen from the front of the vehicle as well as the 
back. 

Vehicle Recognition Results 
The vehicle recognition questionnaire was used to identify any patterns which might have a 

standard recognition pattern that represents a vehicle different than the maintenance vehicle which are 
part of this investigation. 

The results for the recognition of the vehicle types by color are shown in Figure 58.  The results 
in this figure are for the panel lamps and include all of the colors. In this figure, blue is predominantly 
recognized for law enforcement.  This is to be expected as blue is the lighting color used for the law 
enforcement in the Commonwealth of Virginia.  Amber and white are predominantly associated with 
maintenance and construction, including towing.  Finally, the red color is associated with medical and 
fire response. These results are very closely tied with those of the participant questionnaire which is 
summarized in Appendix D2. 
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Figure 58.  Vehicle Recognition for Panel Lamps by Color and Intensity. 

 
The second aspect of the vehicle recognition questionnaire was the identification of which of the 

lighting aspects are important to the identification.  These results are shown in Figure 59.  In this 
example, the Color of the light is the predominant response, with Flash Cycle being the second-most 
important.  The light Position was not important during this evaluation; however, the lighting 
configurations were predominantly in the same location throughout the investigation.  The effective 
intensity does not seem to be important in the vehicle recognition. 
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Figure 59.  Lighting parameters most important for Vehicle Recognition. 

 
In order to investigate the importance of the flash pattern, the vehicle recognition results for the 

previously described Flash Pattern comparison were important.  These are presented in Figure 60.  In 
this case, the flashing lights were all amber.  The responses to the flashing lights were primarily focused 
on road construction and law enforcement.  The snow removal, towing, and road maintenance functions 
did not have significant responses.  It is interesting that the amber flashing lights were associated with 
law enforcement.  It is also interesting that the Flash Cycle does not seem to be important in this vehicle 
recognition task. 
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Figure 60.  Vehicle Recognition for Panel Lamps by Flash Pattern. 

 
Another interesting comparison is that of the rotating beacons.  In this comparison shown in 

Figure 61, the responses include the snow removal, road maintenance, and towing functions.  
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Figure 61.  Vehicle Recognition for Panel Lamps by Flash Pattern. 

 
It seems from these results that the flashing panel lights are not typically related to vehicles and 

road maintenance but are more typically related to construction and fixed safety fixtures. The traditional 
rotating beacon seems to be more related to maintenance and towing. 

Photometric Comparison 
Comparing the results of the photometric testing with that of the static test provides some 

interesting insight into the required limits for lighting on maintenance vehicles. This comparison was 
performed two ways. The first was to compare all of the results to the measured scales through a 
Pearson r-correlation method. The best metric was then be chosen and compared to the results of the 
testing. 

The Pearson correlation coefficients comparison is shown in TABLE 30. Here, each of the rating 
scales is compared to each of the five measurement metrics. It can be seen that in general, the Form 
Factor method shows the highest correlation to the measured results. It should be noted that these 
correlation coefficients are very low which implies that there are many other factors influencing the 
response metrics than simply the photometric intensity. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 30  Correlation of Measured Photometric Values to Rating Scales 

Allard
Modified 

Allard

Blondel 
Rey 

Douglas
Form 
Factor Cd s

Daytime Conspicuity Rating 0.25146 0.2569 0.22636 0.28636 0.1516
Nighttime Conspicuity Rating 0.14547 0.1503 0.12269 0.14841 0.10078
Horizontal Peripheral Angle 0.34987 0.36762 0.30804 0.39135 0.20339
Discomfort Glare Rating 0.36563 0.36801 0.35444 0.3493 0.36113  

Each of the individual metrics will now be compared to Form Factor results of the light sources. 
These comparisons were performed for the panel lights only as they were the most prevalent of the 
tested configurations. 

Figure 62 shows the mean daytime Attention-Getting Ratings for each panel light by Lamp Type 
and Color.  A positive correlation between daytime Attention-Getting and effective intensity can be seen 
for all Color and Lamp Types. Amber-colored lights were typically rated higher regardless of effective 
intensity, with halogen amber lights being rated the best. It appears that the relationship of the rating to 
the effective intensity of the light source is a linear–log relationship. This relationship implies that the 
gains in Attention-Getting diminish with brighter light sources. This relationship is typical for most 
human responses to light sources. 
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Figure 62.  Mean Daytime Attention-Getting Rating by Effective Entensity for Panel Lights by Lamp 

Type and Color. 

 
 



 
 

Figure 63 shows a positive correlation between nighttime Attention-Getting Rating and effective 
intensity that is similar to, but smaller than the correlation between daytime Attention-Getting Rating 
and effective intensity.  Ratings of low-effective intensity lights were much higher at night because of 
the high contrast of the lights and their background.  Ratings of relatively high-effective-intensity lights 
did not increase as much.  This is likely due to ceiling effects of the rating scale.  In this scenario, the 
blue LEDs performed well for conspicuity even though they were among the least intense.  The ratings 
of the white LEDs also increased dramatically during nighttime trials.  The ratings of the amber 
halogens, which were among the best in the daytime, remained relatively unchanged at nighttime. 
Again, a similar relationship of the rating scale to the effective intensity is seen. 
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Figure 63.  Mean Nighttime Conspicuity by Effective Intensity for Panel Lights by Lamp Type and 

Color. 
 

In Figure 64, strobes are seen to perform much better for horizontal peripheral angle than other 
lights with similar effective intensity.  This is likely due to the strobes’ relatively fast flashing patterns.  
The best performance came from amber-colored strobes, which were rated better than the amber LEDs 
that were more than twice as intense. The linear-log relationship of the horizontal peripheral angle to the 
photometric effective intensity is more dramatic in this comparison. All of the colors and the light 
source types show this trend strongly. 
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Figure 64.  Mean Horizontal Peripheral Angle by Effective Intensity for Panel Lights by Lamp Type and 

Color. 
 

In Figure 65, blue LEDs and white LEDs performed poorly (i.e., were rated highly) on the 
Discomfort Glare scale, even though they had low effective intensity. The same linear-log relationship 
exists in this comparison.  

It should be remembered that this scale is opposite to that of the rating scales. Here, a lower 
value implies a better glare condition, whereas with the other scales, a higher value represents a more 
desirable condition. When interpreting these results, the glare can be considered to be a limiting factor in 
the specification of the required effective intensity of the light sources where the other rating scales 
provide the lower limit of the required effective intensity. 
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Figure 65.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating by Effective Intensity for Panel Lights by Lamp Type and 

Color. 
 

Photometric Limits. The photometric levels required for the warning lights on the vehicles can 
be established based on the relationship of the rating scales to the photometric measurements. The Glare 
Rating would act as the upper limit of the specification for the effective intensity because the 
relationship shows that the higher the effective intensity, the greater the glare. The Attention-Getting 
Rating would then be used as the minimum level as this is a target which must be surpassed to provide 
adequate conspicuity of the light sources. 

In order to establish these limits, a best fit linear-log curve is fit to the data. The point where the 
curve crosses a suitable level in the rating scale is the limit for that rating criterion. Figure 66 shows the 
maximum limits for Discomfort Glare. In this example, the limits are established for the amber lights 
only. In this figure, it can be seen than for a glare rating of 5 – “Just Acceptable,” the curves would cross 
the level at a value as low as 800 for the halogen and the strobe and does not cross the limit for the 
LEDs. Using a level of 6 – “Bordering on Disturbing,” the upper limit for the light effective intensity 
would be approximately 2200 for the halogen and the strobe lights.  Here, the LEDs do not seem to 
cross this Glare Rating criterion and are not limited. 
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Figure 66. Discomfort Glare Rating by Effective Intensity for Amber Panel Lights with curve fit and 

highlighted limits. 
 

Figure 67 shows the same calculation for the nighttime Attention-Getting limits. Here a level of 
5 – Moderate attention-getting can be used to set the lower limit of the required photometric level. For 
the LEDs the limit appears to be 1650 where the strobe and the halogen limits appear to be around a 
level of 1200 and 900, respectively. 
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Figure 67. Nighttime Attention-Getting Rating by Effective Intensity for Amber Panel Lights with curve 

fit and highlighted limits. 
 

It is important to note that these limits are for nighttime only, as the glare is not evident during 
the day it does not provide an upper limit to the photometric rating of the light source. Figure 68 shows 
the limits set for the daytime conspicuity. Here the values are much higher than for the nighttime. It 
appears that a daytime limit of between 3000 and 4000 for all of the lighting system is required.  
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Figure 68. Daytime Attention Getting Rating by Effective Intensity for Amber Panel Lights with curve fit 

and highlighted limits. 
 

This implies that a dual level of light source should be considered. A nighttime range and a 
daytime range of light intensities should be considered to provide adequate Attention-Getting while still 
limiting glare. Proposed values based on a Discomfort Glare level of 6 and an Attention-Getting Rating 
of 5 for both the daytime and nighttime as developed in the analysis above are shown in TABLE 31. 

TABLE 31  Recommended Photometric Limits for the Warning-Light Systems 

Intensity (by Form Factor Method) Photometric 
Limits Daytime Nighttime 

Light Source Minimum Minimum Maximum 

Halogen 3500 cd 900 cd 2200 cd 

LED 4000 cd 1650 cd   

Strobe 3500 cd 1200 cd 2200 cd 

 
Discussion 

The results from this experiment were specifically analyzed to allow for the development of 
guidelines with respect to the application of warning lights to maintenance vehicles.  These results 
indicate some specific recommendations that can be made with respect to the lighting design.  The 

 
 



 
 

possible areas of consideration are Lamp Color, effective intensity, Flash Pattern, Lamp Type, and the 
use of retroreflective tape. 

Color 
The results indicate that amber and white should be the lighting colors considered for 

maintenance vehicles.  These colors provided the highest conspicuity in the detection task and the best 
Attention-Getting Ratings.  These colors were also the colors that were most closely linked to 
maintenance vehicles and construction activities in the participants’ minds. 

Effective Intensity 
The effective intensity of the light source needs to be balanced between the higher conspicuity 

provided by a higher effective intensity and the experience of glare by the driver.  The results show that 
a higher effective intensity of light source provides a greater conspicuity both during the daytime and the 
nighttime conditions.  However, the higher effective intensity of the light source also causes a higher 
glare experience by the approaching observer.  In order to more fully define the requirements in this 
value, further clarification with the photometric results will be required. 

Flash Pattern 
The results show that the use a flashing light provides both a high conspicuity and a reduced 

glare experience.  In particular, the use of an asynchronous flashing light seemed to provide an increased 
benefit over the synchronous pattern.  The frequency of the flashing seemed to have a minimal impact 
on the response.  A lower frequency seemed to provide only a slightly higher response. 

Light Source Selection 
The use of halogen or the LED sources seemed to not be significant in the analysis.  However, in 

some limited applications, the LED seemed to provide a higher response, likely due to the purity of the 
spectral output of this source type. 

Retroreflective Tape 
The results indicate that the retroreflective tape is not suitable as the only marking option on 

maintenance vehicles; however, this tape seemed to provide an additional benefit at night as was seen in 
the Attention-Getting comparison. 

Lamp Location 
There was an improved benefit during the daytime to have the light source appear against a black 

background.  This provides a contrast that can be controlled by the agency operating the vehicle.  
Having the lamp appear against a non-black background may not be as effective and should be further 
considered. 

 

 
 



 
 

APPENDIX D1.  SCREENING EXPERIMENT INFORMED CONSENT AND 
QUESTIONNAIRES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

Informed Consent for Participants 

in Research Projects Involving Human Subjects 

Title of Project: Guidelines for the Selection and Application of Warning Lights on Roadway 
Operations Equipment, Static Experiment  
Principal Investigators: Ronald B. Gibbons and Suzanne E. Lee  

I. Purpose of this Research/Project  
There are no widely accepted guidelines for selecting warning lights on roadway-operations equipment 
that consider the type of equipment, weather conditions, day- and night-time operation, color of vehicle, 
and other relevant factors.  Research is needed to develop guidelines for use by transportation agency 
personnel in selecting and procuring lights that will substantially enhance motorist awareness.  This 
experiment will establish the lighting factors of a vehicle marking design using a static test environment 
where the visibility and meaning of a vehicle will be established in clear weather conditions during both 
daytime and nighttime. 
 
II. Procedures 
As a research participant, you are being asked to observe and evaluate a variety of candidate displays 
that contain various lights.  You will be seated in the driver’s seat of an actual stationary vehicle at an 
off road test site, and you will observe numerous lighting displays directly in front of the vehicle at a 
distance of 400 feet.  You will not be driving the vehicle.  
 
An experimenter will be sitting in the passenger seat.  The experimenter will coordinate the presentation 
of the lighting displays by radio with a technician working at the displays.  When a given display is 
ready for presentation, the experimenter will ask you to evaluate the display using various rating scales.  
In the daytime you will be asked to provide ratings of attention-gettingAttention-Getting and peripheral 
detectionPeripheral Detection.  At night, you will be asked to provide ratings of attention-
gettingAttention-Getting, discomfort glareDiscomfort Glare, and vehicle type.   
 
Each experimental session is expected to last approximately 1.5 hrs.  If you need to take a break during 
that time, just let the experimenter know and one will be provided quickly for you.  Once all of the tests 
are completed, or if the experiment is terminated, you will be paid for the time that you participated. 
 
III. Risks 
The risks in this experiment are minimal and are similar to the risks of sitting in a parked vehicle in a 
parking lot. 
 
There are no known discomforts in the experiment.  Some of the lighting you will view will be bright, 
but you will be a good distance from the displays.  Therefore you should not experience major 
discomfort.  However, if you do experience such discomfort, please look away and let the experimenter 
know. 

 
 



 
 

 
In the event of an accident or injury in an automobile, the automobile liability coverage for property 
damage and personal injury is provided. The total policy amount per occurrence is $2,000,000.  This 
coverage (unless the other party was at fault, which would mean all expense would go to the insurer of 
the other party’s vehicle) would apply in case of an accident for all volunteers and would cover medical 
expenses up to the policy limit.   
 
Participants in a study are considered volunteers, regardless of whether they receive payment for their 
participation; under Commonwealth of Virginia law, workers compensation does not apply to 
volunteers; therefore, if not in an automobile, the participants are responsible for their own medical 
insurance for bodily injury. Appropriate health insurance is strongly recommended to cover these types 
of expenses. 
 
IV. Benefits  
No promise or guarantee of benefits has been made to encourage you to participate.  Your participation, 
along with that of others, should provide results that are intended to improve lighting on roadway 
operations equipment.  Such results might be helpful in eventually reducing the number and severity of 
crashes involving this equipment. 
 
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality 
The responses you provide will be treated with anonymity.  Your name will not be associated with your 
data, and there will be no other identifiers in the resulting data set.  It is anticipated that your data will be 
combined with that of 23 other research subjects who are expected to participate in the same experiment. 
 
VI. Compensation 
You will be compensated for your time at a rate of $20/hr.  You will receive cash at the end of your 
participation, and you will need to sign a form indicating the total amount that you received. 
 
VII. Freedom to Withdraw 
You are free to withdraw from this study at any time without penalty.  If you choose to withdraw, you 
will be paid for the amount of time that you actually spent participating.  You are free not to answer any 
question or not to respond to any experimental situation without penalty.  
 
There may be circumstances under which the experimenter may decide that the experiment should not 
continue.  Examples of this are equipment failure or heavy cloud formation.  If the experimenter 
terminates the experiment, you will be paid for the time that you actually participated. 
 
VIII. Approval of Research  
This research project has been approved, as required, by the Institutional Review Board for Research 
Involving Human Subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and by the Virginia 
Tech Transportation Institute.  
 
IX. Subject's Responsibilities  
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I have the following responsibilities: 
1.  I will present a valid driver’s license when asked to do so by the experimenters. 
2.  I agree to be free of alcohol and illegal drugs during my participation. 
3.  I agree to inform the experimenters if I am having appreciable discomfort. 

 
 



 
 

 
X.  Subject's Permission 
I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this project.  I have had all my 
questions answered.  I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent:  
 
_____________________________________                     Date__________ 
Subject signature 
_____________________________________                     Date__________ 
Experimenter signature 
 
Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact: 
 
Investigator(s): 
Ron Gibbons    540-231-1500  rgibbons@vtti.vt.edu 
Suzie Lee        slee@vtti.vt.edu                   
David M. Moore                       540-231-4991  moored@vt.edu  
Chair, IRB       
Office of Research Compliance   
Research & Graduate Studies   

 
 



 
 

Pre-Drive Questionnaire 
1) How often do you drive (Please Circle One): 

a) Everyday 
b) 5 days per week 
c) 3 or 4 days per week 
d) 2 or less days per week 

2) How many miles per year do you drive: _____________ 
3) What percentage of your driving is: 

a) during the day  ___________ 
b) at night  ___________ 

4) How long have you had your license: ______________ 
5) Where did you first learn to drive (State or Country): ______________ 
6) How many different states, provinces or countries have you been licensed to drive for longer 

than 2 years? __________________ 
7) Could you please list those in chronological order? Please start with the oldest and include an 

approximate length of time you held your license for in each location. 
Location   Length of Time 
____________________ ___________________ 
____________________ ___________________ 
____________________ ___________________ 
____________________ ___________________ 
____________________ ___________________ 
____________________ ___________________ 

8) If it is raining do you (Please Circle One): 
a) Not drive 
b) Only drive if you have to 
c) Drive but with additional caution 
d) Not change your driving habits 

9) If it is snowing or the roads are snow covered do you (Please Circle One): 
a) Not drive 
b) Only drive if you have to 
c) Drive but with additional caution 
d) Not change your driving habits 

10) If it is foggy do you (Please Circle One): 
a) Not drive 
b) Only drive if you have to 
c) Drive but with additional caution 
d) Not change your driving habits 

11) How often do you see roadway maintenance vehicles on the road (Please Circle One): 
a) Very Often 
b) Often  
c) Sometimes 
d) Rarely 
e) Never 

12) During the day, what makes you first notice the maintenance vehicle is (Please Circle One): 
a) Vehicle Color 
b) Workers around the vehicle 

 
 



 
 

c) Vehicle Lighting 
d) Signs on the Vehicle 

13) At night, what makes you first notice the maintenance vehicle is (Please Circle One):  
a) Vehicle Color 
b) Workers around the vehicle 
c) Vehicle Lighting 
d) Signs on the Vehicle 

14) When positioned anywhere on a vehicle what do the following lights mean to you:  
 

White Flashing Light:  __________________________________________ 
Red Flashing Light:  __________________________________________ 
Blue Flashing Light:  __________________________________________ 
Amber Flashing Light:  __________________________________________ 
Red Non-Flashing Light:  __________________________________________ 
Blue Non-Flashing Light:  __________________________________________ 
Amber Non-Flashing Light: __________________________________________ 
White Non-Flashing Light: __________________________________________ 

 
 



 
 

Vehicle Recognition Questionnaire 

When viewing this lighting configuration, do you think this vehicle looks like a: 
□ Fire Truck 
□ Ambulance 
□ Police Car 
□ Snowplow 
□ Dump Truck 
□ 18 Wheeler 
□ Tanker 
□ Bus 
□ Pickup Truck 
□ RV 
□ Delivery Van 
□ Bucket Truck (cherry pickers) 
□ Tractor 
□ Tow Truck 
□ Road Side Service Vehicle 
□ Cement Truck 
□ Military Truck 

What aspects of the lighting system do think resembles that vehicle type (Please select only one)? 
A) Light Color 
B) Light Position 
C) Flash Cycle 
D) Intensity of the Light 

Do you have any other comments about the lighting system? 

 
 



 
 

APPENDIX D2.  PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS AND QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

Screening Experiment Participant Characteristics 
The 24 participants were split evenly between age and gender.  Younger participants were 

between 25 and 35 years old, while older participants were 65 or older.  The participants completed a 
pre-experiment questionnaire which included a vision screening and questions about their driving habits 
and predispositions about certain light colors and patterns.  The results are summarized in the following 
sections. 

Participants were given the standard Snellen Visual Acuity Test, and the overall average acuity 
was 20/21.7.  Younger females had the highest visual acuity with an average of 20/16.83, followed by 
younger males at 20/19.83.  Older females had an average of 20/24.17, followed by older males with the 
lowest acuity at an average of 20/25.83.  The highest acuity score was 20/13 (five participants) and the 
lowest was 20/40 (one participant).  Only participants with an acuity of 20/40 or better were eligible for 
participation.   

Participants indicated their frequency of driving given the following choices: every day; five 
days per week; three or four days per week; two or less days per week.  Fourteen participants indicated 
that they drove every day.  Four participants drove five days per week.  Five participants drove three or 
four days per week.  One younger male participant indicated that he drove two days or less per week.  
Older female participants’ drove more frequently than the other age and gender groupings.  

Participants were asked how many miles they drive per year.  Older males and females had the 
highest responses, with averages of roughly 14,150 and 12,650 mi per year, respectively.  Younger 
participants drove considerably fewer miles, at approximately 8,750 per year for males and 7,000 per 
year for females.  The maximum response was 40,000 per year for one older male.  The minimum 
response was 800 per year for a younger female. 

We asked the participants what percentage of their driving occurred during the day and at night.  
Each demographic group drove more often during the day.  Older participants responded that they do 
approximately 75% of their driving during the day versus 25% at night.  Younger females indicated 
roughly 70% day and 30% night driving.  Younger males were closest to even, with 60% in the day and 
40% at night.   

Participants indicated their number of years of driving experience.  The differences between the 
two age groups were striking, as shown in Figure 69.  Older participants had an average of 50 years of 
driving experience while the younger participants averaged 10 years.  Of the 24 participants in the study, 
17 of them were initially licensed to drive in the state of Virginia.  Six other states and one foreign 
country were also represented.  Furthermore, the vast majority of the participants’ total driving 
experience is in the state of Virginia, which could indicate tendencies to perceive certain lighting 
arrangements according to those found in the state. 
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Figure 69. Number of years holding a driver’s license. 

 
Driving Comfort in Various Weather Conditions (Screening Experiment) 

The next section of the pre-experiment questionnaire asked about the participants’ comfort levels 
for driving in certain weather conditions.  The general question read “Degree to which driving habits are 
unaffected by WEATHER CONDITION:  1 = Not drive, 2 = Only drive if you have to, 3 = Drive but 
with additional caution, 4 = Not change your driving habits.”  In the rain, the average response was 
slightly over 3, indicating that participants drove, but with additional caution.  All of the demographic 
groups had similar responses to the rain question.  There were more pronounced differences for snow, 
with male participants (regardless of age) having the highest comfort level with an average of 2.83.  
Older females had a slightly lower average comfort level at 2.5.  Younger females had the lowest 
comfort level for driving in the snow with a 1.83 average (below “only drive if you have to”).  The final 
weather question was fog, and the answers were very similar to the responses for rain (all demographic 
groups similar, with an average of just under 3, “drive but with additional caution.” 

Opinions on Maintenance Vehicles and Lights (Screening Experiment) 
The next questions dealt with how often participants saw maintenance vehicles on the roadway 

and how they could tell that these were maintenance vehicles. “Sometimes” was the most common 
response to how frequently the participants saw maintenance vehicles on the road (with 11 responses).  
Of the other 13 participants, 8 replied that they “often” saw maintenance vehicles on the road, and 5 
responded “very often.”  Asked what made them notice maintenance vehicle during the day, 42% 
responded with “vehicle color,” 33% responded with “signs on the vehicle,” and the remaining 25% said 
either “vehicle lighting” or “workers around the vehicle.”  The responses were quite different for 
nighttime, with 92% responding “lighting” and only 8% responding with “signs on the vehicle.”  This 
result emphasizes the important of providing a consistent message to motorists via the maintenance 
vehicle lighting. 

 
 



 
 

The next questions on the pre-experiment questionnaire asked “When positioned anywhere on a 
vehicle, what do the following lights mean to you?” with respect to white, red, blue, and amber flashing 
and non-flashing lights.  Participants were asked to provide free responses for these questions.  Results 
are summarized in Table 32.  Later, participants were asked similar questions as they viewed the lights 
during the static testing.  Overall results showed a strong sense of meaning for only the red flashing 
(emergency vehicle), blue flashing (police), and amber flashing (caution) lights as shown in Figure 70. 

TABLE 32 Reponses to the meaning of various lights 

Light Color, State Most common 
response Next most common response 

White, flashing Don’t know (29%) Caution (21%) 

White, steady Don’t know (33%) Headlights (25%) 

Red, flashing Emergency vehicle (50%) Caution (25%) 

Red, steady Brake lights (29%) Don’t know (25%) 

Blue, flashing Police (83%) Don’t know (2%) 

Blue, steady Don’t know (29%) Police (25%) 

Amber, flashing Caution (42%) Roadwork (25%) 

Amber, steady Don’t know (29%) Caution (21%) 
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Figure 70.  When positioned anywhere on a vehicle, what do amber steady lights mean to you? 

 
Three possible interpretations for an amber steady light received four or more responses:  “I 

don’t know” (7); caution (5); and construction (4).  All other possibilities received just one or two 
responses. 

Performance Experiment Participant Characteristics 
For the performance experiment, 32 new participants were recruited to avoid any biases that the 

Screening Experiment’s participants may have had.  The 32 participants were split evenly between age 
and gender.  Younger participants were between 25 and 35 years old, while older participants were 65 or 
older.  The participants completed a pre-experiment vision screening, and a post-drive Main Street 
Questionnaire (Appendix E2).  The results are summarized in the following sections. 

Participants were given the standard Snellen Visual Acuity Test, and a Quasi-Isochromatic Plate 
color vision test.  Subjects were not screened based on color vision results, but only participants with 
acuity of 20/40 or better were eligible for participation. 

Immediately following the surprise trial, in which the participant passed the dump truck, he or 
she was instructed to park in the nearest parking lot.  Once parked, the Main Street Questionnaire was 
verbally administered to the participant by the in-vehicle experimenter.  All 32 participants recalled 
passing the truck.  All but two participants described the lights’ color as yellow or orange.  One 
participant described the LEDs as “red,” and one described the high-mounted beacons as “red and 

 
 



 
 

white.”  Of the 32 participants, 26 were able to correctly recall the number of warning lights on the truck 
(two).  When asked if the lights were flashing or not, only one participant answered “no.” 

The last two questions on the Main Street Questionnaire were not asked until the very end of the 
first driving session.  When asked what criteria or clues were used to determine when the dump truck 
could be identified as a vehicle, 23 said they used the visibility of the taillights.  When asked what 
criteria or clues were used to determine when the pedestrian could be detected, the two most common 
responses were the visibility of the shape or silhouette of the pedestrian (21 responses), and the 
reflective stripes of the vest (15 responses), often in combination with one another. 

 

 
 





 
 

APPENDIX D3. ANOVA RESULTS FOR ALL COMPARISONS IN STATIC SCREENING 
EXPERIMENT 

Halogen Strobe Comparison 

In this and following tables, Source is the factor being analyzed, DF is the degrees of freedom, SS is the 
Sum of Squares, MS is the Mean Square, the F value is the F ratio result from the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), the p value is the probability of obtaining the observed F under the null hypothesis, and Sig 
indicates significance (when p is less than 0.05). 
 
Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 24.69912582 24.69913 2.64 0.246
Within
LampType 1 0.76121883 0.761219 0.38 0.5994
Age*LampType 1 5.53890179 5.538902 2.78 0.2373
Color 3 1.98160327 0.660534 0.6 0.6386
Age*Color 3 2.047401 0.682467 0.62 0.6277
LampType*Color 3 3.1731822 1.057727 0.97 0.4666
Age*LampType*Color 3 2.12115536 0.707052 0.65 0.6125
Intensity 1 2.21653785 2.216538 59.14 0.0165 *
Age*Intensity 1 0.00864297 0.008643 0.23 0.6785
LampType*Intensity 1 0.07982188 0.079822 0.32 0.6293
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.03915809 0.039158 0.16 0.7308
Color*Intensity 3 0.86189648 0.287299 1.63 0.2792
Age*Color*Intensity 3 1.04742057 0.34914 1.98 0.2184
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.56099406 0.186998 1.62 0.2805
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.51403888 0.171346 1.49 0.3101
Total 31 45.65109905

* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 6.79397611 6.793976 0.41 0.5867
Within
LampType 1 7.19997268 7.199973 0.28 0.6503
Age*LampType 1 0.0559487 0.055949 0 0.9671
Color 3 3.04733695 1.015779 1.81 0.246
Age*Color 3 0.82125251 0.273751 0.49 0.7037
LampType*Color 3 1.52544948 0.508483 0.58 0.6512
Age*LampType*Color 3 1.58096713 0.526989 0.6 0.6395
Intensity 1 1.60995511 1.609955 280.38 0.0035 *
Age*Intensity 1 0.03883316 0.038833 6.76 0.1215
LampType*Intensity 1 0.14139009 0.14139 3.91 0.1865
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.10430768 0.104308 2.89 0.2314
Color*Intensity 3 0.10947625 0.036492 0.17 0.9117
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.40346638 0.134489 0.63 0.6203
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.31338404 0.104461 0.58 0.6491
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.13023757 0.043413 0.24 0.8647
Total 31 23.87595384

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 915.8477013 915.8477 1.06 0.4121
Within
LampType 1 14714.71834 14714.72 5.58 0.1421
Age*LampType 1 1061.11755 1061.118 0.4 0.5908
Color 3 1902.110994 634.037 9.97 0.0095 *
Age*Color 3 343.455645 114.4852 1.8 0.2472
LampType*Color 3 171.3417858 57.11393 1 0.4561
Age*LampType*Color 3 212.3403018 70.7801 1.23 0.3764
Intensity 1 167.4807915 167.4808 5.59 0.1418
Age*Intensity 1 14.6410553 14.64106 0.49 0.5569
LampType*Intensity 1 57.44807568 57.44808 1.89 0.3031
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 13.79576804 13.79577 0.45 0.5701
Color*Intensity 3 63.855235 21.28508 0.4 0.7609
Age*Color*Intensity 3 221.5858175 73.86194 1.37 0.3378
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 234.1971439 78.06571 1.25 0.3732
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 187.2734597 62.42449 1 0.4562
Total 31 20281.20966

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 

 
 



 
 

Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 31.51093817 31.51094 1.21 0.3866
Within
LampType 1 0.52557524 0.525575 0.02 0.9043
Age*LampType 1 16.95221085 16.95221 0.6 0.5206
Color 3 33.09615948 11.03205 4.46 0.0568
Age*Color 3 6.21178131 2.070594 0.84 0.5208
LampType*Color 3 5.35330823 1.784436 0.57 0.6542
Age*LampType*Color 3 7.43473508 2.478245 0.79 0.5404
Intensity 1 2.52346341 2.523463 36.29 0.0265 *
Age*Intensity 1 0.39724365 0.397244 5.71 0.1394
LampType*Intensity 1 0.10584622 0.105846 1.41 0.3568
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.06033773 0.060338 0.8 0.4644
Color*Intensity 3 0.25630029 0.085433 1.18 0.3921
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.15807483 0.052692 0.73 0.5708
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.03590125 0.011967 0.06 0.9767
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.19500554 0.065002 0.35 0.791
Total 31 104.8168813

* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Halogen LED Comparison 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 0.025873 0.025873 0 0.9573
LampType 1 16.26923 16.26923 2.05 0.2259
Within
Age*LampType 1 34.31595 34.31595 4.31 0.1064
Color 3 2.726598 0.908866 0.75 0.5443
Age*Color 3 3.219679 1.073226 0.88 0.4775
LampType*Color 3 5.38699 1.795663 1.48 0.2703
Age*LampType*Color 3 2.019556 0.673185 0.55 0.6554
Intensity 1 5.220483 5.220483 6.88 0.0586
Age*Intensity 1 0.00525 0.00525 0.01 0.9377
LampType*Intensity 1 1.672965 1.672965 2.21 0.2117
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.00019 0.00019 0 0.9881
Color*Intensity 3 0.836121 0.278707 1.64 0.2331
Age*Color*Intensity 3 1.285581 0.428527 2.52 0.1077
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.694478 0.231493 1.36 0.302
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.100812 0.033604 0.2 0.8962
Total 31.0 73.8

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 6.550459 6.550459 0.31 0.6094
LampType 1 0.009344 0.009344 0 0.9843
Within
Age*LampType 1 20.31502 20.31502 0.95 0.3848
Color 3 2.459706 0.819902 1.16 0.365
Age*Color 3 0.765697 0.255232 0.36 0.782
LampType*Color 3 1.735979 0.57866 0.82 0.5078
Age*LampType*Color 3 0.796488 0.265496 0.38 0.772
Intensity 1 1.655919 1.655919 4.34 0.1056
Age*Intensity 1 1.174218 1.174218 3.08 0.1542
LampType*Intensity 1 0.00423 0.00423 0.01 0.9212
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.43062 0.43062 1.13 0.3479
Color*Intensity 3 0.112216 0.037405 0.22 0.8823
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.134033 0.044678 0.26 0.8529
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.459586 0.153195 0.89 0.4737
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.157783 0.052594 0.31 0.8207
Total 31 36.8

* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Peripheral Detection Angle 
 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 1847.461 1847.461 0.52 0.5123
LampType 1 18931.38 18931.38 5.29 0.083
Within
Age*LampType 1 75.04035 75.04035 0.02 0.8919
Color 3 604.8198 201.6066 5.11 0.0166 *
Age*Color 3 161.4742 53.82473 1.36 0.3004
LampType*Color 3 571.4887 190.4962 4.83 0.0198 *
Age*LampType*Color 3 84.01035 28.00345 0.71 0.5644
Intensity 1 218.3235 218.3235 4.92 0.0907
Age*Intensity 1 78.78867 78.78867 1.78 0.2534
LampType*Intensity 1 4.367242 4.367242 0.1 0.7694
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 77.16161 77.16161 1.74 0.2576
Color*Intensity 3 21.49623 7.16541 0.11 0.9512
Age*Color*Intensity 3 103.2652 34.42172 0.54 0.6641
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 379.8923 126.6308 1.99 0.17
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 347.2589 115.753 1.81 0.1981
Total 31 23506.23

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 4.417561 4.417561 0.16 0.7117
LampType 1 12.75445 12.75445 0.45 0.537
Within
Age*LampType 1 0.760646 0.760646 0.03 0.8772
Color 3 3.337338 1.112446 0.39 0.7596
Age*Color 3 9.960952 3.320317 1.18 0.3597
LampType*Color 3 17.48781 5.829271 2.06 0.1585
Age*LampType*Color 3 2.066328 0.688776 0.24 0.864
Intensity 1 0.907763 0.907763 7.47 0.0522
Age*Intensity 1 0.391174 0.391174 3.22 0.1472
LampType*Intensity 1 0.007298 0.007298 0.06 0.8184
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.095678 0.095678 0.79 0.4249
Color*Intensity 3 0.311768 0.103923 1.3 0.3209
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.111929 0.03731 0.47 0.712
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.010298 0.003433 0.04 0.9876
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.114495 0.038165 0.48 0.705
Total 31 52.73549

* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Strobe LED Comparison 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 5.04486971 5.04487 0.68 0.4967
Within
LampType 1 17.64305255 17.64305 1.71 0.3208
Age*LampType 1 24.69575122 24.69575 2.4 0.2617
Color 3 2.20796709 0.735989 0.48 0.7066
Age*Color 3 4.65644225 1.552147 1.02 0.4483
LampType*Color 3 9.65484685 3.218282 5.48 0.0373 *
Age*LampType*Color 3 1.15684825 0.385616 0.66 0.6075
Intensity 1 10.16267005 10.16267 6.91 0.1194
Age*Intensity 1 0.01304388 0.013044 0.01 0.9336
LampType*Intensity 1 1.80653442 1.806534 3.22 0.2145
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.03554899 0.035549 0.06 0.8247
Color*Intensity 3 0.40305345 0.134351 0.79 0.5423
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.5611203 0.18704 1.1 0.4193
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.62425312 0.208084 1.34 0.3468
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.23725248 0.079084 0.51 0.6904
Total 31 78.90325461

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 8.97190023 8.9719 0.88 0.4475
Within
LampType 1 7.13240819 7.132408 0.24 0.6697
Age*LampType 1 35.45869935 35.4587 1.22 0.3848
Color 3 3.2860708 1.095357 1.27 0.3665
Age*Color 3 0.55453121 0.184844 0.21 0.8832
LampType*Color 3 1.05652268 0.352174 1.27 0.366
Age*LampType*Color 3 0.28630075 0.095434 0.34 0.7949
Intensity 1 1.53360917 1.533609 4.32 0.1731
Age*Intensity 1 1.07379347 1.073793 3.03 0.224
LampType*Intensity 1 0.09550033 0.0955 0.14 0.7465
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 1.36258514 1.362585 1.96 0.2966
Color*Intensity 3 0.99733622 0.332445 1.64 0.2769
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.35857888 0.119526 0.59 0.6437
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.12205997 0.040687 0.56 0.6628
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.13024789 0.043416 0.59 0.6417
Total 31 62.42014428

* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 421.48313 421.4831 0.06 0.829
Within
LampType 1 2303.475483 2303.475 1.03 0.4173
Age*LampType 1 526.082356 526.0824 0.23 0.6758
Color 3 647.649138 215.883 13.68 0.0043 *
Age*Color 3 97.4584079 32.48614 2.06 0.2072
LampType*Color 3 708.7739348 236.258 4.47 0.0567
Age*LampType*Color 3 170.6985937 56.89953 1.08 0.4274
Intensity 1 117.1647099 117.1647 1.57 0.3365
Age*Intensity 1 228.2613639 228.2614 3.06 0.2221
LampType*Intensity 1 27.48746438 27.48746 0.19 0.7085
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 52.69461039 52.69461 0.36 0.6113
Color*Intensity 3 270.9087462 90.30292 1.26 0.3677
Age*Color*Intensity 3 169.6622143 56.55407 0.79 0.5412
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 112.7299528 37.57665 0.98 0.4633
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 236.6768165 78.89227 2.05 0.2082
Total 31 6091.206922

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 48.27167533 48.27168 0.56 0.5317
Within
LampType 1 27.85540856 27.85541 3.04 0.2234
Age*LampType 1 10.12002848 10.12003 1.1 0.4036
Color 3 2.90405009 0.968017 0.46 0.7202
Age*Color 3 1.63738495 0.545795 0.26 0.8523
LampType*Color 3 17.52390468 5.841302 2.24 0.1846
Age*LampType*Color 3 3.21389797 1.071299 0.41 0.7518
Intensity 1 2.38812529 2.388125 4.89 0.1575
Age*Intensity 1 1.09793585 1.097936 2.25 0.2725
LampType*Intensity 1 0.19967282 0.199673 1.64 0.329
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.01851482 0.018515 0.15 0.7344
Color*Intensity 3 0.31674564 0.105582 1.68 0.2693
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.02340068 0.0078 0.12 0.9425
LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.05664665 0.018882 0.18 0.907
Age*LampType*Color*Intensity 3 0.23901075 0.07967 0.75 0.559
Total

* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 

 
 



 
 

Flash Characteristics 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 12.61995 12.61995 1.87 0.2434
Within
LampType 1 0.148376 0.148376 0.02 0.8893
Age*LampType 1 10.54947 10.54947 1.56 0.2795
Pattern 3 6.304107 2.101369 1.12 0.3784
Age*Pattern 3 1.345814 0.448605 0.24 0.8669
LampType*Pattern 3 15.93451 5.311502 2.84 0.0827
Age*LampType*Pattern 3 2.207717 0.735906 0.39 0.7601
Intensity 1 5.63738 5.63738 7.55 0.0515
Age*Intensity 1 1.432363 1.432363 1.92 0.2384
LampType*Intensity 1 0.002878 0.002878 0 0.9535
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.333371 0.333371 0.45 0.5407
Pattern*Intensity 3 1.210407 0.403469 2.11 0.1523
Age*Pattern*Intensity 3 1.160485 0.386828 2.02 0.1644
LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 0.070092 0.023364 0.12 0.9452
Age*LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 0.499182 0.166394 0.87 0.4833
Total 31 59.4561
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 13.05232 13.05232 1.22 0.3315
Within
LampType 1 0.115535 0.115535 0.01 0.9223
Age*LampType 1 6.40557 6.40557 0.6 0.4825
Pattern 3 3.995373 1.331791 1.09 0.3913
Age*Pattern 3 0.870219 0.290073 0.24 0.8688
LampType*Pattern 3 3.285135 1.095045 0.89 0.4719
Age*LampType*Pattern 3 1.658998 0.552999 0.45 0.7207
Intensity 1 1.119187 1.119187 2.92 0.1626
Age*Intensity 1 1.187695 1.187695 3.1 0.153
LampType*Intensity 1 0.576104 0.576104 1.5 0.2873
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.015693 0.015693 0.04 0.8495
Pattern*Intensity 3 1.880122 0.626707 1.9 0.1839
Age*Pattern*Intensity 3 2.729453 0.909818 2.75 0.0885
LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 2.486766 0.828922 2.51 0.1083
Age*LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 0.972012 0.324004 0.98 0.4341  
 

 
 



 
 

Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 1904.097 1904.097 0.8 0.4228
Within
LampType 1 11473.15 11473.15 4.79 0.0937
Age*LampType 1 834.2506 834.2506 0.35 0.5866
Pattern 3 246.114 82.038 1.07 0.3984
Age*Pattern 3 256.1759 85.39197 1.11 0.3819
LampType*Pattern 3 339.5553 113.1851 1.48 0.2706
Age*LampType*Pattern 3 142.9988 47.66626 0.62 0.6144
Intensity 1 13.15175 13.15175 0.1 0.7731
Age*Intensity 1 29.73849 29.73849 0.22 0.6669
LampType*Intensity 1 384.173 384.173 2.78 0.1708
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 14.95891 14.95891 0.11 0.7587
Pattern*Intensity 3 101.2857 33.7619 0.71 0.5631
Age*Pattern*Intensity 3 99.29215 33.09738 0.7 0.5707
LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 100.4925 33.49751 0.71 0.5661
Age*LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 525.8423 175.2808 3.7 0.0429 *
Total 31 16465.28
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 16.58143 16.58143 0.56 0.4947
Within
LampType 1 4.927693 4.927693 0.17 0.7034
Age*LampType 1 19.12218 19.12218 0.65 0.4655
Pattern 3 3.549713 1.183238 0.62 0.6136
Age*Pattern 3 9.563049 3.187683 1.68 0.2243
LampType*Pattern 3 9.552203 3.184068 1.68 0.2247
Age*LampType*Pattern 3 8.936949 2.978983 1.57 0.2482
Intensity 1 4.618087 4.618087 30.24 0.0053 *
Age*Intensity 1 2.37E-06 2.37E-06 0 0.997
LampType*Intensity 1 0.23594 0.23594 1.55 0.2817
Age*LampType*Intensity 1 0.473338 0.473338 3.1 0.1531
Pattern*Intensity 3 1.78418 0.594727 2.5 0.1089
Age*Pattern*Intensity 3 0.145026 0.048342 0.2 0.8921
LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 0.233689 0.077896 0.33 0.8054
Age*LampType*Pattern*Intensity 3 1.828153 0.609384 2.56 0.1035
Total 31 81.55163
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 

 
 



 
 

Strobe Lights – Flash Pattern and Intensity 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 1.067056 1.067056 0.25 0.6658
Pattern 1 0.042543 0.042543 5.09 0.1527
Age*Pattern 1 0.006214 0.006214 0.74 0.4794
Intensity 1 1.324907 1.324907 2.76 0.2385
Age*Intensity 1 0.0838 0.0838 0.17 0.7166
Pattern*Intensity 1 0.225102 0.225102 1.01 0.4212
Age*Pattern*Intensit 1 0.104723 0.104723 0.47 0.5643
Total 433 5759.812
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 0.679388 0.679388 0.2 0.7008
Pattern 1 0.757158 0.757158 4.74 0.1614
Age*Pattern 1 0.435965 0.435965 2.73 0.2404
Intensity 1 2.20675 2.20675 8.39 0.1014
Age*Intensity 1 0.378333 0.378333 1.44 0.3533
Pattern*Intensity 1 0.054635 0.054635 0.48 0.5608
Age*Pattern*Intensit 1 0.210987 0.210987 1.85 0.3072
Total 325 3844.963
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 82.57966 82.57966 0.09 0.7881
Pattern 1 1.546051 1.546051 0.43 0.581
Age*Pattern 1 2.395559 2.395559 0.66 0.5019
Intensity 1 3.29547 3.29547 0.03 0.8866
Age*Intensity 1 19.54319 19.54319 0.15 0.7322
Pattern*Intensity 1 6.015368 6.015368 0.52 0.5445
Age*Pattern*Intensit 1 13.88984 13.88984 1.21 0.3862
Total 650 8562.605
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
 
 
 
Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 45.06288 45.06288 1.4 0.3587
Pattern 1 0.827838 0.827838 4.02 0.1828
Age*Pattern 1 0.375799 0.375799 1.83 0.3093
Intensity 1 1.436687 1.436687 2.55 0.2515
Age*Intensity 1 0.401389 0.401389 0.71 0.4877
Pattern*Intensity 1 0.316565 0.316565 1.13 0.3984
Age*Pattern*Intensit 1 0.374511 0.374511 1.34 0.3663
Total 778 9740.55
* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Strobe Lights – Color and Intensity 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 7.73507 7.73507 1.1 0.4048
Color 3 4.623399 1.541133 2.57 0.1496
Age*Color 3 2.008431 0.669477 1.12 0.413
Intensity 1 3.545501 3.545501 19 0.0488 *
Age*Intensity 1 0.095592 0.095592 0.51 0.5484
Color*Intensity 3 0.118709 0.03957 0.26 0.8535
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.277778 0.092593 0.6 0.6366
Total 48 57.8975
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 9.133767 9.133767 0.76 0.4745
Color 3 2.677176 0.892392 2.05 0.2082
Age*Color 3 0.978034 0.326011 0.75 0.5612
Intensity 1 0.900755 0.900755 16.36 0.056
Age*Intensity 1 0.017913 0.017913 0.33 0.626
Color*Intensity 3 0.688679 0.22956 2.05 0.209
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.624702 0.208234 1.86 0.2378
Total 100 118.6879
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 6.039307 6.039307 0 0.9581
Color 3 1789.766 596.5887 6.93 0.0224 *
Age*Color 3 497.0386 165.6795 1.93 0.2268
Intensity 1 32.48846 32.48846 0.16 0.7265
Age*Intensity 1 64.25292 64.25292 0.32 0.6287
Color*Intensity 3 65.41344 21.80448 0.46 0.7215
Age*Color*Intensity 3 132.1006 44.03352 0.93 0.4839
Total 100 118.6879
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Age 1 106.9971 106.9971 1.58 0.3358
Color 3 29.91379 9.971263 7.26 0.0201 *
Age*Color 3 0.359567 0.119856 0.09 0.9644
Intensity 1 4.139118 4.139118 12.01 0.0741
Age*Intensity 1 0.866955 0.866955 2.52 0.2536
Color*Intensity 3 0.180814 0.060271 0.24 0.8658
Age*Color*Intensity 3 0.293865 0.097955 0.39 0.7652
Total 192 2789.375
* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Rotating Beacons – Flash Pattern and Intensity 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 3.093873 3.093873 1.01 0.4206
Within       
Intensity 1 0.625531 0.625531 5.76 0.1384
Age*Intensity 1 0.145309 0.145309 1.34 0.3668  
Pattern 1 0.221055 0.221055 0.67 0.5002
Age*Pattern 1 0.710228 0.710228 2.14 0.2811  
Intensity*Pattern 1 0.124662 0.124662 1.29 0.3736  
Age*Intensity*Pattern 1 0.256634 0.256634 2.66 0.2446   
Total 7 5.2     

 

 

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 0.003995 0.003995 0 0.9666
Within       
Intensity 1 0.197289 0.197289 3.89 0.1873
Age*Intensity 1 0.011632 0.011632 0.23 0.6792  
Pattern 1 0.081722 0.081722 0.07 0.8109
Age*Pattern 1 0.340143 0.340143 0.31 0.6344  
Intensity*Pattern 1 0.185895 0.185895 1.82 0.3094  
Age*Intensity*Pattern 1 0.040758 0.040758 0.4 0.5918   
Total 7 0.9     

 

 

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

Peripheral Detection Angle 

Source DF SS MS F value 
P 

value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 328.7118 328.7118 0.17 0.7216
Within       
Intensity 1 651.2909 651.2909 1.52 0.3424  
Age*Intensity 1 21.64753 21.64753 0.05 0.8429  
Pattern 1 5.712212 5.712212 0.07 0.8152  
Age*Pattern 1 266.1846 266.1846 3.29 0.2112  
Intensity*Pattern 1 70.3423 70.3423 0.53 0.5422  
Age*Intensity*Pattern 1 136.1827 136.1827 1.03 0.4175   
Total 7 1480.1     

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

Glare 

 
 



 
 

Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 23.67265 23.67265 1.48 0.3474
Within       
Intensity 1 0.681715 0.681715 0.56 0.5322  
Age*Intensity 1 0.151131 0.151131 0.12 0.7582  
Pattern 1 0.392829 0.392829 0.61 0.5162  
Age*Pattern 1 1.236674 1.236674 1.92 0.2997  
Intensity*Pattern 1 0.009236 0.009236 0.01 0.9262  
Age*Intensity*Pattern 1 0.267591 0.267591 0.32 0.6298   
Total 7 26.4     

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

 

 
 



 
 

Rotating Beacons – Color and Flash Pattern 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 2.038517 2.038517 2.13 0.2821
Within       
Color 3 2.561955 0.853985 0.76 0.5568
Age*Color 3 8.27742 2.75914 2.45 0.1612  
Pattern 1 1.60586 1.60586 2.42 0.2598
Age*Pattern 1 0.848882 0.848882 1.28 0.3751  
Color*Pattern 3 0.183806 0.061269 0.45 0.7256  
Age*Color*Pattern 3 0.602168 0.200723 1.48 0.3119   
Total 15 16.1     

 

 

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 6.566868 6.566868 1.03 0.4162
Within       
Color 3 3.890953 1.296984 2.42 0.1642
Age*Color 3 2.320513 0.773504 1.44 0.3203
Pattern 1 0.427508 0.427508 1.4 0.3583
Age*Pattern 1 0.851664 0.851664 2.79 0.2369  
Color*Pattern 3 1.111101 0.370367 0.61 0.6308  
Age*Color*Pattern 3 1.673904 0.557968 0.92 0.4841   
Total 15 16.8     

 

 
 
 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 62.62403 62.62403 0.24 0.6718
Within       
Color 3 7454.191 2484.73 15.41 0.0032 *
Age*Color 3 969.8427 323.2809 2.01 0.2148  
Pattern 1 661.1585 661.1585 5.4 0.1458  
Age*Pattern 1 410.5989 410.5989 3.35 0.2086  
Color*Pattern 3 627.2051 209.0684 1.38 0.3357  
Age*Color*Pattern 3 542.2826 180.7609 1.2 0.3884   
Total 15 10727.9     

 

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

Glare 

 
 



 
 

Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 64.46509 64.46509 1.63 0.3301
Within       
Color 3 26.85606 8.952019 4.08 0.0675
Age*Color 3 1.245262 0.415087 0.19 0.9
Pattern 1 1.025042 1.025042 0.63 0.5096
Age*Pattern 1 2.011833 2.011833 1.24 0.3809  
Color*Pattern 3 1.212758 0.404253 0.35 0.7934  
Age*Color*Pattern 3 2.271621 0.757207 0.65 0.6117   
Total 15 99.1     

 

 
 
 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

 

 
 



 
 

Passive 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 0.082362 0.082362 0.07 0.8139
Within
Color 4 5.537868 1.384467 1.19 0.3843
Age*Color 4 7.756592 1.939148 1.67 0.2487
Total 9 13.37682
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
Nighttime Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 0.007071 0.007071 0 0.9732
Within
Color 4 8.72298 2.180745 1.06 0.4368
Age*Color 4 7.654309 1.913577 0.93 0.4941
Total 9 16.38436
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
Peripheral Detection Angle 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 723.9742 723.9742 1.49 0.3461
Within
Color 4 3480.363 870.0907 3.19 0.0763
Age*Color 4 122.2561 30.56403 0.11 0.9747
Total 9 4326.593
* p < 0.05  (significant)  
 
Glare 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between
Age 1 20.85028 20.85028 1.55 0.3394
Within
Color 4 63.30314 15.82578 8.42 0.0058 *
Age*Color 4 5.635051 1.408763 0.75 0.5854
Total 9 89.78847
* p < 0.05  (significant)  

 
 



 
 

Beacons – Location and Lamp Type 

Daytime Attention getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 2.682931 2.682931 1.07 0.4096
Within       
LampType 2 1.864847 0.932423 2.76 0.1763  
Age*LampType 2 1.671655 0.835827 2.48 0.1995  
Location 1 0.000324 0.000324 0 0.9874
Age*Location 1 0.743947 0.743947 0.73 0.4825  
LampType*Location 2 2.542818 1.271409 1.67 0.297  
Age*LampType*Location 2 1.154248 0.577124 0.76 0.5258   
Total 11 10.7     

 

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

 
Nighttime Attention-Getting 

Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 2.131336 2.131336 0.8 0.4659
Within       
LampType 2 1.717273 0.858636 0.86 0.4895
Age*LampType 2 1.179494 0.589747 0.59 0.5964  
Location 1 0.123639 0.123639 0.5 0.5525
Age*Location 1 0.613148 0.613148 2.48 0.2558  
LampType*Location 2 0.307761 0.153881 0.22 0.8136  
Age*LampType*Location 2 1.23862 0.61931 0.87 0.4841   
Total 11 7.3     

 

 

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

 
Peripheral Detection Angle 

Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 164.0904 164.0904 9.64 0.09 *
Within       
LampType 2 5294.056 2647.028 12.51 0.019 * 
Age*LampType 2 38.10972 19.05486 0.09 0.9157  
Location 1 2166.554 2166.554 8.23 0.103  
Age*Location 1 14.10331 14.10331 0.05 0.8384  
LampType*Location 2 590.6385 295.3193 4.4 0.0975 * 
Age*LampType*Location 2 279.9671 139.9835 2.09 0.2394   
Total 11 8547.5     

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

Glare 
 

Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 20.84692 20.84692 0.45 0.5727
Within       
LampType 2 11.90495 5.952475 9.65 0.0295 * 
Age*LampType 2 0.993878 0.496939 0.81 0.5082  
Location 1 1.163827 1.163827 1.71 0.3212  
Age*Location 1 1.162649 1.162649 1.71 0.3214  
LampType*Location 2 5.374422 2.687211 2.22 0.2244  
Age*LampType*Location 2 2.313119 1.156559 0.96 0.4577   
Total 11 43.8     

 

* p < 0.05 (significant)       
  

 

 
 



 
 

APPENDIX E. PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT 

The performance experiment was undertaken to assess the effectiveness of the selected lighting 
systems in realistic situations.   

It was found during the screening experiment that the lighting systems viewed at night were 
confusing and could possibly be confused with other lighting such as construction warnings, signage, 
and off-road installations. Similarly, as the maintenance vehicles can often have 
pedestrians/maintenance personnel in close proximity to them, it was decided that the visibility of the 
pedestrians in this situation would also be tested. The final aspect was the participant evaluations of the 
vehicle lighting systems. 

This experiment measured three basic variables, the nighttime identifiability of a maintenance 
vehicle with warning lights, the detectability of a pedestrian standing close to the maintenance vehicle, 
and the ranking of the vehicle lighting in terms of Discomfort Glare,  Attention-Getting, and Urgency. 
The study included an uninformed trial where participants viewed the lighting systems without knowing 
the nature of the study. This trial was followed by evaluations of the lighting system at the test facility 
where the warning-light systems were evaluated with respect to the other variables. 

Adverse weather conditions were also included in the testing. Rain and fog conditions were 
simulated at the test facility for all of the experimental measurements.  The experimental methods and 
the results are documented below. 

Experimental Methods 

Experimental Design 
This experimental design used for this portion of the study was very complex with many 

different dependent and independent variables.  In this description of the study, the independent 
variables are described first followed by the partial factorial experimental design and a description of the 
dependent variables. 

 Independent Variables.  This experimental design was a mixed factors design which means that 
some of the variables were between-subjects variables and some were within-subjects variables. 
 Between Subjects Variables. 

• Gender (2 levels): Female, Male.  The Gender independent variable was chosen in order to 
generalize the results of this transportation study to a broad user population.  This factor was 
used for balance only; it was not used in the data analysis. 

• Age (2 levels): Experienced (65 years old and above) and Younger (25 to 35 years old).  The 
younger and experienced age groups were selected to investigate the changes in preferences 
that may occur with increasing age. 

Within-Subjects Variables. 
• Warning Light (4 levels): High-Mounted Rotating Beacon, Low-Rotating Mounted Beacon, 

LED, Strobe.  The warning lights were chosen based on the results of the static screening 
experiment.  The warning-light independent variable provided insight on which type of light 
is most effective in various situations. 

• Pedestrian (4 levels): 40 ft and 80 ft behind the experimental truck, as well as 40 ft and 80 ft 
without the experimental truck. The pedestrian distance was not included in the analysis of 
the data but rather was used to provide a counterbalance of the pedestrian presentation that 

 
 



 
 

more closely resembles possible maintenance crew positions around a vehicle. The no-truck 
conditions were used for identifying the impact of the lighting system on the pedestrian 
visibility. The pedestrians wore denim scrubs and a reflective vest to mimic the appearance 
of a maintenance worker. 

• Glare (2 levels): With glare, without glare.  The glare was simulated using a parked SUV-
style vehicle close to the experimental vehicle. The Glare independent variable provided 
insight into the ability of the warning-light system to be visible when other and particularly 
opposing vehicles are present. 

• Weather (3 levels): Dry, Rain, Fog.  The Weather independent variable provided insight on 
which type of warning light performs best in realistic weather conditions. The rain rate was 
set at 0.8 in. per hour which is a 95th percentile rain event in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
The fog visibility was maintained between 100 and 150 ft. Note that the fog condition 
represents a low visibility condition and is analogous to snow in terms of the moisture in the 
atmosphere and the white color appearance to the driver. 

• Ambient Lighting (2 levels): Night, Day.  The Ambient Lighting independent variable 
provided insight on which type of warning light performs best in daytime and nighttime 
conditions. 
 

Experimental Design Matrix.  The mixed-factor partial factorial experimental design is shown in 
TABLE 33 through TABLE 35.  The experimental design is broken down by driving session: 1) 
Nighttime Dry and Rain; 2) Daytime Dry; 3) Nighttime Fog; and 4) Daytime Fog.  Subjects 1 through 8 
(S1-S8) were younger males, while Subjects 9 through 16 (S9-S16) were younger females.  Subjects 17 
through 24 (S17-S24) were older males, while Subjects 25 through 32 (S25-S32) were older females.  
There were a total of 116 conditions: 40 during the day, and 76 during the night.  The daytime dry-
weather session was composed of 32 conditions: 4 warning lights at 4 distances in 2 directions.  The 
daytime fog session was composed of 8 conditions: 4 warning lights at 2 distances.  The nighttime dry-
weather session was composed of 28 conditions: 4 surprise (4 warning lights), 8 dynamic (4 warning 
lights with 2 glare conditions), and 16 static (4 warning lights at 2 distances with 2 glare conditions).  
The nighttime rain session and nighttime fog session were both composed of 24 conditions each: 8 
dynamic (4 warning lights with 2 glare conditions), and 16 static (4 warning lights at 2 distances with 2 
glare conditions). 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 33  Warning Light Presentation for all Nighttime Conditions (Excluding the Surprise 
Conditions) 

     Warning Light 

 Ambient Light 
 
Weather  Glare  Age  Gender  HB  LB  LD  ST 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 
 Glare 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 

 Dry 

 No 
Glare 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 
 Glare 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 

 Rain 

 No 
Glare 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 
 Glare 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 

 Night 

 Fog 

 No 
Glare 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

Note: In this and Following Tables, HB is the High-Mounted Rotating Beacon, LB is the Low-Rotating 
Mounted Beacon, LD is the LED, and ST is the Strobe warning light 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 34  Warning Light Presentation for all Daytime Conditions 

     Warning Light 

 Ambient 
Light 

 
Weather Direction  Age  Gender  HB  LB  LD  ST 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 
 Downhill 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 

 Dry 

 Uphill 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

 Male  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8  S1-S8 
 Younger 

 Female  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16  S9-S16 

 Male  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24  S17-S24 

 Day 

 Fog  NA 

 Older 
 Female  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32  S25-S32 

TABLE 35  Surprise conditions:  Two Participants from each Age and Gender Group Were 
Assigned to Each Warning Light 

    Warning Light 

 Ambient Light 
 
Weather  Age  Gender  HB  LB  LD  ST 

 Male  S2, S6  S1, S5  S4, S8  S3, S7 
 Younger 

 Female  S10, S14  S9, S13  S12, S16  S11, S15 

 Male  S18, S22  S17, S21  S20, S24  S19, S23 
 Night  Dry 

 Older 
 Female  S26, S30  S25, S29  S28, S32  S27, S31 

 

Assignment of Treatments.  Treatments were balanced across age and gender to wash out 
presentation bias among the groups.  A balanced Latin Square was used to create orders for each driving 
session.  Eight orders were used for nighttime conditions, with each participant within an age and gender 
group receiving a different order. TABLE 36 presents an example presentation order for nighttime 
conditions.  Four orders were used for daytime conditions, with two participants within an age and 
gender group receiving the same condition.  

 
 



 
 

TABLE 36 An Example of a Nighttime Presentation Order 

Surprise    

 High Beacon    

    
 Dynamic Condition  Warning Light  Glare Condition  Pedestrian Distance 

 1  High Beacon  No Glare  40 

 2  Strobe  No Glare  40 

 Baseline Pedestrian  None  Glare  40 

 3  Low Beacon  No Glare  80 

 4  LED  No Glare  80 

 Baseline Pedestrian  None  Glare  80 

    

 Static Condition  2400 ft  1200 ft  

 High Beacon  High Beacon  

 Strobe  Strobe  

 Low Beacon  Low Beacon  

 LED  LED  

 No Glare 

 High Beacon  High Beacon  

    

 Dynamic Condition  Warning Light  Glare Condition  Pedestrian Distance 

 5  High Beacon  Glare  40 

 6  Strobe  Glare  40 

 Baseline Pedestrian  None  No Glare  40 

 7  Low Beacon  Glare  80 

 8  LED  Glare  80 

 Baseline Pedestrian  None  No Glare  80 

    

 Static Condition  2400 ft  1200 ft  

 High Beacon  High Beacon  

 Strobe  Strobe  

 Low Beacon  Low Beacon  

 LED  LED  

 Glare 

 High Beacon  High Beacon  

 

Dependent Variables.  Seven dependent variables were used in this investigation.  The dependent 
variable of Lane-Change Distance was tested only during the uninformed trial, which was at night in 

 
 



 
 

clear weather.  The dependent variables of Vehicle Identification Distance, Pedestrian Detection 
Distance, and Discomfort Glare Rating were tested only during nighttime conditions (night dry, night 
rain, and night fog).  The dependent variables of Attention-Getting Rating and Confidence Rating were 
tested only during daytime conditions (day dry and day fog).  The dependent variable of Urgency Rating 
was tested during all nighttime conditions, and during daytime fog conditions. 
 
 Lane-Change Distance.  During the uninformed trial, participants were forced to pass the slow-
moving dump truck (experimental vehicle), and were unaware that the truck was involved in the study.  
The distance at which the participant initiated the lane change to pass the truck was marked as the Lane-
Change Distance.  The initiation of the lane change was flagged in the data by the in-vehicle 
experimenter, while the distance between the participant vehicle and the dump truck was recorded by a 
front facing radar system.  A longer Lane-Change distance was considered better. 
 
 Vehicle Identification Distance.  In order to establish each warning lights’ ability to alert a driver 
to the presence of a maintenance vehicle, the distance at which a participant could identify the light 
source as a vehicle was recorded.  While driving, each participant would say the word “vehicle” when 
he or she could identify the light source as a vehicle.  The in-vehicle experimenter would flag this point 
in the data by pressing a button.  The in-vehicle experimenter would press another button as the 
participant vehicle passed the dump truck.  The distance traveled in between these two points was 
marked as the Vehicle Identification Distance for the warning light on display.  This measurement was 
taken during each nighttime condition. 
 
 Pedestrian Detection Distance.  In order to establish each warning lights’ ability to allow a 
driver to see maintenance workers near a maintenance vehicle, the distance at which a participant could 
detect a pedestrian standing near the experimental dump truck was recorded (Figure 71).  The 
participants would say “pedestrian” when they could detect the pedestrian in the roadway.  The in-
vehicle experimenter would flag the data with a button press.  The Pedestrian Detection Distance for the 
warning light on display would be marked as the distance traveled from this point in the data to the point 
at which the participant vehicle passed the pedestrian.  The detection distance was also recorded for a 
pedestrian who stood in the road away from the dump truck.  This allowed for a baseline comparison as 
in this condition, the pedestrian was illuminated by the experimental vehicle headlamps only.  The 
pedestrians wore denim scrubs and a reflective vest to mimic what a maintenance worker might wear.  
This measurement was taken during each nighttime condition. 

 
 



 
 

 
 

Figure 71.  Left) Relative placement of dump truck, pedestrian, and glare vehicle with halogen low 
beams on. Right) Baseline pedestrian setup. 

 
 Urgency.  The Urgency Rating dependent variable measured the level of urgency subjects felt 
was conveyed by the warning lights.  A 5-point Likert-type rating scale was used to capture their ratings 
(Figure 72).  This scale was administered during each nighttime condition, and the daytime fog 
condition.  
    

0 25 50 75 100
     

 
Not at all  Somewhat Fairly Quite Totally 
Urgent Urgent Urgent Urgent Urgent 

 

Figure 72. Urgency rating scale. 
 

Discomfort Glare.  The Discomfort Glare Rating dependent variable measured the discomfort 
subjects experience when presented with the warning lights.  A 9-point rating scale was used to capture 
their ratings which was the same scale used in the static screening experiment (Figure 29).  This scale 

 
 



 
 

was administered only at nighttime, when Discomfort Glare is at its worst due to the high degree of 
contrast between the lights and their backgrounds. 

 
Confidence.  The Confidence Rating dependent variable measured the confidence level of the 

subjects that they could see the warning light.  This was done using a 5-point Likert-type rating scale 
(Figure 73).  This scale was administered only during daytime conditions when there was a low degree 
of contrast between the lights and their background. 
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Not at all  Somewhat Fairly Quite Totally 

Confident Confident Confident Confident Confident 
 

Figure 73. Confidence rating scale. 
 
 Attention-Getting.  In order to establish the effectiveness of the warning lights, a metric for 
conspicuity was established.  This was done using a 7-point rating scale as in the static screening 
experiment (Figure 26).  This scale was a simplified version of a scale that had been used successfully in 
a previous project (62).  This scale was administered during daytime conditions. 
 
Participants 

Thirty-two subjects were selected to participate in this study.  Sixteen males and 16 females were 
evenly selected from two age groups of 25 to 35 years of age and 65+ years of age.  IRB approval was 
attained prior to recruiting subjects.  Recruitment occurred through the VTTI participant database, local 
retirement communities, and contacts made through word of mouth.  A general description of the study 
was provided to the subjects over the phone before they participated in the study.  Subjects were then 
screened with a verbal questionnaire to determine whether they were licensed drivers and whether they 
had any health concerns that should exclude them from participating in the study.  Once subjects arrived, 
they signed an informed consent sheet (Appendix E1).  Subjects were paid $20/hr for each driving 
session, and a $30 bonus if they completed all four driving sessions; they were allowed to withdraw at 
any point in time, with compensation adjusted accordingly. 

All 32 subjects participated in the first two driving sessions.  Thirty participated in the third 
driving session, and 31 participated in the fourth driving session. 

Apparatus 
 

Test Road.  The experiment took place on the Smart Road, which is a 2.2-mile long controlled-access, 
two-lane road.  A 0.5- mile section of the Smart Road is equipped with an artificial weather-making 
system which was used to create the rain and fog conditions for this study.  A degree of control was 
attained by not allowing public vehicles and pedestrians to enter the Smart Road, and by controlling the 
level of the rain and fog so that it was consistent among participants.  Figure 74 shows a diagram of the 
Smart Road, and the locations used for this experiment. 

 
 



 
 

 
Figure 74.  Smart Road layout. 

 
Test Vehicles.  Like the static experiment, two test vehicles were used in this experiment: a participant 
vehicle and an experimental vehicle.  For the experimental vehicle, the same VDOT retired dump truck 
was used in this experiment as in the static experiment.  For this experiment, the dump truck was 
outfitted with the four warning lights of interest. 

      
Figure 75.  VDOT dump truck outfitted with warning lights. 

 
The high beacon lights were placed above the cab of the truck, one on each side.  The low 

beacons were placed on small shelves on the back of the tailgate, one on each side.  The strobes and 
LEDs were mounted on a rack on the tailgate, one on each side (Figure 76). 

 
 



 
 

 
Figure 76.  Warning light arrangement on the VDOT dump truck. 

 
All lights were manually controlled by an operator who sat in the cab of the truck.  There was 

radio communication between the experimental vehicle and the test truck.  The light operator and in-
vehicle experimenter would follow the same experimental order for each participant.  This allowed the 
in-vehicle experimenter to prompt the light operator for the next light without revealing to the 
participant which light was being turned on. The same control system was used in this experiment as the 
static experiment; however, the controls were placed in the truck cab to allow the truck driver to activate 
the lights from within the vehicle.  

The participant vehicle was also the same in both the static and dynamic experiment. The 
participants drove a 2002 Cadillac Escalade (Figure 77), along with an in-vehicle experimenter who 
provided directions and recorded data.  Vehicle Identification Distance and Pedestrian Detection 
Distance were recorded using the Data Acquisition System (DAS) installed in the vehicle (Figure 78).  
Attention-Getting, Discomfort Glare, Urgency, and Confidence Ratings were recorded by hand on an 
order sheet, and later entered into a spreadsheet. 

The DAS recorded vehicle network data such as acceleration and speed, as well as four camera 
angles and information entered by the in-vehicle experimenter such as the participant number, 
participant age, experimental order, and button presses. 

 
 



 
 

 
Figure 77.  The 2002 Cadillac Escalade test vehicle. 

 
Figure 78.  DAS box. 

 
Pedestrian.  The pedestrian was an on-road experimenter who wore denim scrubs and a VDOT-

issued reflective safety vest.  Depending on the presentation order, the pedestrian would either stand 40 
ft or 80 ft behind the dump truck in the center of the lane for each lap driven by the participant (Figure 
79).  The pedestrian stood facing the participant vehicle with legs together and arms by his/her sides.  
When the participants verbally indicated that they could see the pedestrian, the in-vehicle experimenter 
would say “Clear” over the radio.  This was the pedestrian’s signal to clear the road.  If for any reason 
the in-vehicle experimenter did not give the clear signal, the pedestrian would clear the roadway 
automatically when the vehicle reached a predetermined proximity.  When clearing off the road, the 
pedestrians would side-step to their left until they reached the shoulder.  The side-stepping motion 
allowed the pedestrian to keep visual contact with the participant vehicle at all times.  Once the 

 
 



 
 

participant vehicle turned around and passed the dump truck on the way back to the top of the road, the 
pedestrian would get into position for the next lap. 

A baseline pedestrian was also presented several times for each participant.  This pedestrian 
would follow the same procedures, but stood on a section of road away from the dump truck.  This 
allowed for a comparison of detection distances. 

 
Figure 79.  Pedestrian as seen from participant’s perspective. 

 
Stimuli.  The stimuli used for this experiment were commercially available light sources 

acquired from manufacturers.  The light sources were selected based on their performance in the static 
screening experiment, photometric characteristics, and the suitability for the experiment. 

 
High-Mounted Beacon.  The high-mounted beacon light used was a PSE Amber, model 550 

FRAMH 12 V 100 W.  A summary of the rotating beacon light characteristics is shown in Appendix C1. 
 
Low-Mounted Beacon.  The low-mounted beacon light used was also a PSE Amber, model 550 

FRAMH 12 V 100 W.  A summary of the rotating beacon light characteristics is shown in Appendix C1. 
 
LED.  The LED light used was a Whelen 500 Linear LED Flash Light.  The color used was 

amber.  One light on each side of the truck was used.  The LEDs were displayed in a 1-Hertz 
asynchronous pattern.  A summary of the LED light characteristics is shown in Appendix C1. 

 
 



 
 

Strobe.  The strobe light used was a Whelen 500 Linear Strobe Light.  The color used was 
amber.  One strobe light on each side of the truck was used.  The strobes were displayed in a 1-Hertz 
asynchronous pattern.  A summary of the strobe light characteristics is shown in Appendix C1. 

 
Methods 

Before testing, the test vehicle was prepared before the subjects used it.  Checks were made to 
ensure that the vehicle had a sufficient amount of fuel.  The DAS was started to make sure the system 
was working properly. 

Participants were initially screened over the telephone and if a participant qualified for the study, 
a time was scheduled for testing.  Participants were instructed to meet the experimenter at VTTI in 
Blacksburg, Virginia.  Upon arriving at VTTI for the first driving session, each participant was asked to 
read and sign the Information Sheet (Appendix E1), and fill out a health and vision screening 
questionnaire.  The questionnaire asked general questions about medical conditions, impairments, and 
use of medications or drugs.  Each participant was also required to take an informal visual acuity test 
using a Snellen chart.  The vision test was performed to ensure that all participants had at least 20/40 
vision, which is the legal minimum to hold a driver’s license in Virginia.  Participants were tested for 
color blindness using pseudo isochromatic plates, but were not excluded based on results. 

At the beginning of each driving session, the participants were given an information sheet which 
stated that they would be expected to drive on Main Street in Blacksburg, and on the Smart Road under 
various weather conditions.  It also outlined the risks involved, and their rights and responsibilities as 
participants.  Before the participants’ first driving session, they would sign and date the information 
sheet.  Upon arriving at VTTI for each subsequent driving session, the participants were asked to review 
the same sheet, and initial and date it for each visit. 

First Driving Session: Surprise, Nighttime Dry and Rain.  After the participants had finished 
all questionnaires, vision assessments, and paperwork, they were taken to the test vehicle by the in-
vehicle experimenter.  The in-vehicle experimenter pointed out the location of all the necessary controls 
(i.e. seat, steering wheel, and mirror adjustments), and instructed the participants to get into the driver’s 
seat and adjust it to a comfortable driving posture. 

Once the participants were comfortable and the in-vehicle experimenter was ready, they were 
instructed to drive the vehicle to Main Street.  The in-vehicle experimenter read the following script: 

“We are about to begin the Main Street portion of the study.  Once on Main Street, we would like for you 
to maintain the 35-mph speed limit at all times.  We also want you to remain in the right-hand lane.  
However, if needed, you may use the left lane to pass slower moving vehicles so that we can maintain 35-
mph” 
 
At this time, the participant was unaware that the focus of the study was on vehicle warning 

lights.  When the participant reached a predetermined spot, the in-vehicle experimenter sent a silent 
radio signal to the experimental dump-truck driver who was parked in a driveway approximately 0.5 mi 
ahead.  The dump-truck driver then turned on the appropriate warning light and pulled out onto Main 
Street in front of the participant vehicle.  The dump-truck operator drove at 25 mph to force the 
participant to pass the truck.  The point at which the participants started to pass the dump truck was 
flagged by the in-vehicle experimenter by pressing a hand-held button.  The distance between the 
subject vehicle and the dump truck at that moment was recorded by the VORAD radar system. 

 
 



 
 

After the participants had passed the dump truck, they were instructed to pull into the closest 
parking lot where the in-vehicle experimenter administered the Main Street Questionnaire (Appendix 
E2). 

After the Main Street portion of the study was finished, the participants were asked to read and 
sign the debriefing form which explained the true purpose of the study (Appendix E1).  If the 
participants agreed to continue with the study, they were instructed to return to VTTI for the Smart Road 
portion of the study. 

Once on the Smart Road, the participants were read the instructions by the in-vehicle 
experimenter.  After any questions had been answered, the participants would drive a practice lap 
around the Smart Road.  During the practice lap, no warning lights were presented.  Instead, the practice 
lap was performed so that the participants could see where the dump truck would be located on the road, 
where the pedestrian would be in relation to the dump truck, and where each turnaround was located. 

After the practice lap was completed, the study began.  The participants would drive at 35 mph 
toward the dump truck which would be displaying one of the four different warning lights.  The 
participants would indicate the point at which they could identify the light source as a vehicle by saying 
“vehicle.”  At the point when the participants could detect the pedestrian, they would say “pedestrian.”  
The in-vehicle experimenter would flag these two points in the data by pressing a hand-held button.  
Participants were instructed to slow down as they approached the dump truck, and be prepared to stop if 
needed.  Once the participants detected the pedestrian, the in-vehicle experimenter would send a radio 
message to the pedestrian to “clear” off the roadway.  The pedestrians would move to the shoulder of the 
road by side-stepping to their left.  This made sure they did not lose sight of the subject vehicle.  If a 
glare vehicle was present during the lap, the driver would move the vehicle out of the way when the in-
vehicle made the “clear” call.  Once the pedestrian and glare vehicle (if present) were safely out of the 
way, the in-vehicle experimenter would instruct the participants to drive around the dump truck, turn 
around, and return to the top of the road.  The participants would repeat this process so that each 
warning light was seen with and without a glare vehicle present. 

Occasionally, another pedestrian would be presented to the participants as they drove back uphill 
to the start point.  The participants were instructed to say “pedestrian” when they detected the pedestrian 
in the road.  A glare vehicle would sometimes be present near this pedestrian as well.  The detection 
distance for this pedestrian was collected as a baseline. 

The participants were also asked to rate each warning light using two ratings scales.  After the 
first four laps on the Smart Road, the participants were instructed to park the vehicle next to a cone 
placed on the shoulder of the road.  There were two cones: one placed 2,400 ft. from the dump truck, 
and another at 1,200 ft.  The participants were instructed to park at the first cone (the one furthest from 
the truck), and line up so that the cone was roughly even with the participant’s head.  The participants 
were then given the Discomfort Glare and Urgency rating scales, and asked to rate each warning light, 
one at a time.  The first light presented was shown again at the end, and the two ratings were averaged.  
This averaging method was used to reduce bias due to presentation order of the light sources.  After 
rating each light at the first cone, the participants were then instructed to park at the next cone, where 
they would rate each light again.  The participants would repeat these ratings after finishing the last four 
laps of the study.  Depending on the order, a glare vehicle would either be present for the first two 
ratings, or the last two ratings. Figure 80 shows the road configuration for this portion of the testing. 

 
 



 
 

 
Figure 80. Subjective rating setup for nighttime dry conditions. 

 
Once the last set of ratings was complete, the dump truck driver would reposition the truck to the 

portion of the road with the weather-making system.  An on-road experimenter would have the rain 
turned on, and the participants would repeat the same process as before.  The only differences being that 
the speed limit was reduced to 25 mph, and the subjective ratings of the warning lights were collected at 
1,200 and 600 ft.  Once finished with the last two sets of ratings, the participants were instructed to drive 
back to the building where they were paid for their participation. Figure 81 shows the road configuration 
for this portion of the testing. 

 
 



 
 

 
Figure 81.  Subjective ratings setup for nighttime rain. 

 
Second Driving Session: Daytime Dry.  During the daytime sessions, only subjective ratings of 

the warning lights were collected.  For the dry session, ratings were taken at four distances (4800, 3600, 
2400, and 1200 ft) and in two directions (facing downhill and facing uphill).  These directions were used 
because of the difference in contrast of the lights and their background. With the uphill view of the 
experimental truck, the warning lights on top of the vehicle were visible against the sky, whereas for the 
downhill view, the lights appeared against a foliage background as shown in Figure 82. 

 
 



 
 

  
Figure 82.  Left) Downhill view.  Right) Uphill view. 

 
The participants first parked at the 4,800-foot cone facing downhill.  For this session, the 

participants were first asked if they could see the warning light being displayed.  If they answered “yes,” 
they were asked to rate how confident they were that they saw it using the Confidence Rating Scale.  
Finally, the participants were asked to rate the attention-getting nature of the light using the Attention-
Getting Rating Scale.  The participants would answer these questions about each warning light at each 
cone.  Two catch trials were also included at each cone to determine if the participants were answering 
honestly.  Once ratings had been collected at each distance for the downhill portion, the dump-truck 
driver would reposition the truck near the top of the hill, and the participants would repeat the same 
process while facing uphill.  Upon completing the uphill ratings, the participants were instructed to 
return to the building where they were paid for their time. Figure 83 shows the road layout for the two 
daytime dry testing conditions. 

 
 



 
 

       
Figure 83. Rating locations for daytime dry downhill and uphill conditions. 

 
Third Driving Session: Nighttime Fog.  During the nighttime fog session, the participants 

followed the same pattern as during the first nighttime rain session.  For safety, the participants were 
instructed to drive at 15 mph while in the fog.  Each participant drove a total of eight laps on the Smart 
Road, indicating when they could identify the light source as a vehicle, and when they could detect the 
pedestrians in the road.  After the fourth and eighth laps, the participants were asked to rate the 
Discomfort Glare and Urgency for each warning light at 600 and 300 ft.  When the last set of ratings 
was complete, the participants were instructed to drive back to the building where they were paid for 
their participation. Figure 84 shows the road setup for both daytime and nighttime fog conditions. 

 
Fourth Driving Session: Daytime Fog.  During the fourth driving session, participants drove 

into the fog section of the road where they parked the vehicle 600 and 300 ft. from the dump truck.  At 
 

 



 
 

each distance, subjects were first asked if they could see each warning light. If they answered “yes,” 
they were also asked how confident they were if they saw the light using the Confidence Rating Scale, 
to rate the attention-getting nature of the light using the Attention-Getting Rating Scale, and rate the 
urgency of the light.  These questions were asked for each light and catch trial.  Once both sets of ratings 
were done, the participants were instructed to drive back to the building where they were paid for their 
participation.  Subjects that participated in all four driving sessions were also given a $30 bonus.  Figure 
84 shows the road setup for both daytime and nighttime fog conditions. 

 
Figure 84.  Rating distances for both daytime fog and nighttime fog conditions (note: there was no glare 

vehicle present for daytime conditions). 
 
Data Analysis 

The data analysis was performed by calculating an ANOVA for each of the independent 
variables with each of the dependent variables as factors. All of the higher level interactions were also 
considered in the ANOVA calculations. The ANOVA calculations were also individually calculated for 
each of the light sources to further investigate possible factors which may influence the performance of a 
given lighting system. Factors and interactions were considered to be significant at an α = 95% level. 
When possible, an SNK pair-wise post hoc test was used to further determine significant factors.  

 

After the statistical analysis, ranking of the performance for each of the light sources were 
tabulated. In these tabulations, a ‘1’ was given to the best performing system and a ‘4’ was given to the 

 



 
 

worst performing system. These rankings allow for a selection of the light source based on the highest 
ranking for each condition. 

The final step was the photometric analysis of the light sources based on the measurements from 
the earlier experiment. Trends and the correlation of the photometry and the dynamic testing were 
compared to provide further insight into the lighting system performance. 

Results 

The first factors considered in these results were those of the dynamic conditions: Lane-Change, 
Vehicle Identification, and Pedestrian Detection distances. The ANOVA results and the significant 
relationships are shown below. These results are then followed by the analysis of the rankings of 
Attention-Getting, Confidence, Urgency, and Glare. 

Lane-Change 
The Lane-Change Distance was measured as the distance between the subject vehicle and the 

dump truck at the moment the subject initiated a lane change to pass the truck.  This was measured once 
for each participant during the uninformed trial.  This test took place at night in clear weather on Main 
Street in Blacksburg, Virginia.  Because this variable was recorded on an uncontrolled roadway, five 
participants’ data were unusable.  This was caused by other vehicles getting between the subject and the 
dump truck, or a loss of information from the VORAD.  The results for the Lane-Change Distance are 
summarized in Figure 85. 
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Figure 85.  Mean Lane-Change Distance and standard error for each warning light. 

 In this figure, the LEDs significantly (p = 0.0241) out-performed all other warning lights, while 
the performances of the low-mounted beacons, high-mounted beacons, and strobes were not 

 
 



 
 

significantly different from one another.  The high performance of the LEDs in this situation may be 
correlated to the effective intensity of the lights.  The Lane-Change Distance was a between-subjects 
variable. 
 
Vehicle Identification 

Vehicle Identification Distance was measured as the distance between the subject vehicle and the 
dump truck when the subjects stated verbally that they could identify the source of the warning lights as 
a vehicle.  The results for the Vehicle Identification Distance are summarized in TABLE 37.  TABLE 38 
breaks down the ANOVA results for each warning light.  The significant factors are denoted by an 
asterisk and the associated F and p values are also shown.  The complete ANOVA table is shown in 
Appendix E3.  The significant factors for Vehicle Identification Distance were weather, warning light, 
and the weather by warning light interaction. 

 TABLE 37  ANOVA Results for Vehicle Identification Distance 

  Vehicle Identification Distance 

Source F P Sig 

Age 0.86 0.4518   

Weather 10.17 0.027 * 

Age*Weather 0.86 0.4887   

Glare 0.45 0.5722   

Age*Glare 1.15 0.3953   

Weather*Glare 1.39 0.3482   

Age*Weather*Glare 0.85 0.4913   

WarningLight 6.34 0.0273 * 

Age*WarningLight 0.31 0.8147   

Weather*WarningLight 4.46 0.0134 * 

Age*Weather*WarningLight 0.61 0.7185   

Glare*WarningLight 1.77 0.2532   

Age*Glare*WarningLight 0.68 0.5934   

Weather*Glare*WarningLight 0.98 0.4786   

Age*Weather*Glare*WarningLight 1.67 0.212   

 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 38  ANOVA results for Vehicle Identification Distance for each Warning Light 

  Vehicle Identification Distance 

  High Beacon Low Beacon LED Strobe 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.5 0.5513   1.17 0.3926   1.21 0.3861   0.69 0.4925   

Weather 16.27 0.012 * 9.26 0.0315 * 5.88 0.0645  8.66 0.0352 * 

Age*Weather 0.41 0.6903  0.94 0.4622  0.99 0.4461  0.96 0.4559   

Glare 0.05 0.8447  2.96 0.2276  1.54 0.3408  0.19 0.7041   

Age*Glare 1.56 0.3379  0.18 0.7119  0.34 0.6188  1.7 0.3223   

Weather*Glare 0.62 0.5848  1.49 0.3276  1.41 0.3443  3.01 0.1596   

Age*Weather*Glare 2.22 0.2245   1.03 0.4363   0.03 0.9753   0.02 0.9793   

 

The effects of weather (p = 0.027) are shown in Figure 86. The post hoc SNK results are shown 
in the figure at the top of the columns with each letter indicating a statistically different grouping. These 
indicate that rain and fog both have a similar significant impact on Vehicle Identification Distance as 
compared to the dry condition, but are not significantly different from one another. 
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Figure 86.  Mean Vehicle Identification Distance for each weather condition. 

 
In Figure 87, Vehicle Identification Distance is further broken down into glare and no-glare 

conditions for each weather condition.  “Glare” indicates that an oncoming vehicle was present near the 
dump truck with its headlights on.  “No Glare” indicates that the dump truck was presented with no 

 
 



 
 

other vehicles nearby. Glare caused a similar decrease in Vehicle Identification Distance in all weather 
conditions, but the effect was not significant in dry weather.  When asked what criteria or clues were 
used to identify the dump truck as a vehicle, participants generally answered the tail lights of the truck.  
Glare likely reduced the distance at which participants could identify the vehicle because the headlights 
of the on-coming vehicle made it more difficult to see the tail lights. 
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Figure 87.  Mean Vehicle Identification Distance and standard error for each glare and weather 

condition. 
 

In Figure 88, the effect of warning light (p = 0.0273) is divided into each light type.  The SNK 
results indicate that the performance of the LED warning light was significantly lower than that of the 
others, while the high-mounted beacons performed significantly higher.  The low-mounted beacons and 
strobes performed similarly to one another.  As mentioned, participants generally recognized the vehicle 
by the red tail lights of the truck. It is believed that because the high-mounted beacons had such a wide 
separation from the tail lights, it allowed participants to see the taillights sooner, and therefore recognize 
the vehicle at a further distance.  Two factors may have influenced the LED performance. First, the 
effective intensity of the LEDs, in addition to their closer proximity to the taillights, made the tail lights 
much more difficult to see, greatly reducing the Vehicle Identification Distance. Second, the LED had a 
1-Hertz flash frequency and had a sustained “on” time, meaning that the light source was active for 
some duration and not just a flash, as is the case with the strobes (see Appendix C1 for the flash profiles 
for each of the light sources). This pattern appeared to be slow and could be confused with lighting from 
other systems, such as the warning lights on signage and traffic barrels. The flash pattern such as the 
rotating beacon or the strobe provided a higher response for the Vehicle Identification. 
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Figure 88.  Mean Vehicle Identification Distance for each warning light. 

 
In Figure 89, the performance of the LED warning light was consistently worse than the other 

warning lights across all weather conditions.  The high-mounted beacons consistently performed better 
than the other warning lights, but only significantly higher during dry-weather conditions.  The low-
mounted beacons and strobes performed similarly across all weather conditions.  There was also no 
significant difference between the high-mounted beacons, low-mounted beacons and strobes in fog. The 
weather conditions seem to lessen the differences between the systems which is likely a result of light 
scatter in the atmosphere and the diminution of the light effective intensity due to the adverse weather. 
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Figure 89.  Mean Vehicle Identification Distance and standard error for each warning light in each 

weather condition. 
 

The performance for each warning light with regards to Vehicle Identification Distance was 
ranked from 1 to 4, where 1 was the light that performed the worst (i.e., shortest distance), and 4 was the 
light that performed the best (i.e., farthest distance).  The rankings for each glare and weather condition 
are summarized in TABLE 39. 

TABLE 39  Warning Light ranking for Vehicle Identification Distance (4 = best performance) 

Rating Type 
Ambient 
Lighting Weather Glare 

High-
Mounted 
Beacon 

Low-
Mounted 
Beacon LED Strobe 

Glare 2 3 1 4 
Dry 

No Glare 4 2 3 1 

Glare 3 4 2 1 
Rain 

No Glare 4 1 3 2 

Glare 4 2 1 3 

Vehicle 
Identification Night 

Fog 
No Glare 4 3 1 2 

Mean Vehicle Identification Ranking 3.5 2.5 1.8 2.2 

 

 
 



 
 

Pedestrian Detection 
Pedestrian Detection Distance was measured as the distance between the subject vehicle and the 

pedestrian when the participants verbally stated that they could recognize the pedestrian in the roadway.  
The results for the Pedestrian Detection Distance are summarized in TABLE 40.   

TABLE 40  ANOVA results for Pedestrian Detection Distance 

  Pedestrian Detection Distance 

Source F p Sig 

Age 0.21 0.6924   

Weather 4.04 0.1098   

Age*Weather 0.6 0.5914   

Glare 0.74 0.4806   

Age*Glare 0.79 0.4679   

Weather*Glare 0.24 0.7943   

Age*Weather*Glare 1.03 0.435   

WarningLight 2.9 0.0937   

Age*WarningLight 0.91 0.5   

Weather*WarningLight 2.58 0.0504   

Age*Weather*WarningLight 1.29 0.3141   

Glare*WarningLight 0.59 0.6784   

Age*Glare*WarningLight 1.2 0.3807   

Weather*Glare*WarningLight 0.22 0.9824   

Age*Weather*Glare*WarningLight 1.12 0.4033   

 

TABLE 41 breaks down the ANOVA results for each warning light.  The significant factors are 
denoted by an asterisk and the associated F values are shown.  The complete ANOVA table is shown in 
Appendix E3.  No factors were found to be significant. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 41  ANOVA results for Pedestrian Detection Distance for each warning light 
  Pedestrian Detection Distance 

  High Beacon Low Beacon LED Strobe No Lights 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0 0.9774   0.26 0.662   0.06 0.8268   0.65 0.505   0.61 0.5174   

Weather 2.64 0.186  1.2 0.3909  1.34 0.3576  2.45 0.2017  5.14 0.0784   

Age*Weather 1.36 0.3549  1.32 0.3627  1.56 0.3149  1.17 0.3981  0.15 0.867   

Glare 7.14 0.1161  0.71 0.4878  1.18 0.3902  0.31 0.6355  0.15 0.734   

Age*Glare 5.59 0.1419  0.09 0.789  1.69 0.3235  0.74 0.4792  1.72 0.3196   

Weather*Glare 0.65 0.5693  0.17 0.8482  0.84 0.4975  0.01 0.9873  0.41 0.6892   

Age*Weather*Glare 3.65 0.1254   1.53 0.3208   2.14 0.2337   0.49 0.6459   1.26 0.3767   

 

Although not significant in the overall analysis, in a pairwise post hoc SNK analysis it was found 
that weather was a significant factor as shown in Figure 90.  These results indicate that rain and fog have 
a significant impact on Pedestrian Detection Distance.  It is also interesting that the effects of rain and 
fog conditions are not statistically significantly different from one another. This is a similar result to that 
found for the Vehicle Identification where it appears that light scatter has reduced the performance of 
the lighting systems. 
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Figure 90.  Mean Pedestrian Detection Distance for each weather condition. 

 

 

One of the comparisons of interest is the interaction of the weather and glare as the glare source 
will have scattered light and may impact the visibility of the warning light.  Like the weather condition, 

 



 
 

while this interaction was not significant in ANOVA a pairwise SNK analysis found a significant effect 
of the interaction as shown in Figure 91.  These results indicate that the effect of glare was significantly 
different in rain and fog, but not in dry weather.  Here again, the moisture in the air, on the windshield, 
and on the road may have increased the glaring effect of the oncoming vehicle’s headlights, making the 
pedestrian more difficult to see. 
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Figure 91.  Mean Pedestrian Detection Distance and standard error for all glare and weather 

conditions. 
 

In Figure 92, a pairwise SNK analysis found a significant effect of the warning light variable.  
The performance of the LED warning light was significantly lower than the other warning lights, while 
the high-mounted and low-mounted beacon and the strobe performance was not significantly different 
than baseline (i.e., no warning light).  The low performance of the LEDs is likely attributed to the 
effective intensity of the lights.  The bloom presented by the LEDs likely washed out any light reflected 
from the pedestrian’s safety vest, making it very difficult to see. 
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Figure 92.  Mean Pedestrian Detection Distance for each warning light. 

 
The final comparisons were those of the individual lighting system performance across the 

weather conditions and the glare conditions. Here, in Figure 93, the performance of each of the systems 
in the weather is considered. The LED warning lights performed consistently poorly across all weather 
conditions, while the Pedestrian Detection Distance for the low-mounted beacons was not significantly 
different from having no warning lights in all weather conditions. This is a similar result to those already 
discussed. 
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Figure 93.  Mean Pedestrian Detection Distance and standard error for each warning light and weather 

condition. 
 

For the lighting system performance with the glare condition, as shown in Figure 94, the LEDs 
were also the only lights that were not significantly affected by the presence of a glare vehicle.  
However, the performance of the LEDs was also worse than all other warning lights in both glare and 
no-glare conditions. Here, the higher effective intensity of the LED source may overcome the limitations 
imposed by the glare condition.  The better performance of the baseline condition when glare was 
present is likely attributed to the fact that when a glare vehicle was present, participants knew the 
pedestrian would be nearby, giving them a point of reference. 
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Figure 94.  Mean Pedestrian Detection Distance and standard error for each warning light in each 

glare condition. 
 

The performance for each warning light with regards to Pedestrian Detection Distance was 
ranked from 1 to 4, where 1 was the light that performed the worst (i.e., shortest distance) and 4 was the 
light that performed the best (i.e., farthest distance).  The rankings for each glare and weather condition 
are summarized in TABLE 42. 

TABLE 42  Warning Light Ranking for Pedestrian Detection Distance (4 = Best Performance) 

Rating Type Ambient Lighting Weather Glare 

High-
Mounted 
Beacon 

Low-
Mounted 
Beacon LED Strobe 

Glare 2 4 1 3 
Dry 

No Glare 3 4 1 2 

Glare 3 4 1 2 
Rain 

No Glare 3 4 1 2 

Glare 4 3 1 2 

Pedestrian 
Detection Night 

Fog 
No Glare 2 4 1 3 

Mean Pedestrian Detection Ranking 2.8 3.8 1 2.3 

 
Here it is believed that the higher effective intensity of the LED systems were disadvantaged in the 
weather conditions due to scatter and absorption by the moisture in the atmosphere.  

 
 



 
 

Attention-Getting 
Participants rated the Attention-Getting nature of a light on a scale from 1 to 7, with 1 being Not 

at all attention-getting and 7 being Extremely attention-getting.  The Attention-Getting Rating for each 
warning light was collected immediately after the surprise trial on Main Street and during each daytime 
driving session.  Because the Main Street ratings were between subjects and the daytime ratings were 
within subjects, the results will be discussed separately. 

For the Main Street uninformed trial, there is no significant difference in Attention-Getting 
Rating between any of the warning lights as shown in Figure 95.  The similar ratings may be attributed 
to the fact that participants had to rely on their recollection of the lights, rather than looking directly at 
them.  Also, since each participant saw only one light in the surprise condition, participants did not have 
any other lights to use as comparison. 
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Figure 95.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating for each light following the surprise trial. 

 
For the daytime testing, the results for the within-subjects conditions for Attention-Getting 

Rating are summarized in the following ANOVA tables and graphs of significant interactions.  In 
TABLE 43, the warning light main effect and the weather and warning light interaction were significant 
factors.  In TABLE 44, weather was found to be a significant factor for the high-mounted beacons. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 43  Weather and Warning Light Results for Attention-Getting Rating 

  
Attention-Getting 

Rating 

Source F p Sig 

Age 0.61 0.4424   

Weather 1.31 0.2619   

Age*Weather 0.38 0.542   

WarningLight 13 <.0001 * 

Age*WarningLight 1.87 0.1403   

Weather*WarningLight 5.84 0.0011 * 

Age*Weather*WarningLight 0.84 0.4753   

 

TABLE 44  Weather Results for Attention-Getting Rating by Warning Light 

  Attention-Getting Rating by Warning Light and Weather 

  High Beacon LED Low Beacon Strobe 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.51 0.4792   2.94 0.0967   0.05 0.8316   0.31 0.5848   

Weather 12.94 0.0012 * 3.33 0.0787  1.77 0.1943  2.16 0.1527   

Age* 
Weather 0.49 0.4879   0.92 0.3447   0 0.9463   1.36 0.2539   

 

Figure 96 illustrates the significant effect (p < .0001) of the warning light variable on Attention-
Getting Rating.  On average, the high-mounted beacon lights were rated as the least Attention-Getting, 
and the LEDs were rated as the most Attention-Getting.  This may be due to the relative high effective 
intensity of the LEDs and low effective intensity of the high-mounted beacons.  However, it is 
interesting to compare the high-mounted beacon with the low-mounted beacon. These light sources have 
the same effective intensity but the low-mounted beacon outperformed the high-mounted system.  As 
these measurements were in the daytime, and included the varying background the appearance of the 
lights against the sky appears to reduce the Attention-Getting Rating of the source. 
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Figure 96.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating by Warning Light for all conditions, and standard error. 

 
In Figure 97, the effect of the weather and warning-light interaction (p = 0.0011) is illustrated.  

Attention-Getting Ratings are higher in fog for all lights except the LEDs.  The higher ratings may be 
due to participants’ closer proximity to the lights during fog conditions.  The lower rating for the LEDs 
may be due to a loss in perceived intensity due to the fog in addition to the lights’ relatively slow flash 
pattern. It is important to note that in the fog, the high-mounted beacon returned to close to the same 
performance as the other sources. In the foggy environment, the issue of the light being lost to the sky as 
in the daytime clear condition was not an issue. 
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Figure 97.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating and standard error by Warning Light and Weather. 

 
Further results for the within-subjects testing of daytime Attention-Getting Rating are 

summarized in TABLE 45 and TABLE 46.  Significant factors are denoted by an asterisk.  Direction, 
Distance, the Age-and-Distance interaction, the Direction-and-Distance interaction, Beacon Type, the 
Direction-and-Beacon Type interaction, and the Direction, Distance, and Beacon-Type interaction were 
all significant factors. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 45  Direction, Distance, and Beacon Type Results for Attention-Getting Rating 

  
Attention-Getting 

by Beacon 

Source F p Sig 

Age 0.09 0.7704   

Direction 22.66 <.0001 * 

Age*Direction 0.05 0.8258   

Distance 40.94 <.0001 * 

Age*Distance 3.17 0.0282 * 

Direction*Distance 5.16 0.0024 * 

Age*Direction*Distance 1.23 0.3019   

BeaconType 87.36 <.0001 * 

Age*BeaconType 0.01 0.9237   

Direction*BeaconType 44.07 <.0001 * 

Age*Direction*BeaconType 0 0.9663   

Distance*BeaconType 1.94 0.1283   

Age*Distance*BeaconType 1.2 0.3148   

Direction*Distance*BeaconType 3.54 0.0182 * 

Age*Direction*Distance*BeaconType 0.84 0.4741   

 

TABLE 46  Direction Results for Attention-Getting Rating by Warning Light 

  Attention-Getting Rating by Warning Light and Direction 

  High Beacon LED Low Beacon Strobe 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig

Age 0.22 0.6405   1.53 0.2261   0.1 0.7578   0.03 0.8692   

Direction 49.53 <.0001 * 4.28 0.0475 * 0.27 0.6095  20.4 <.0001 * 

Age*Direction 0.27 0.6079   3.18 0.0851   0.05 0.8201   2.48 0.1258   

 

Direction had two levels: uphill and downhill.  As was previously discussed, during uphill trials, 
the dump truck was viewed against the sky which created a low-contrast setting between the warning 
lights and the sky behind them.  During downhill trials, the dump truck was viewed against the road, 
which created a high-contrast setting between the warning lights and the road seen beyond the truck.  In 
Figure 98, Direction is shown to have a significant effect on all warning lights except for the low-
mounted beacons.  The lower rating for the other lights is likely attributed to a lower contrast level 
between the lights and their background.  The significant effect on the high-mounted beacons (p < 
.0001) is most likely due to their placement on top of the truck where they blend in with the sky.  The 

 
 



 
 

effect on the strobes (p < .0001) is most likely due to their lighter color, making them harder to 
distinguish from the light of the sky.  The significant effect on the LEDs (p = 0.0475) is likely due the 
combination of the lower contrast due to the sky, and the lights’ relatively slow flash pattern. 
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Figure 98.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating and standard error for each Warning Light by Direction. 

 
For the Age and Distance comparison, there is an interesting trend reversal at 4,800 ft, which is 

the only distance that younger participants rated the lights more attention-getting than older participants 
as shown in Figure 99.  Remembering that the Attention-Getting Rating was taken from a parked vehicle 
at these distances, this trend reversal may be a result of the vision differences between the younger and 
the older participants. 
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Figure 99.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating and standard error by Distance and Age. 

 
Figure 100 illustrates the significant effect (p = 0.0024) of the Direction-and-Distance interaction 

on daytime Attention-Getting Ratings.  The ratings decrease slightly with distance, because the lights 
become harder to see.  This effect is exaggerated by the low-contrast background during uphill ratings, 
causing even lower ratings at further distances. 
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Figure 100.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating and standard error by Distance and Direction. 

 
To highlight the direction variable, a comparison of the two beacon types for the direction is 

shown in Figure 101. Here, direction is seen to have a significant interaction (p < .0001) with the type of 
beacon displayed.  Because the lights themselves are identical, this can be attributed to the lights’ 
positions on the truck.  The high-mounted beacons become much less attention-getting during the uphill 
conditions, because the lights blend in with the sky behind them.  Since the background for the low-
mounted beacons remains the same (the tailgate of the truck), there is no significant loss in Attention-
Getting Rating when the truck is viewed with a sky background. 
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Figure 101.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating and standard error by type of beacon warning light and 

Direction. 
 

The impact of the viewing distance is as critical in this relationship. In Figure 102, the significant 
interaction (p = 0.0182) among Direction, Distance, and the position of the beacon is illustrated.  This 
clearly shows the significant drop in Attention-Getting Rating during the uphill trials for the high-
mounted beacons.  It also illustrates how Distance and Direction have a much greater impact on the 
high-mounted beacons.  
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Figure 102.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating and standard error for each beacon warning light by 

Distance and Direction. 
 

In Figure 103, the mean Attention-Getting Rating for each warning light is given for all levels of 
Weather, Direction, and Distance.  This figure summarizes the relationships and the measurements 
already discussed but may be of interest to the reader for comparison purposes. 
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Figure 103.  Mean Attention-Getting Rating of each warning light across all daytime conditions. 

 
The performance for each warning light with regards to Attention-Getting Rating was ranked 

from 1 to 4, where 1 was the light that performed the worst (i.e., least attention-getting) and 4 was the 
light that performed the best (i.e., most attention-getting). The rankings for each weather, direction and 
distance condition are summarized in TABLE 47. 

TABLE 47  Warning Light Ranking for Attention-Getting Rating (1 = Least Attention-Getting; 4 
= Most Attention-Getting) 

Rating Type 
Ambient 
Lighting Weather Direction Distance 

High-
Mounted 
Beacon 

Low-
Mounted 
Beacon LED Strobe 

Downhill 4800 1 3 4 2 

Downhill 3600 1 3 4 2 

Downhill 2400 1 3 4 2 

Downhill 1200 1 2 3 4 

Uphill 4800 1 3 4 2 

Uphill 3600 1 3 4 2 

Uphill 2400 1 3 4 2 

Dry 
Attention-
Getting Day 

Uphill 1200 1 3 4 2 

NA 600 1 4 2 3 
Fog 

NA 300 1 3 2 4 

Mean Attention-Getting Ranking 1 3 3.5 2.5 

 

 
 



 
 

Confidence 
Confidence was a measurement of how sure participants were that they could see a warning light 

presented on the dump truck.  Confidence was rated on a scale from 0 to 100, with 0 meaning Not at all 
confident, and 100 meaning Totally confident.  The Confidence rating for each warning light was 
compared across all daytime conditions.  The results for Confidence rating are summarized in TABLE 
48, TABLE 49, and TABLE 50.  Significant factors are marked by an asterisk.  In TABLE 48, warning 
light was found to be a significant factor for overall Confidence Rating.  TABLE 49 represents the 
significance of each factor with regards to only the beacon warning lights.  Significant factors in this 
table include Direction, Distance, Age –by-Distance interaction, Direction-by- Distance interaction, 
Age-by-Direction-by-Distance interaction, Beacon Type (low- or high-mounted), Age-by-Beacon-Type 
interaction, Direction-by-Beacon-Type interaction, Distance-by-Beacon-Type interaction, Direction-by-
Distance-by-Beacon-Type interaction, and Age-by-Direction-by-Distance-by-Beacon-Type interaction.  
In TABLE 50, Direction was found to be a significant factor for the high-mounted beacons and the 
strobes. 

TABLE 48  Weather and Warning Light Results for Confidence Rating 

  Confidence Rating 

Source F p Sig 

Age 0.48 0.4957   

Weather 0 0.9528   

Age*Weather 0.7 0.4104   

WarningLight 6.45 0.0005 * 

Age*WarningLight 0.36 0.7788   

Weather*WarningLight 1.76 0.1622   

Age*Weather*WarningLight 1.04 0.3789   

 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 49  Direction, Distance and Beacon Type Results for Confidence Rating 

  Confidence by Beacon 

Source F p Sig 

Age 1.21 0.2798   

Direction 12.71 0.0012 * 

Age*Direction 0.12 0.7315   

Distance 15.89 <.0001 * 

Age*Distance 3.43 0.021 * 

Direction*Distance 7.6 0.0002 * 

Age*Direction*Distance 4.04 0.0103 * 

BeaconType 20.21 <.0001 * 

Age*BeaconType 5.36 0.0276 * 

Direction*BeaconType 16.06 0.0004 * 

Age*Direction*BeaconType 1.61 0.215   

Distance*BeaconType 5.24 0.0024 * 

Age*Distance*BeaconType 2.18 0.0969   

Direction*Distance*BeaconType 7.34 0.0003 * 

Age*Direction*Distance*BeaconType 3.39 0.0234 * 

TABLE 50  Direction Results for Confidence Rating by Warning Light 

  Confidence Rating by Warning Light and Direction 

  High-Mounted Beacon LED Low-Mounted Beacon Strobe 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 

Age 0.96 0.3343   0.94 0.3406   0.76 0.391   1.36 0.2535   

Direction 16.96 0.0003 * 3.11 0.0891  2.89 0.1  8.14 0.0079 * 

Age*Direction 0.07 0.8002   0.92 0.3459   0.04 0.8422   1.27 0.2692   

 

Figure 104 illustrates the mean Confidence Rating for each warning light.  The post hoc SNK 
results show that there was no significant difference between the low-mounted beacon and LED lights.  
The high-mounted beacons were rated significantly lower than all other warning lights. This data 
analysis includes both directions measured for all of the lights (uphill and downhill) which may indicate 
why the performance of the high-mounted beacons is lower than the other systems. This would be the 
same result as was found with the Attention-Getting Scale. 
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Figure 104.  Mean Confidence Rating for each warning light. 

 
When considering each light source individually as summarized in Figure 105 above, direction 

was found to be a significant factor for the high-mounted beacons (p = 0.0003) and strobes (p = 0.0079).  
Figure 105 shows that the rating dropped significantly during uphill conditions.  For the high-mounted 
beacons, this is likely due to the low contrast between the lights and the sky behind them.  The effect on 
the strobe lights may have also been due to low-contrast, but because of the light color rather than 
position. It was found that at the long viewing distances, the strobes appear white rather than amber 
which may reduce some of their visibility. 
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Figure 105.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Direction. 

 
In the Age comparisons as shown in Figure 106, the mean Confidence Rating for the Younger 

Age category was consistently higher at all distances except for 600 ft (in fog).  The significant 
differences can be seen at the longest distances.  There is a different trend in the rating; at greater 
distances, the older participants degrade the Confidence Ratings to a greater extent than do the younger 
participants. This may be a result in the change of the older driver’s visual capabilities at the greater 
distances. 
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Figure 106.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Age and Distance. 

 
When comparing the age, distance, and viewing direction as in Figure 107, the lowest 

Confidence Ratings by both age groups can be seen in the furthest distances for the uphill condition.  
This is the now-familiar relationship of the beacons appearing against the sky having a worse 
performance than those appearing against the rear of the experimental dump truck. This figure also 
shows that the lowest ratings were by the older age group at long distances during the uphill condition.  
Like the previous relationship, this is likely due to a compound effect of vision impairment and low 
contrast between the lights and the sky. 
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Figure 107.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Age, Direction, and Distance. 

 
Comparing just the beacon light systems, in Figure 108, the significant interaction (p = 0.0276) 

between age category and beacon type is illustrated.  Both age groups gave the low-mounted beacons a 
higher Confidence Rating than the high-mounted beacons.  This is likely due to the high-mounted 
beacons not having a surface to reflect off of, as well as appearing against the sky.  Also of interest is the 
fact that the younger participants consistently gave higher Confidence Ratings for both lights.  This is 
likely attributed to greater visual capabilities. 
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Figure 108.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Age and Beacon. 

 
Figure 109 shows the significantly (p = 0.0012) lower mean Confidence Rating for the high-

mounted beacon for the uphill condition.  As illustrated earlier, this is likely due to the positioning of the 
light as it is placed on top of the truck, the fact that there is no surface for the light to reflect off of, and 
there is low contrast between the light and the sky behind it. 
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Figure 109.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Direction and Beacon Type. 

 
In Figure 110, the significant interaction (p < .0001) between Distance, Beacon Type, and 

Weather is illustrated.  Confidence Rating is seen to decrease for both lights as distance becomes larger.  
The rating for the high-mounted beacons, however, seems to decrease at a faster rate which is again 
related to the high-mounted beacon contrast. 
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Figure 110.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Distance and Beacon Type. 

 
For the final comparison in the confidence measurements, Figure 111 illustrates the significant 

interaction (p = 0.0003) of Direction, Distance, and Beacon Type on Confidence Rating.  The mean 
rating for the high-mounted beacons is seen to be greatly impacted at long distances during the uphill 
condition. The greater distance continues to exacerbate the issues with the lighting system appearing 
against the sky. 
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Figure 111.  Mean Confidence Rating and standard error by Direction, Distance, and Beacon Type. 

 
The performance for each warning light with regards to Confidence Rating was ranked from 1 to 

4, where 1 was the light that performed the worst (i.e., participants were least confident) and 4 was the 
light that performed the best (i.e., participants were most confident). The rankings for each weather, 
direction and distance condition are summarized in TABLE 51. 

TABLE 51  Warning Light Ranking for Confidence Rating (4 = Most Confident) 

Rating Type Ambient Lighting Weather Direction Distance 

High-
Mounted 
Beacon 

Low –
Mounted 
Beacon LED Strobe 

Downhill 4800 2 3 4 1 

Downhill 3600 1 2 4 3 

Downhill 2400 1 2 4 3 

Downhill 1200 1 2 4 3 

Uphill 4800 1 3 4 2 

Uphill 3600 1 3 4 2 

Uphill 2400 1 3 4 2 

Dry 

Uphill 1200 1 3 4 2 

NA 600 1 4 3 2 

Confidence Day 

Fog 
NA 300 3 1 2 4 

Mean Confidence Ranking 1.3 2.6 3.7 2.4 

 

 
 



 
 

In Figure 112, the mean Confidence Rating for each warning light is given for all levels of 
Weather, Direction, and Distance.  This is a provided to allow the reader to visualize all of the 
measurements in a single figure. 
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Figure 112.  Mean Confidence Rating of each warning light across all daytime conditions. 

 
Discomfort Glare 

Discomfort Glare was the measure of discomfort participants experienced as a result of the glare 
from each warning light.  It was rated on a scale from 1 to 9, where 1 meant that there was no noticeable 
discomfort, and 9 meant that the discomfort was unbearable.  The Discomfort Glare Rating was 
collected after the uninformed trial, and during each nighttime condition. 

In Figure 113, the discomfort level of all four warning lights was rated better than ‘Satisfactory’ 
(number 3 on the scale).  Possible explanations for the low Discomfort Glare Ratings of the lights during 
the Main Street trial may be that the participants did not look directly at the lights because they were 
focused on driving, or that Main Street in Blacksburg is a lit roadway and the other light sources on or 
near the roadway made the warning lights seem less glaring by comparison. This reduced glare response 
has been found in other research where response in the real world is reduced from the response recorded 
in a laboratory or an experimental setting. 

 
It will be seen later that in the experimental setting, the LED had the highest Glare rating but this 

is not the case for the uninformed Main Street ratings where the low beacon was more glaring.  This is 
likely due to the proximity of the light source to the driver, The low-mounted beacon is much closer to 
the driver’s line of sight, and due to the 360° nature of the light source, may cause glare as the vehicle is 
passed where this response would diminish with a panel light orientation. 
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Figure 113.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating for each warning light from the surprise trial. 

 
The results of the within-subjects ratings are summarized in TABLE 52 through TABLE 54.  

Significant factors which are marked by asterisks include Weather, Warning Light, Weather-Warning 
Light Interaction, and Glare. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 52  Weather, Warning Light, and Glare Results for Discomfort Glare rating 

  
Discomfort Glare 

Rating 

Source F p Sig 

Age 0.07 0.7975   

Weather 3.32 0.0432 * 

Age*Weather 2.58 0.0848   

WarningLight 6.18 0.0007 * 

Age*WarningLight 0.17 0.9147   

Weather*WarningLight 2.76 0.0139 * 

Age*Weather*WarningLight 1.14 0.3387   

Glare 9.77 0.0039 * 

Age*Glare 0.4 0.5326   

Weather*Glare 3.13 0.0511   

Age*Weather*Glare 2.16 0.125   

WarningLight*Glare 0.46 0.7092   

Age*WarningLight*Glare 0.53 0.6621   

Weather*WarningLight*Glare 0.78 0.5889   

Age*Weather*WarningLight*Glare 1.56 0.1615   

TABLE 53  Weather and Glare Results for Discomfort Glare Rating by Warning Light 

  Discomfort Glare Rating by Warning Light 
  High Beacon LED Low Beacon Strobe 
Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig 
Age 0.17 0.6843   0 0.9777   0.03 0.8721   0.28 0.5987   
Weather 7.19 0.0016 * 0.3 0.7425   17.39 <.0001 * 3.19 0.0488 * 
Age*Weather 0.77 0.4674   2.2 0.1202   3.3 0.0442 * 0.27 0.7643   
Glare 5.71 0.0234 * 2.01 0.1669   14.25 0.0007 * 13.43 0.001 * 
Age*Glare 0.2 0.66   0.55 0.4629   0.22 0.6394   0.01 0.9283   
Weather*Glare 1.23 0.2996   1.44 0.2459   1.65 0.2013   0.85 0.4326   
Age*Weather*Glare 0.49 0.6125   1.91 0.1573   1.45 0.242   0.83 0.4412   

 
 



 
 

TABLE 54  Glare and Distance Results for Discomfort Glare Rating by Weather condition 

  Discomfort Glare Rating by Weather 

  Dry Rain Fog 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig

Age 0.25 0.6185   0.13 0.7194   0.07 0.7977   

Glare 4.8 0.0363 * 7.06 0.0127 * 4.13 0.0518   

Age*Glare 1.83 0.1864  0.53 0.4721  1.91 0.1776   

Distance 51.02 <.0001 * 11.4 0.0021 * 76.3 <.0001 * 

Age*Distance 0.53 0.4718  0.9 0.3516  2.37 0.1347   

Glare*Distance 0.06 0.8076  1.08 0.307  1.21 0.2808   

Age*Glare*Distance 0.39 0.5348   1.27 0.2687   0.01 0.9311   

 

On average, the LED warning lights have the highest Discomfort Glare Rating, and the high-
mounted beacons have the lowest.  However, when broken into each weather condition, as can be seen 
in Figure 114, the Discomfort Glare Rating for the LEDs was lower than the other light sources in fog 
conditions.  Further, it is the only light not to be rated higher for fog than dry and rain conditions. The 
LED was the most intense of the light sources tested and may be more significantly impacted due to 
atmospheric scatter than the other tested sources. 
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Figure 114.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating and standard error by Warning Light and Weather. 

 
 



 
 

Figure 115 shows the significant effect (p = 0.0442) of Weather and Age on the Discomfort 
Glare Rating for the low-mounted beacons.  The high ratings in fog conditions may be attributed to 
participants’ closer proximity to the dump truck.  There was no significant age effect. 
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Figure 115.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating and standard error by Age and Weather for the low-beacon 

warning light. 
 

In Figure 116, all four warning lights were rated lower for Discomfort Glare during glare 
conditions.  This seems counterintuitive at first because one would think the addition of on-coming 
headlights during the Glare testing would increase the Discomfort Glare Rating.  Two possible reasons 
may account for this: 1) participants may have attributed more of the glare to the headlights and not the 
warning lights, or 2) the presence of another light source provided a comparison, causing the warning 
lights to seem less glaring.  The effect was significant for the high-mounted beacons (p = 0.0234), low-
mounted beacons (p = 0.0007), and strobes (p = 0.001). 
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Figure 116.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating and standard error by Warning Light and Glare. 

 
In Figure 117, the effect of the glare is seen to be consistent throughout all weather conditions, 

with Discomfort Glare Ratings being lower when the glare vehicle is present. 
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Figure 117.  Mean Discomfort Glare rating standard error by Weather and Glare. 

 
Figure 118 shows that Distance was a significant factor for Dry (p < .0001), Rain (p = 0.0021), 

and Fog conditions (p < .0001).  There were significant differences between the 600-foot fog and rain 
conditions, and the 1200-foot rain and dry conditions.  It is interesting to note the ratings for the shortest 
distance in each weather condition and the furthest distance in each weather condition are consistent. 
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Figure 118.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating and standard error by Distance. 

 
For the within-subjects ratings, the Discomfort Glare Rating for each warning light was 

compared across all nighttime conditions.  The performance was ranked from 1 to 4, where 1 was the 
light that performed the worst (i.e., caused the most discomfort) and 4 was the light that performed the 
best (i.e., caused the least discomfort). The rankings for each weather and glare condition are 
summarized in TABLE 55. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 55  Warning Light Ranking for Discomfort Glare (4 = least discomfort) 

Rating Type Ambient Lighting Weather Glare Distance 

High-
Mounted 
Beacon 

Low-
Mounted 
Beacon LED Strobe 

2400 4 3 1 2 
Glare 

1200 4 3 1 2 

2400 3 4 1 2 
Clear 

No Glare 
1200 4 3 1 2 

1200 4 3 1 2 
Glare 

600 4 3 1 2 

1200 4 3 1 2 
Rain 

No Glare 
600 4 3 1 2 

600 4 1 3 2 
Glare 

300 4 1 3 2 

600 3 1 4 2 

Discomfort 
Glare Night 

Fog 

No Glare 
300 4 2 3 1 

Mean Discomfort Glare Ranking 3.8 2.5 1.8 1.9 

 

In Figure 119, the mean Discomfort Glare Rating for each warning light is given for all levels of 
Weather, Glare, and Distance.  Readers may use this summary to find results that they find interesting 
that were not covered in this report.  
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Figure 119.  Mean Discomfort Glare Rating for each warning light across all nighttime conditions. 

 
Urgency 

Participants rated the level of urgency conveyed by a warning light on a scale from 0 to 100, 
where 0 meant that the light was not at all urgent, and 100 meant that it was totally urgent.  The Urgency 
Rating was collected after the surprise trial, during all nighttime conditions, and during daytime fog 
conditions.  The results of the between-subjects rating collected after the surprise trial are discussed first. 

In Figure 120, participants rated the high-mounted beacon warning lights significantly lower for 
Urgency, and rated the similar low-mounted beacons much higher.  Possible reasons for the very 
different ratings may be that the low-mounted beacons were closer to eye height for the participant, and 
that the light from the low beacons was reflected off the tailgate of the truck.  Both of these may have 
increased the perceived intensity of the light, which in turn may have affected the Urgency ratings. 
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Figure 120.  Mean Urgency Rating for each warning light following the surprise trial. 

 
The results for the within-subjects testing of Urgency are summarized in TABLE 56, TABLE 57, 

and TABLE 58.  Significant factors marked by an asterisk include Warning Light, Age-by-Warning-
Light Interaction, and Glare. 

 
 



 
 

 

TABLE 56  Weather, Warning Light, and Glare Results for Urgency Rating 

  Urgency Rating 

Source F p Sig 

Age 0.01 0.9282   

Weather 1.16 0.3201   

Age*Weather 1.55 0.2211   

WarningLight 5.89 0.001 * 

Age*WarningLight 5.91 0.001 * 

Weather*WarningLight 1.68 0.1286   

Age*Weather*WarningLight 1.48 0.1863   

Glare 10.46 0.003 * 

Age*Glare 0 0.9501   

Weather*Glare 2.83 0.0674   

Age*Weather*Glare 0.07 0.9349   

WarningLight*Glare 1.67 0.1785   

Age*WarningLight*Glare 0.77 0.5158   

Weather*WarningLight*Glare 1.09 0.3699   

Age*Weather*WarningLight*Glare 1.82 0.0982   

 

TABLE 57  Weather and Glare Results for Urgency Rating by Warning Light 

  Urgency Rating by Warning Light 

  High Beacon LED Low Beacon Strobe 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig

Age 0.33 0.5728   4.64 0.0395 * 0.46 0.5046   0.45 0.5055   

Weather 0.05 0.9537  0.59 0.5583  2.64 0.0803  1.67 0.1979   

Age*Weather 0.7 0.5019  3.76 0.0292 * 0.29 0.7464  1.43 0.2486   

Glare 6.81 0.014 * 0.77 0.3874  9.49 0.0044 * 2.06 0.1617   

Age*Glare 0.07 0.7896  1.2 0.2828  0.01 0.9435  0.74 0.3975   

Weather*Glare 3.01 0.0573  1.08 0.3471  1.57 0.2179  1.47 0.2391   

Age*Weather*Glare 1.38 0.2591   2.49 0.0916   0.76 0.4723   0.06 0.9373   

 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 58  Glare and Distance Results for Urgency Rating by Weather 

  Urgency Rating by Weather 

  Dry Rain Fog 

Source F p Sig F p Sig F p Sig

Age 0.2 0.6584   0.25 0.6212   0.37 0.547   

Glare 0.48 0.4917  15.7 0.0004 * 1.8 0.1904   

Age*Glare 0.13 0.7205  0 0.9936  0.24 0.6286   

Distance 31.14 <.0001 * 25.6 <.0001 * 34 <.0001 * 

Age*Distance 0.76 0.39  0.43 0.5171  0.52 0.4758   

Glare*Distance 0 0.981  1.39 0.2485  0.01 0.9204   

Age*Glare*Distance 0.14 0.7108   0.27 0.6087   0.67 0.4186   

 

In Figure 121, the significant impact (p = 0.001) of Warning Light on Urgency is shown.  The 
post hoc SNK comparison shows that the LED warning lights were rated significantly lower for 
Urgency than all other lights.  This may be due to the relatively long flash duration of the LEDs, as 
compared to the rotating beacons and the strobes.  While the LEDs were operated at the same frequency 
as the strobes, by their nature the strobes provided a very short flash duration while the LEDs were 
designed to provide a much longer on-time. The shorter flash durations provided by rotating beacons 
and strobes may be interpreted by observes as indicating greater urgency. 
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Figure 121.  Mean Urgency Rating for each Warning Light. 

 
 



 
 

Figure 122 shows a significant effect (p = 0.0395) of Age on Urgency ratings for the LED 
warning light.  A possible explanation would be that older participants seem to judge Urgency based on 
the effective intensity of the light source, while younger participants judge based on speed of the flash 
pattern. 
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Figure 122.  Mean Urgency Rating for each Warning Light by Age. 

 
Figure 123 shows the significant interaction (p = 0.0292) of Age and Weather on the Urgency 

rating for the LED warning light.  The relatively high ratings by the older age group and the relatively 
low ratings by the younger age group remain consistent through each weather condition.  This supports 
the idea that the difference in rating is caused by different criteria for judging Urgency between the age 
groups, and not an external condition. 
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Figure 123.  Mean Urgency Rating and standard error for the LED Warning Light by Weather and Age. 
 

Figure 124 shows the significant effect (p < .0001) of Distance on Urgency Rating for all 
weather conditions.  It is also interesting that the ratings at the shortest distance in each weather 
condition were fairly consistent, as well as the ratings at the longest distance in each weather condition. 
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Figure 124.  Mean Urgency Rating and standard error for each Weather condition by Distance. 

 
In Figure 125, the mean Urgency rating for each warning light is given for all levels of Weather, 

Glare, and Distance.  Readers may use this summary to find results that they find interesting that were 
not covered in this report. 
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Figure 125.  Mean Urgency Rating for each warning light during each nighttime condition. 

 
The performance for each warning light with regards to Urgency was ranked from 1 to 4, where 

1 was the light that performed the worst (i.e., least urgent) and 4 was the light that performed the best 
(i.e., most urgent). The rankings for each weather and glare condition are summarized in TABLE 59. 

 
 



 
 

TABLE 59  Warning Light Rating for Urgency (4 = most urgent) 

Rating 
Type 

Ambient 
Lighting Weather Glare Distance 

High-
Mounted 
Beacon 

Low –
Mounted 
Beacon LED Strobe 

2400 4 2 1 3 
Glare 

1200 2 4 1 3 

2400 4 2 1 3 
Clear 

No Glare 
1200 3 4 1 2 

1200 2 4 1 3 
Glare 

600 2 4 1 3 

1200 4 3 1 2 
Rain 

No Glare 
600 3 4 1 2 

600 3 4 1 2 
Glare 

300 2 4 1 3 

600 3 4 1 2 

Night 

Fog 

No Glare 
300 2 4 1 3 

600 2 4 1 3 

Urgency 

Day Fog No Glare 
300 1 3 2 4 

Mean Urgency Ranking 2.6 3.6 1.1 2.7 

 

Warning Light Ranking 
For each dependent variable, the warning lights were ranked by their performance.  The warning 

light that performed the worst for the given dependent variable was given a rank of 1.  The warning light 
that performed the best for the given dependent variable was given a rank of 4.  The rankings for each 
light for each dependent variable and each condition are summarized in TABLE 60.  The rankings were 
then averaged for each light, and an overall ranking is given at the bottom of the table.  The overall 
rankings were fairly even, ranging from a mean of 2.19 for the LED (worst performing) to 2.98 for the 
low beacon (best performing).  The value of this table is that it can be used to pick the best light for 
specific situations not covered in the tables above.  Although most roadway maintenance vehicles are 
used in a variety of weather and lighting conditions, there are vehicles that are only used for specific 
functions or in specific weather conditions (such as dedicated snow plows).  The table can be used for 
specific applications such as these. 

TABLE 60  Warning Light Rankings, where 4 = Best Performance and 1 = Worst Performance 
Dependent 

Variable 
Ambient 
Lighting Weather Direction Glare Distance 

High 
Beacon 

Low 
Beacon LED Strobe 

4800 1 3 4 2 

3600 1 3 4 2 

2400 1 3 4 2 
Downhill No 

Glare 

1200 1 2 3 4 

4800 1 3 4 2 

3600 1 3 4 2 

Attention-Getting Day Dry 

Uphill No 
Glare 

2400 1 3 4 2 

 
 



 
 

1200 1 3 4 2 

600 1 4 2 3 
Fog NA No 

Glare 300 1 3 2 4 

2400 4 3 1 2 
Glare 

1200 4 3 1 2 

2400 3 4 1 2 
Dry NA 

No 
Glare 1200 4 3 1 2 

1200 4 3 1 2 
Glare 

600 4 3 1 2 

1200 4 3 1 2 
Rain NA 

No 
Glare 600 4 3 1 2 

600 4 1 3 2 
Glare 

300 4 1 3 2 

600 3 1 4 2 

Discomfort Glare Night 

Fog NA 
No 

Glare 300 4 2 3 1 

2400 4 2 1 3 
Glare 

1200 2 4 1 3 

2400 4 2 1 3 
Dry NA 

No 
Glare 1200 3 4 1 2 

1200 2 4 1 3 
Glare 

600 2 4 1 3 

1200 4 3 1 2 
Rain NA 

No 
Glare 600 3 4 1 2 

600 3 4 1 2 
Glare 

300 2 4 1 3 

600 3 4 1 2 

Night 

Fog NA 
No 

Glare 300 2 4 1 3 

600 2 4 1 3 

Urgency 

Day Fog NA No 
Glare 300 1 3 2 4 

4800 2 3 4 1 

3600 1 2 4 3 

2400 1 2 4 3 
Downhill No 

Glare 

1200 1 2 4 3 

4800 1 3 4 2 

3600 1 3 4 2 

2400 1 3 4 2 

Dry 

Uphill No 
Glare 

1200 1 3 4 2 

600 1 4 3 2 

Confidence Day 

Fog NA No 
Glare 300 3 1 2 4 

Glare . 2 3 1 4 Vehicle 
Identification 

Night 
Dry NA No 

Glare . 4 2 3 1 

 
 



 
 

Glare . 3 4 2 1 
Rain NA No 

Glare . 4 1 3 2 

Glare . 4 2 1 3 
Fog NA No 

Glare . 4 3 1 2 

Glare . 2 4 1 3 
Dry NA No 

Glare . 3 4 1 2 

Glare . 3 4 1 2 
Rain NA No 

Glare . 3 4 1 2 

Glare . 4 3 1 2 

Pedestrian 
Detection Night 

Fog NA No 
Glare . 2 4 1 3 

Lane-Change Night Dry NA NA . 1 2 4 3 

Mean Rank 2.46 2.98 2.19 2.37 

Overall Rank 3 4 1 2 

 

Photometric Comparison 
In the photometric comparison, the photometric measurement results for each of the lighting 

systems were compared to the performance of each system in terms of the dependent variables. As 
before, the photometric measurements used for the comparison is the Form Factor method. 

For the Vehicle Identification Distance the relationship to the effective intensity is shown in 
Figure 126. It is interesting to note that the high-mounted beacon and the low-mounted beacon have the 
same effective intensity but different performance levels. The distance of the beacons from the tail lights 
which were used for Vehicle Identification provided this higher performance. The strobe provided the 
quick flash and is easily recognizable as a vehicle. The LED system, however, although it had the 
highest effective intensity it also had the shortest Vehicle Identification Distance. As mentioned, this 
light source had a long  “on” time, which gave the appearance of a slow flash. This flash type was the 
most confused with other roadway markings such as flashing sign lights and construction markings. 
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Figure 126.  Vehicle Identification Distance by the Light Source Effective Intensity. 

 
For the Pedestrian Detection Distance, a similar relationship is found except the high-mounted 

beacon and the low-mounted beacons are reversed (Figure 127). The high LED effective intensity seems 
to provide the highest disability for the Pedestrian Detection. The other sources show a similar 
performance however, the low beacon, which is close to the same height as the pedestrian, may have 
provided a background and a shadow for pedestrian detection. 
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Figure 127.  Pedestrian Detection Distance by the Light Source Effective Intensity. 

 
In terms of the confidence rating, Figure 128 shows the Effective Intensity relationship. Here, the 

high effective intensity of the LED provides a slightly higher confidence level than the lower intensities, 
however, from an application standpoint this value is very high for all of the measurements. The low-
mounted beacon provides a higher rating than the high-mounted beacon due to the daylight condition 
and the appearance of the beacons against the sky in the uphill trials. 
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Figure 128.  Confidence Rating by the Light Source Effective Intensity. 

 
For the Attention-Getting Rating, the high effective intensity from the LED shows the highest 

rating with the low-mounted beacon providing a benefit over the strobe and the high-mounted beacon as 
seen in Figure 129. For the strobe, the quick flash and the color appearance at distance appears to be a 
problem. For the high-mounted beacon, the loss of contrast against the sky remains significant. It is 
interesting to note that in comparison to the photometric limits discussed earlier, none of the tested 
lighting systems achieved the effective intensity value recommended and the rating for these sources did 
not achieve a level of 5-Moderate. 
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Figure 129.  Daytime Attention-Getting Rating by the Light Source Effective Intensity. 
 

The relationship of the effective intensity to the Discomfort Glare rating is shown in Figure 130. 
Here, as expected, the higher effective intensity source was rated the highest in Discomfort Glare. The 
interesting comparison is the low-mounted beacon to the high-mounted beacon. In this case, the 
appearance of the beacon with the back of the truck as the visual background, the additional flash of the 
rotating light against the truck appears to have provided and additional glare source and thus a higher 
rating.  It should be noted again that the light sources tested were below the recommended limits from 
the static experiment and the ratings reflect this value. 
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Figure 130.  Discomfort Glare Rating by the Light Source Effective Intensity. 
 

The final comparison is that of Urgency to effective intensity as shown in Figure 131. Here, the 
higher effective intensity does not provide an additional urgency benefit but rather the flash pattern 
provides more information. The rotating beacons and the strobes were able to achieve a higher rating 
with a less intense light source that the slower appearing LED system. 
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Figure 131.  Urgency rating by the Light Source Effective Intensity. 
 
Discussion 

The experiment has shown that many of the factors are involved in the design and layout of a 
warning-light system influence the response of the driver to that vehicle. The purpose of the dynamic 
experiment was to further refine the requirements of the lighting system in a driving environment with 
the addition of adverse weather conditions. The aspects of the lighting system which must be considered 
are the lighting layout, adverse weather influences, further refinements of the lighting characteristics, 
and influence of other environmental factors such as approaching vehicle glare. 

Lighting System Layout 
The layout of the lighting system influenced all of the measured results. The proximity of the 

lighting to the driver, the background where the lighting appears, and the layout of the rear of the vehicle 
were all significant during the analysis of the results. 

The experiments showed that the separation in the lighting system from the tail lights of the 
vehicle aided in the identification of the vehicle. Many of the participants indicated that the tail lights 
were the important cue for the Vehicle Identification and separating the warning lights from these cue 
aids in perception. Placing the lighting as high on the vehicle as possible is important. Placing the 
lighting high also reduces the perceived glare as the light sources are father from the line of sight of the 
driver as was experienced with the Main Street uninformed experiment. 

One of the difficulties with placing the lighting system high on the vehicle is that the lights may 
appear against the sky.  In the daytime experiments, control of the background of the light source was 

 
 



 
 

also significant. This was evident in the Confidence Ratings and the Attention-Getting Ratings. The 
lighting should either be placed such that the vehicle is behind the source or that a background is located 
behind the light in order to control the contrast. 

Adverse Weather 
The influence of the rain and the fog condition did not seem to significantly change the lighting 

system performance with respect to the participant ratings. The Vehicle Identification and Pedestrian 
Detection were significantly influenced, however. The rain and the fog reduced the identification and the 
detection distances for all of the light sources and seemed to moderate the differences between the 
systems except for the LED. For the Pedestrian Detection, the LED system showed a much lower value 
than the other systems.  This system had the highest effective intensity, resulting in a larger amount of light 
scatter observed by the approaching driver in fog and rain conditions. It is expected that the light effective 
intensity would have to be limited to avoid the impact of light scatter under adverse weather. 

Lighting Characteristics 
In the determination of the characteristics of the lighting system, the effective intensity of the 

light sources and the flash pattern seems to be the most critical in the results. 

The effective intensity of the sources influenced the detection of the pedestrian and the 
assessment of the light source glare. The higher effective intensity reduced the ability of the driver to see 
the pedestrian and also resulted in a higher Glare Rating. The higher effective intensity of the light 
sources was also limiting in the adverse weather. The experiment did not seem to show any reason to 
change the recommendations for limits found in the static experiment, however, this experiment used 
light sources that were within the range specified. 

The flash pattern has a more interesting result. When comparing the beacons and the strobes to 
the longer-duration flashing LEDs, the Vehicle Detection Distance and the Urgency Ratings were 
reduced for the LEDs. The double flash of the strobe and the effective intensity changes of the rotating 
beacon seem to have provided an additional clue to the nature of the lighting system. Both of these 
systems are different than other flashing types which may appear in the roadway environment and may 
be more typically related to vehicles. The urgency of the lighting system also seems to be more closely 
related to the apparent speed of the flashing. Use of a double flash or a beacon seems to improve the 
driver’s response to the lighting system. 

Finally, it should be noted that the use of a 360° light source close to the line of sight of the 
driver increased the experience of the glare, which should be avoided through the placement of the 
sources high on the vehicle. 

Other Environmental Factors 
The two experimental factors which were available for interpretation in this condition are the 

presence of other vehicles and the presence of the lighting sources. 

The presence of the opposing vehicles on the roadway reduced the Pedestrian Detection Distance 
and the Discomfort Glare Rating but did not generally influence the Vehicle Identification Distance. The 
Pedestrian Detection Distance reduction is expected as the Disability Glare from the opposing vehicle 
headlights would also reduce the Pedestrian Detection Distance. The reduction in the Disability Glare 
Rating shows that the warning-light systems, when compared to the opposing headlamps, are not a 
significant glare source. 

 
 



 
 

Finally, the presence of other lighting systems, such as the roadway lighting, experienced during 
the Main Street uninformed trial, greatly reduced the Glare Rating of the light sources but did not 
change the Urgency Rating. This shows that a vehicle with a warning-light system on a lit road is less 
likely to be a glare issue. Another factor to consider is the lane-change result for the Main Street 
experiment. Here, the high effective intensity of the LEDs may have been the factor that resulted in a 
significantly longer distance at which the lane change occurred than the other sources. This may indicate 
that in the presence of roadway lighting, like in daylight conditions, a higher effective intensity light 
source is required. 

 
 



 
 

APPENDIX E1.  PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT INFORMATION SHEET AND DEBRIEFING 
FORM 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

Information Sheet for Participants of Investigative Projects 

Title of Project:    Evaluation of driving behavior during different times of day under 
various weather conditions. 

Investigators: Ron Gibbons 

I. The Purpose of this Research/Project 
The purpose of the project is to evaluate typical driving behavior in different weather conditions during daylight 
and nighttime conditions.  Approximately 32 drivers in two different age groups will be recruited to participate. 
 
II. Procedures 

During the course of this experiment you will be asked to perform the following tasks: 
1. Read and sign an Informed Consent Form. 
2. Show your valid driver’s license. 
3. Complete simple vision tests. 
4. Fill out questionnaires. 
5. Participate in four separate driving sessions, driving a VTTI vehicle:   

• Driving Session 1:  Night time on Route 460 and on the Smart Road (approximately 2 hours). 
• Driving Session 2:  Day time on the Smart Road in rain and clear conditions (approximately 1 ½ 

hours). 
• Driving Session 3 & 4:  One night and one day session on the Smart Road in foggy conditions 

(approximately 45 minutes each). 
6. Listen to the instructions regarding any tasks you may perform. 
7. The total experiment time will be approximately 5 1/2 hours. 
It is important for you to understand that we are collecting data on typical driving behavior. Therefore, we ask that 
you drive as you normally would.  The information that you provide is very important to this project. 
 
III. Risks 

There are risks or discomforts to which you may be exposed in volunteering for this research.  They include the 
following: 
 
1) The risk of an accident normally associated with driving an unfamiliar automobile at night on public 

roads. 
2) The risk of an accident normally associated with driving an unfamiliar automobile at night and during the day 

in fog and rain, traveling at speeds of 35 mph with minimal other traffic present. 
3) Possible fatigue due to the length of the experiment.  However, you will be given rest breaks during the 

experimental sessions. 
 

The following precautions will be taken to ensure minimal risk to you: 
1) You may take breaks or decide not to participate at any time. 

 
 



 
 

2) The vehicle is equipped with a driver's side and passenger's side airbag supplemental restraint system, fire 
extinguisher and first-aid kit. 

3) All data collection equipment is mounted such that, to the greatest extent possible, it does not pose a hazard to 
you in any foreseeable case. 

4) The experiment will not be run during ice, or snow. 
5) You are required to wear the lap and shoulder belt restraint system while in the car. 
6) In the event of a medical emergency, or at your request, VTTI staff will arrange medical transportation to a 

nearby hospital emergency room.   
7) You are not pregnant.  
8) You do not have any medical condition that would put you at a greater risk, including but not restricted to 

epilepsy, balance disorders, and lingering effects of head injuries, history of eye surgery, and stroke. 
 

In the event of an accident or injury in an automobile, the automobile liability coverage for property damage and 
personal injury is provided. The total policy amount per occurrence is $2,000,000.  This coverage (unless the 
other party was at fault, which would mean all expense would go to the insurer of the other party’s vehicle) would 
apply in case of an accident for all volunteers and would cover medical expenses up to the policy limit.   

Participants in a study are considered volunteers, regardless of whether they receive payment for their 
participation; under Commonwealth of Virginia law, workers compensation does not apply to volunteers; 
therefore, if not in an automobile, the participants are responsible for their own medical insurance for bodily 
injury. Appropriate health insurance is strongly recommended to cover these types of expenses. 

IV. Benefits of this Project 

While there are no direct benefits to you from this research, you may find the experiment interesting.  No promise 
or guarantee of benefits is made to encourage you to participate.  Your participation will help to improve the body 
of knowledge regarding driving behavior. 
 
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality 

The data gathered in this experiment will be treated with confidentiality.  Your name will be separated from your 
data.  A coding scheme will be employed to identify the data by participant number only (e.g., Participant No. 1).  
You will be allowed to see your data and withdraw the data from the study if you so desire, but you must inform 
the experimenters immediately of this decision so that the data may be promptly removed.  At no time will the 
researchers release data identifiable to an individual to anyone other than VTTI staff working on the project 
without your written consent.  It is possible that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) may view this study’s 
collected data for auditing purposes. The IRB is responsible for the oversight of the protection of human subjects 
involved in research.  
 
VI. Compensation 

You will be paid $20.00 per hour for participating.  You will be paid at the end of each session in cash.  If you 
participate in all four driving sessions, you will also receive a $30.00 bonus at the end of the last session. 
 
Freedom to Withdraw 

As a participant in this research, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty.  If you choose to withdraw, 
you will be compensated for the portion of time of the study for which you participated.  Furthermore, you are 
free not to answer any question or respond to experimental situations without penalty. 

 

 
 



 
 

VII. Approval of Research 

Before data can be collected, the research must be approved, as required, by the Institutional Review Board for 
Research Involving Human Subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and by the Virginia 
Tech Transportation Institute.  You should know that this approval has been obtained. 
 
VIII. Subject’s Responsibilities 

If you voluntarily agree to participate in this study, you will have the following responsibilities: 

1. To follow the experimental procedures as well as you can.  
2. To inform the experimenter if you have difficulties of any type. 
3. To wear your seat and lap belt. 
4. To abide by the set speed limits and traffic laws. 
5. To abstain from any substances that will impair your ability to drive.  
6. To drive the test vehicle in a safe and responsible manner. 

 
IX.Subject’s Permission 

I have read and understand the Information Sheet and conditions of this project.  I have had all my 
questions answered.  I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent for participation in 
this project. 
 
If I participate, I may withdraw at any time without penalty.  I agree to abide by the rules of this 
project. 

 
Participant Signature        Date 

 
Experimenter Signature       Date 
Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact: 

Ronald Gibbons, Ph.D.     231-1581 
 Leader, Lighting Infrastructure and Technology Group     
 

David Moore       231-4991 
Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review 
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects 
 
Suzie Lee, Ph.D.     231-1511 
Department Reviewer 
  

 
 



 
 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

Debriefing for Participants of Investigative Projects 

Title of Project: Guidelines for Selection and Application of Warning Lights on Roadway Operations 
Equipment:  Performance Experiment. 
 
Investigator: Ron Gibbons 
 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH 
 
We apologize for not being able to tell you the true purpose of this research project prior to data collection.  The 
purpose of this research is to develop guidelines for warning lights on roadway operations equipment used for 
construction, maintenance and utility work.  We would not be able to collect unbiased data if we told participants 
ahead of time what the true purpose of the project is.  
 
If you have further questions about the study the researcher can answer them at this time.  We ask that you do not 
talk about the details of this study to others after your participation as this may invalidate future data that may be 
collected. 
 
We again assure you that all data will be treated with complete anonymity. Your name will be separated from the 
data.  A coding scheme will be employed to identify the data by subject number only (for example, Subject No. 
7).   
 
Please check one of the following: 
_______I give my voluntary consent for the data collected to be used in the analysis for this research project. 
_______I do not give my consent for the data collected to be used in the analysis for this research project. 
 

 
 
Should you choose to continue with the remainder of the experiment, the details that were listed on the 
information you sheet you signed at the beginning of the study, including risks, benefits, and safety precautions, 
continue to apply.   
 
However, the remaining portion of this driving session and the three future sessions will not evaluate typical 
driving behavior.  Rather, the focus will be on evaluating different types of warning lights used on construction, 
maintenance and utility vehicles. 
 
Subject’s Permission 
 
I give my voluntary consent for participation in this project. 
 
If I participate, I may withdraw at any time without penalty.  I agree to abide by the rules of this 
project. 

 
Participant Signature        Date 
 
Experimenter Signature       Date 
 
Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact: 

 
 



 
 

Ronald Gibbons, Ph.D.     231-1581 
 Leader, Lighting Infrastructure and Technology Group     
 

David Moore       231-4991 
Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review 
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects 
 
Suzie Lee, Ph.D.     231-1511 
Department Reviewer 

 

 
 





 
 

APPENDIX E2. PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

MAIN STREET QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Participant Number:   Condition:   Date:     
 
Do you remember passing any vehicles just now? 
 
Yes     No     
 
If yes, can you describe them: 
 
 
 
 
If they noticed the dump truck, can you describe the lights on the back of the truck?   
 
How many?   
 
 
What color were they?   
 
 
Were they flashing?   
 
 
Where were they on the truck? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Post-Study Questions: 
 
What criteria or clues did you use to determine if the lights were coming from a vehicle? 
 
 
 
 
What criteria or clues did you use to determine when you could see the pedestrian? 

 
 





 
 

APPENDIX E3. ANOVA RESULTS FOR ALL COMPARISONS IN DYNAMIC 
PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT 

Attention Getting 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 10.67630862 10.67630862 0.61 0.4424  
Within       
Weather 1 6.90367961 6.90367961 1.31 0.2619  
Age*Weather 1 2.00821674 2.00821674 0.38 0.542  
WarningLight 3 84.97110969 28.32370323 13 <.0001 * 
Age*WarningLight 3 12.22228038 4.07409346 1.87 0.1403  
Weather*WarningLight 3 23.49048936 7.83016312 5.84 0.0011 * 
Age*Weather*WarningLight 3 3.38173647 1.12724549 0.84 0.4753   
Total 15 143.6538209     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Attention Getting for High-Mounted Beacons by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 4.10323872 4.10323872 0.51 0.4792  
Within       
Weather 1 23.80028491 23.80028491 12.94 0.0012 * 
Age*Weather 1 0.90874387 0.90874387 0.49 0.4879   
Total 3 28.8122675     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Attention Getting for Low-Mounted Beacons by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 0.23060307 0.23060307 0.05 0.8316  
Within       
Weather 1 3.7122231 3.7122231 1.77 0.1943  
Age*Weather 1 0.00969146 0.00969146 0 0.9463   
Total 3 3.95251763     

 

 
 



 
 

Attention Getting for LEDs by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 16.08645546 16.08645546 2.94 0.0967  
Within       
Weather 1 9.19949208 9.19949208 3.33 0.0787  
Age*Weather 1 2.55294614 2.55294614 0.92 0.3447   
Total 3 27.83889368     

 
Attention Getting for Strobes by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1.90664157 1.90664157 0.31 0.5848  
Within       
Weather 1 6.46006944 6.46006944 2.16 0.1527  
Age*Weather 1 4.05574846 4.05574846 1.36 0.2539   
Total 3 12.42245947     

 
Attention Getting for High-Mounted Beacons by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 2.0519263 2.0519263 0.22 0.6405  
Within       
Direction 1 60.46901173 60.46901173 49.53 <.0001 * 
Age*Direction 1 0.32830821 0.32830821 0.27 0.6079   
Total 3 62.84924624     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Attention Getting for Low-Mounted Beacons by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 0.765625 0.765625 0.1 0.7578  
Within       
Direction 1 0.31640625 0.31640625 0.27 0.6095  
Age*Direction 1 0.0625 0.0625 0.05 0.8201   
Total 3 1.14453125     

 

 
 



 
 

Attention Getting for LEDs by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 11.93966734 11.93966734 1.53 0.2261  
Within       
Direction 1 3.67696596 3.67696596 4.28 0.0475 * 
Age*Direction 1 2.72864583 2.72864583 3.18 0.0851   
Total 3 18.34527913     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Attention Getting for Strobes by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 0.31640625 0.31640625 0.03 0.8692  
Within       
Direction 1 28.890625 28.890625 20.38 <.0001 * 
Age*Direction 1 3.515625 3.515625 2.48 0.1258   
Total 3 32.72265625     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Attention Getting for High- and Low-Mounted Beacons Only 

Source DF SS MS 
F 

value 
P 

value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1.3058106 1.3058106 0.09 0.7704  
Within       
Direction 1 40.64131 40.64131 22.66 <.0001 * 
Age*Direction 1 0.08844402 0.08844402 0.05 0.8258  
Distance 3 142.6522264 47.5507421 40.94 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 3 11.0405789 3.680193 3.17 0.0282 * 
Direction*Distance 3 8.50079911 2.8335997 5.16 0.0024 * 
Age*Direction*Distance 3 2.03266106 0.67755369 1.23 0.3019  
BeaconType 1 160.7943105 160.7943105 87.36 <.0001 * 
Age*BeaconType 1 0.0171559 0.0171559 0.01 0.9237  
Direction*BeaconType 1 31.41841947 31.41841947 44.07 <.0001 * 
Age*Direction*BeaconType 1 0.00129324 0.00129324 0 0.9663  
Distance*BeaconType 3 2.04007002 0.68002334 1.94 0.1283  
Age*Distance*BeaconType 3 1.25876915 0.41958972 1.2 0.3148  
Direction*Distance*BeaconType 3 3.60306904 1.20102301 3.54 0.0182 * 
Age*Direction*Distance*BeaconType 3 0.85915304 0.28638435 0.84 0.4741   
Total 31 406.2540705     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 

 
 



 
 

Confidence 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig
Between       
Age 1 810.8607469 810.8607469 0.48 0.4957  
Within       
Weather 1 2.2972073 2.2972073 0 0.9528  
Age*Weather 1 450.145758 450.145758 0.7 0.4104  
WarningLight 3 2341.354898 780.451633 6.45 0.0005 * 
Age*WarningLight 3 132.189011 44.063004 0.36 0.7788  
Weather*WarningLight 3 641.6056722 213.8685574 1.76 0.1622  
Age*Weather*WarningLight 3 380.4669371 126.8223124 1.04 0.3789   
Total 15 4758.920231     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Confidence for High-Mounted Beacons by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 7.03969914 7.03969914 0.01 0.9276  
Within       
Weather 1 320.1090858 320.1090858 0.95 0.3387  
Age*Weather 1 881.5838606 881.5838606 2.61 0.1176   
Total 3 1208.732646     

 
Confidence for Low-Mounted Beacons by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 126.0330807 126.0330807 0.31 0.5788  
Within       
Weather 1 7.30398865 7.30398865 0.03 0.8663  
Age*Weather 1 81.4199946 81.4199946 0.32 0.575   
Total 3 214.757064     

 
Confidence for LEDs by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 412.8904018 412.8904018 1.2 0.2822  
Within       
Weather 1 537.2096295 537.2096295 2.25 0.1451  
Age*Weather 1 8.3156483 8.3156483 0.03 0.8534   
Total 3 958.4156796     

 
Confidence for Strobes by Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 115.9433545 115.9433545 0.22 0.6438  
Within       
Weather 1 253.1105799 253.1105799 1.18 0.2874  
Age*Weather 1 518.6371995 518.6371995 2.41 0.1319   
Total 3 887.6911339     

 

 
 



 
 

Confidence for High-Mounted Beacons by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1339.493156 1339.493156 0.96 0.3343  
Within       
Direction 1 6928.01686 6928.01686 16.96 0.0003 * 
Age*Direction 1 26.634868 26.634868 0.07 0.8002   
Total 3 8294.144884     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Confidence for Low-Mounted Beacons by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 473.4556633 473.4556633 0.76 0.391  
Within       
Direction 1 437.9918091 437.9918091 2.89 0.1  
Age*Direction 1 6.1114672 6.1114672 0.04 0.8422   
Total 3 917.5589396     

 
Confidence for LEDs by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 243.8119008 243.8119008 0.94 0.3406  
Within       
Direction 1 408.6110896 408.6110896 3.11 0.0891  
Age*Direction 1 120.9534394 120.9534394 0.92 0.3459   
Total 3 773.3764298     

 

 
 



 
 

Confidence for Strobes by Direction 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1255.02033 1255.02033 1.36 0.2535  
Within       
Direction 1 2166.454356 2166.454356 8.14 0.0079 * 
Age*Direction 1 337.628308 337.628308 1.27 0.2692   
Total 3 3759.102994     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
 
Confidence for High- and Low-Mounted Beacons Only 

Source DF SS MS 
F 

value 
P 

value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 2405.433242 2405.433242 1.21 0.2798  
Within       
Direction 1 6003.606849 6003.606849 12.71 0.0012 * 
Age*Direction 1 56.68766 56.68766 0.12 0.7315  
Distance 3 5970.816059 1990.27202 15.89 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 3 1290.129496 430.043165 3.43 0.021 * 
Direction*Distance 3 1911.166815 637.055605 7.6 0.0002 * 
Age*Direction*Distance 3 1015.330134 338.443378 4.04 0.0103 * 
BeaconType 1 3365.35061 3365.35061 20.21 <.0001 * 
Age*BeaconType 1 892.390646 892.390646 5.36 0.0276 * 
Direction*BeaconType 1 2294.087217 2294.087217 16.06 0.0004 * 
Age*Direction*BeaconType 1 230.343782 230.343782 1.61 0.215  
Distance*BeaconType 3 782.9648991 260.9882997 5.24 0.0024 * 
Age*Distance*BeaconType 3 326.1751087 108.7250362 2.18 0.0969  
Direction*Distance*BeaconType 3 952.9324678 317.6441559 7.34 0.0003 * 
Age*Direction*Distance*BeaconType 3 439.227828 146.409276 3.39 0.0234 * 
Total 31 27936.64281     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 

 
 



 
 

Discomfort Glare 

Source DF SS MS 
F 

value 
P 

value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 8.15243303 8.15243303 0.07 0.7975  
Within       
Weather 2 12:47 35.76657638 3.32 0.0432 * 
Age*Weather 2 55.49570607 27.74785303 2.58 0.0848  
WarningLight 3 208.6909828 69.5636609 6.18 0.0007 * 
Age*WarningLight 3 5.8254109 1.9418036 0.17 0.9147  
Weather*WarningLight 6 67.86914674 11.31152446 2.76 0.0139 * 
Age*Weather*WarningLight 6 28.16052021 4.69342004 1.14 0.3387  
Glare 1 3:26 90.14367288 9.77 0.0039 * 
Age*Glare 1 3.67658362 3.67658362 0.4 0.5326  
Weather*Glare 2 23.54997762 11.77498881 3.13 0.0511  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 16.20750521 8.1037526 2.16 0.125  
WarningLight*Glare 3 9.5562537 3.1854179 0.46 0.7092  
Age*WarningLight*Glare 3 10.97472026 3.65824009 0.53 0.6621  
Weather*WarningLight*Glare 6 16.32076888 2.72012815 0.78 0.5889  
Age*Weather*WarningLight*Glare 6 32.77075043 5.46179174 1.56 0.1615   
Total 47 648.9275851     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Discomfort Glare for High-Mounted Beacons 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 4.12612965 4.12612965 0.17 0.6843  
Within       
Weather 2 41.70523416 20.85261708 7.19 0.0016 * 
Age*Weather 2 4.46799605 2.23399802 0.77 0.4674  
Glare 1 8.54908961 8.54908961 5.71 0.0234 * 
Age*Glare 1 0.29550357 0.29550357 0.2 0.66  
Weather*Glare 2 1.7819436 0.8909718 1.23 0.2996  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 0.71561951 0.35780976 0.49 0.6125   
Total 11 61.64151615     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 

 
 



 
 

Discomfort Glare for Low-Mounted Beacons 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 0.84342587 0.84342587 0.03 0.8721  
Within       
Weather 2 65.78225312 32.89112656 17.39 <.0001 * 
Age*Weather 2 12.46469064 6.23234532 3.3 0.0442 * 
Glare 1 16.38480568 16.38480568 14.25 0.0007 * 
Age*Glare 1 0.25750836 0.25750836 0.22 0.6394  
Weather*Glare 2 3.7298242 1.8649121 1.65 0.2013  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 3.28972447 1.64486223 1.45 0.242   
Total 11 102.7522323     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Discomfort Glare for LEDs 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 0.05364508 0.05364508 0 0.9777  
Within       
Weather 2 8.83209835 4.41604918 0.3 0.7425  
Age*Weather 2 64.90378022 32.45189011 2.2 0.1202  
Glare 1 51.16405497 51.16405497 2.01 0.1669  
Age*Glare 1 14.10237774 14.10237774 0.55 0.4629  
Weather*Glare 2 32.47067018 16.23533509 1.44 0.2459  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 43.14343528 21.57171764 1.91 0.1573   
Total 11 214.6700618     

 
Discomfort Glare for Strobes 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 8.95330466 8.95330466 0.28 0.5987  
Within       
Weather 2 22.58248355 11.29124177 3.19 0.0488 * 
Age*Weather 2 1.91407054 0.95703527 0.27 0.7643  
Glare 1 23.722229 23.722229 13.43 0.001 * 
Age*Glare 1 0.01453795 0.01453795 0.01 0.9283  
Weather*Glare 2 1.89347425 0.94673713 0.85 0.4326  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 1.84846634 0.92423317 0.83 0.4412   
Total 11 60.92856629     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 

 
 



 
 

Discomfort Glare for Dry Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 9.63879395 9.63879395 0.25 0.6185  
Within       
Glare 1 11.20715332 11.20715332 4.8 0.0363 * 
Age*Glare 1 4.26867676 4.26867676 1.83 0.1864  
Distance 1 84.70324707 84.70324707 51.02 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 1 0.88195801 0.88195801 0.53 0.4718  
Glare*Distance 1 0.08898926 0.08898926 0.06 0.8076  
Age*Glare*Distance 1 0.58117676 0.58117676 0.39 0.5348   
Total 7 111.3699951     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Discomfort Glare for Rain Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 9.08165375 9.08165375 0.13 0.7194  
Within       
Glare 1 87.76213203 87.76213203 7.06 0.0127 * 
Age*Glare 1 6.5981104 6.5981104 0.53 0.4721  
Distance 1 155.5175102 155.5175102 11.38 0.0021 * 
Age*Distance 1 12.2433851 12.2433851 0.9 0.3516  
Glare*Distance 1 11.79242945 11.79242945 1.08 0.307  
Age*Glare*Distance 1 13.86578093 13.86578093 1.27 0.2687   
Total 7 296.8610019     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Discomfort Glare for Fog Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 2.67748421 2.67748421 0.07 0.7977  
Within       
Glare 1 8.84853503 8.84853503 4.13 0.0518  
Age*Glare 1 4.10162367 4.10162367 1.91 0.1776  
Distance 1 218.7207315 218.7207315 76.28 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 1 6.8051249 6.8051249 2.37 0.1347  
Glare*Distance 1 1.74513991 1.74513991 1.21 0.2808  
Age*Glare*Distance 1 0.0109899 0.0109899 0.01 0.9311   
Total 7 242.9096291     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 

 
 



 
 

Urgency 

Source DF SS MS 
F 

value 
P 

value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 86.99752546 86.99752546 0.01 0.9282  
Within       
Weather 2 3350.341705 1675.170852 1.16 0.3201  
Age*Weather 2 4468.66111 2234.330555 1.55 0.2211  
WarningLight 3 21689.73636 7229.91212 5.89 0.001 * 
Age*WarningLight 3 21760.79778 7253.59926 5.91 0.001 * 
Weather*WarningLight 6 1454.767142 242.46119 1.68 0.1286  
Age*Weather*WarningLight 6 1285.018516 214.169753 1.48 0.1863  
Glare 1 3236.183473 3236.183473 10.46 0.003 * 
Age*Glare 1 1.232362 1.232362 0 0.9501  
Weather*Glare 2 1415.139054 707.569527 2.83 0.0674  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 33.681778 16.840889 0.07 0.9349  
WarningLight*Glare 3 788.3319592 262.7773197 1.67 0.1785  
Age*WarningLight*Glare 3 361.2165434 120.4055145 0.77 0.5158  
Weather*WarningLight*Glare 6 820.435662 136.739277 1.09 0.3699  
Age*Weather*WarningLight*Glare 6 1367.29762 227.882937 1.82 0.0982   
Total 47 62119.83859     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Urgency for High-Mounted Beacons 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1032.09893 1032.09893 0.33 0.5728  
Within       
Weather 2 40.5954504 20.2977252 0.05 0.9537  
Age*Weather 2 597.0391201 298.51956 0.7 0.5019  
Glare 1 1418.338848 1418.338848 6.81 0.014 * 
Age*Glare 1 15.096942 15.096942 0.07 0.7896  
Weather*Glare 2 955.421516 477.710758 3.01 0.0573  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 439.4986423 219.7493212 1.38 0.2591   
Total 11 4498.089449     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
 

 
 



 
 

Urgency for Low-Mounted Beacons 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1549.181093 1549.181093 0.46 0.5046  
Within       
Weather 2 2521.081139 1260.540569 2.64 0.0803  
Age*Weather 2 281.027503 140.513752 0.29 0.7464  
Glare 1 2143.483099 2143.483099 9.49 0.0044 * 
Age*Glare 1 1.154539 1.154539 0.01 0.9435  
Weather*Glare 2 357.4023405 178.7011703 1.57 0.2179  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 173.5660113 86.7830056 0.76 0.4723   
Total 11 7026.895725     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Urgency for LEDs 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 17508.19237 17508.19237 4.64 0.0395 * 
Within       
Weather 2 537.047535 268.523767 0.59 0.5583  
Age*Weather 2 3429.735186 1714.867593 3.76 0.0292 * 
Glare 1 153.163989 153.163989 0.77 0.3874  
Age*Glare 1 238.2056177 238.2056177 1.2 0.2828  
Weather*Glare 2 329.507456 164.753728 1.08 0.3471  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 762.2740816 381.1370408 2.49 0.0916   
Total 11 22958.12624     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Urgency for Strobes 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1762.105979 1762.105979 0.45 0.5055  
Within       
Weather 2 1709.127639 854.563819 1.67 0.1979  
Age*Weather 2 1462.506543 731.253271 1.43 0.2486  
Glare 1 301.8048669 301.8048669 2.06 0.1617  
Age*Glare 1 108.0135152 108.0135152 0.74 0.3975  
Weather*Glare 2 592.1888948 296.0944474 1.47 0.2391  
Age*Weather*Glare 2 26.1457424 13.0728712 0.06 0.9373   
Total 11 5961.89318     

 

 
 



 
 

Urgency for Dry Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 751.9926758 751.9926758 0.2 0.6584  
Within       
Glare 1 125.512207 125.512207 0.48 0.4917  
Age*Glare 1 33.7739258 33.7739258 0.13 0.7205  
Distance 1 4623.012207 4623.012207 31.14 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 1 112.969238 112.969238 0.76 0.39  
Glare*Distance 1 0.08251953 0.08251953 0 0.981  
Age*Glare*Distance 1 20.12158203 20.12158203 0.14 0.7108   
Total 7 5667.464355     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Urgency for Rain Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1202.229242 1202.229242 0.25 0.6212  
Within       
Glare 1 3709.649656 3709.649656 15.67 0.0004 * 
Age*Glare 1 0.015533 0.015533 0 0.9936  
Distance 1 7329.070165 7329.070165 25.56 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 1 123.355376 123.355376 0.43 0.5171  
Glare*Distance 1 131.3908492 131.3908492 1.39 0.2485  
Age*Glare*Distance 1 25.3750336 25.3750336 0.27 0.6087   
Total 7 12521.08585     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
Urgency for Fog Weather 
Source DF SS MS F value P value Sig 
Between       
Age 1 1933.270239 1933.270239 0.37 0.547  
Within       
Glare 1 644.2679919 644.2679919 1.8 0.1904  
Age*Glare 1 85.5548826 85.5548826 0.24 0.6286  
Distance 1 14236.73993 14236.73993 34.03 <.0001 * 
Age*Distance 1 218.62494 218.62494 0.52 0.4758  
Glare*Distance 1 1.34086022 1.34086022 0.01 0.9204  
Age*Glare*Distance 1 88.96085094 88.96085094 0.67 0.4186   
Total 7 17208.75969     

* p < 0.05 (significant) 
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